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Abbreviations 

1,4-BDM 1,4-Benzenedimethanol 

4-CBAL 4-Carboxybenzaldehyde 

4-HMBAL 4-(Hydroxymethyl) benzaldehyde 

2-HOTP 2-Hydroxyterephthalate 

2-PAA 2-Phenylacetaldehyde 

BAM Benzylamine 

BHET Bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate 

BHETA Bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalamide 

CARMm Carboxylic acid reductase from the marine bacterium 

Mycobacterium marinum 

CO2 Carbon dioxide 

DLS Dynamic light scattering 

DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide 

DMT Dimethyl terephthalate 

E. coli Escherichia coli 

EG Ethylene glycol 

ePCR Error-prone PCR 

FACS Fluorescence-activated cell sorting 

GC/FID Gas chromatography equipped with a flame ionization 

detector 

Gf Goodfellow 

hcPET High-crystallinity PET 

HEMT 1-(2-Hydroxyethyl) 4-methyl terephthalate 

HFIP Hexa-fluoro-2-propanol 

HPLC High performance liquid chromatography 

HT High-throughput 

IsPETase PETase from Ideonella sakaiensis 

IBM Intermediate ligand binding mode 

LCC ICCG LCC F243I/D238C/S283C/Y127G variant 

lcPET Low-crystallinity PET 

LuxAB Luciferase from Photorhabdus luminescens 

MD Molecular dynamics 

MHET Mono-(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate 

MHETA 4-(2-Hydroxyethylcarbamoyl) benzoic acid 
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Mn Number-average molecular mass 

NADP+/NAPH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 

OD600 Optical density at 600 nm 

PES-H Polyester hydrolase 

PET Polyethylene terephthalate 

PET-NP Polyethylene terephthalate nanoparticle 

PPTNi Phosphopantetheinyl transferase from Nocardia iowensis 

QM/MM Quantum mechanics/molecular mechanic 

PUR Polyurethane 

RCs Resting cells 

RCM Resting cell medium 

RFU Relative fluorescence units 

RP-HPLC Reverse phase HPLC 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy 

sfGFP Superfolder green fluorescent protein 

TAL Terephthalaldehyde 

TF Transcription factor 

Tm Melting points 

Topt Optimal operating temperature 

TPA Terephthalic acid 

 

Units of measurements and of physical and chemical quantities are abbreviated as 

commonly used or based on the International System of Units (SI). Amino acids and 

nucleotides are abbreviated as designated by the International Union of Pure and Applied 

Chemistry (IUPAC).  
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Scope and Outline 

This thesis deals with the characterisation and engineering (Articles I and II) of new 

thermophilic PET hydrolases as potential candidates for an eco-friendly biocatalytic 

recycling approach for the upcycling or downcycling of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 

on industrial scale. Furthermore, high-throughput screening methods are described that 

detect the products of PET hydrolysis (Articles II and IV). The high demand of PET in the 

packaging and textile industries with a global production of 82 million metric tons per year 

has significantly contributed to the global solid waste stream and environmental plastic 

pollution after its end-of-life. Although PET hydrolases have been identified in various 

microorganisms, only a handful of benchmark enzymes have been engineered for 

industrial applications. Therefore, the identification of new PET hydrolases from 

metagenomes or via protein engineering approaches, especially thermophilic PET 

hydrolases with optimal operating temperatures (i.e., increased thermostability and 

activity) near the glass transition temperature of the polymer PET, is a crucial step towards 

a bio-based circular plastic economy. Article I demonstrates that metagenome-derived 

thermophilic PET hydrolases can be significantly improved using different engineering 

approaches to achieve a similar activity level as the well-established leaf-branch-compost 

cutinase (LCC) F243I/D238C/S283C/Y127G variant (LCC ICCG). In Article II, 

thermostable variants of a mesophilic enzyme (PETase from Ideonella sakaiensis) were 

identified from a mutant library and characterised against PET substrates in various forms. 

Articles III and IV describe the application of high-throughput methods for the 

identification of novel PET hydrolases by directly assaying terephthalic acid (TPA), one of 

the monomeric building blocks of PET. Furthermore, Article IV describes the possibility of 

a one-pot conversion of the TPA-based aldehydes produced to their diamines as example 

for an open-loop upcycling method.  

 

Article I Multiple Substrate Binding Mode-Guided Engineering of a 

Thermophilic PET Hydrolase                 

L. Pfaff, J. Gao, Z. Li, A. Jäckering, G. Weber, J. Mican, Y. Chen,           

W. Dong, X. Hu, C. G. Feiler, Y. Ao, C. P. S. Badenhorst, D. Bednar,      

G. J. Palm, M. Lammers, J. Damborsky, B. Strodel, W. Liu,                      

U. T. Bornscheuer, R. Wei, ACS Catal. 2022, 12, 9790-9800.  

By determining the crystal structures of two metagenome-derived thermophilic polyester 

hydrolases (PES-H1 and -H2) in their apo-form and in complexes with PET monomer 
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analogues, multiple substrate binding modes were observed, and key substrate-binding 

residues were identified. Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations supported the involvement 

of these residues in the PET binding. The structural and mechanistic understanding of the 

enzymatic hydrolysis at the solid-liquid interface is crucial for the design of efficient PET 

depolymerising biocatalysts. The rational engineering of PES-H1 led to several variants 

with significantly improved thermostability and PET hydrolysis activity which hold promise 

for future applications in the biocatalytic plastic recycling.  

 

Article II Engineering and evaluation of thermostable IsPETase variants for 

PET degradation                   

S. Brott, L. Pfaff, J. Schuricht, J. Schwarz, D. Böttcher,                             

C. P. S. Badenhorst, R. Wei, U. T. Bornscheuer, Eng. Life Sci. 2021, 22, 

192-203. 

Screening of a mutant library based on a thermostable triple mutant of IsPETase against 

a commercially available polyester-polyurethane led to the identification of several variants 

with higher melting points. The most promising thermostabilising mutations were 

incorporated in previously published IsPETase variants and compared with respect to 

increased thermostability and activity on different PET materials. 

 

Article III Fluorimetric High-Throughput Screening Method for Polyester 

Hydrolase Activity Using Polyethylene Terephthalate Nanoparticles   

L. Pfaff, D. Breite, C. P. S. Badenhorst, U. T. Bornscheuer, R. Wei, in 

Methods in Enzymology, Elsevier, 2021, Vol. 648, 253-270. 

High-throughput screening assays for PET-hydrolysing activity still remain challenging due 

to technical limitation of individual approaches and thus have rarely been applied. 

Assaying terephthalate as a major product of the enzymatic PET hydrolysis in a 96-well 

microtiter plate format enables the rapid identification of outstanding PET hydrolase 

variants from large metagenome or mutant libraries. As a proof of concept, crude cell 

lysates of TfCut2 and an inactive variant of TfCut2 were directly used for the hydrolysis of 

PET nanoparticles (PET-NP) and the subsequent Fenton chemistry-mediated fluorimetric 

detection of terephthalate. 
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Article IV Biosensor and chemo-enzymatic one-pot cascade applications to 

detect and transform PET-derived terephthalic acid in living cells     

T. Bayer, L. Pfaff, Y. Branson, A. Becker, S. Wu, U. T. Bornscheuer,       

R. Wei, iScience 2022, 25, 104326. 

In this study, a LuxAB-based biosensor system semi-quantitatively monitoring the TPA 

production in living Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells by converting TPA into the corresponding 

aldehydes was established. Furthermore, the produced aldehydes were transformed in a 

chemo-enzymatic one-pot cascade reaction into their primary amines supporting efforts 

towards a circular plastic economy. 
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1 Background 

1.1 Plastics 

Plastics are the most advanced materials in terms of application and property range, with 

a global demand of over 400 million tonnes per year,[1] but they have recently faced strong 

public opposition due to the environmental plastic pollution. Bio-based and especially 

biodegradable plastics have gained attention as potential solutions to the problems of 

sustainable plastics, plastic waste, and plastic littering. The growing awareness of these 

issues among governments and policymakers, industries producing or relying on plastics, 

and end-users of plastic products has recently accelerated research and development of 

novel plastic replacement materials and waste plastic valorisation strategies to enable the 

transition from a linear to a circular plastic economy.[2–5] 

By definition, plastic is a material that contains a polymer (molecular weight >10 kDa) 

which is usually composed of repeating units of low-molecular weight, e.g. ethylene or 

propylene and can be shaped by flow at some stage in its processing into the finished 

product.[6] To make the polymer softer, more flexible and/or workable chemical 

modifications or the addition of plasticiser is sometimes necessary. Furthermore, the 

plastic can be modified in terms of durability, strength or working properties by adding a 

filler, a relatively inert solid material. Plastics can be categorised into fossil-based and bio-

based plastics (Figure 1) and find applications in various segments such as the packaging, 

textile, building and construction, automotive, agriculture and other industries.[7] With 90%, 

fossil-based plastics account for the majority of the worldwide plastic production, followed 

by recycled plastics and bio-based plastics with 9%, and 1% production share, 

respectively.[1] The most conventional plastics, such as PET, polyethylene (PE), 

polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) and polyurethanes 

(PUR), are not biodegradable. On the contrary, polycaprolactone (PCL) and poly(butylene 

adipate-co-terephthalate) (PBAT) are fossil-based, but biodegradable plastics. Bio-based 

plastics are either partly or fully derived from biomass (plants), e.g. cellulose, starch, or 

corn. Bio-based and biodegradable plastics are polybutylene succinate (PBS), 

polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) and polylactic acid (PLA). Due to the increased use of 

bioplastics, there has been a surge of interest in biodegradation technologies such as oxo-

degradation and enzymatic-based to convert conventional plastics, e.g. polyamide (PA), 

PE, PP, and PET into biodegradable plastics.[7] The incorporation of CO2 into polymers is 

by far the most established and production-volume-related advanced technology. CO2 can 

be used directly to produce polycarbonates (PC) such as polyethylene carbonate and 
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polypropylene carbonate, as well as polyol precursors, which are then used to produce 

CO2-based PUR.[6] Several technologies which indirectly apply CO2 for polymer synthesis, 

for e.g. PHA, PLA, ethylene, are developing.[8–10] This thesis solely focuses on the 

degradation of PET as one of the most abundant and widespread polyesters. 

Figure 1. Overview of different types of plastics including the conventional plastics (PET, PE, PP, 
PS, PVC and PUR), fossil-based and biodegradable plastics (PCL), bio-based and non-
biodegradable plastics (bioPE and PA) and bio-based and biodegradable plastics (PHA, PLA and 
PBS). For PA and PC only one representative example is shown. 

 

1.2 Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) 

1.2.1 Discovery, Synthesis and Properties of PET  

PET is a thermoplastic polyester resin composed of polymerised units of the monomers 

TPA and ethylene glycol (EG) (Figure 1). The PET monomer units consist of a rigid 

benzene ring and a flexible alkyl group which are connected by an ester bond resulting in 

an increased rigidity of the entire molecular chain. Due to relatively large steric hindrance, 

only motion by segments is allowed when the macromolecular chain rotates around this 

rigid group, limiting the flexibility of alkyl groups. As a result, PET materials typically have 

high rigidity but poor toughness, as well as relatively high glass transition temperatures 

(Tg) and melting points (Tm).[11] 

The first patent application on the synthesis of PET from EG and TPA was already filed in 

1941 by the British chemists J. R. Whinfield and J. T. Dickson.[12] In the following years 

PET was known under different trade names depending on its purpose including 
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Terylene®[13,14] (PET fabrics) from the British Imperical Chemical Company (London, UK), 

Dacron®[15] (PET fibres) and Mylar®[15,16] (PET films) owned by DuPont (Wilmington, USA).  

The synthesis of PET includes two reaction steps.[17] The first step is the direct 

esterification of TPA and EG which produces a prepolymer primarily composed of 

bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (BHET) and short-chain oligomers. Water is a major by-

product of the esterification and is continuously removed using a column system. 

Alternatively, the prepolymer can be formed by the transesterification of dimethyl 

terephthalate (DMT) with EG. Methanol is then released as a by-product. Until high-purity 

TPA was produced for the first time in the late 1960s the transesterification process played 

a significant role in the production of industrial PET.[18] The second step in the PET 

synthesis is a stepwise polycondensation of BHET in the melt-phase via a 

transesterification reaction. The main by-product EG is removed from the melt under high-

vacuum conditions. Additionally, high-viscosity graded PET used for bottles or technical 

yarn can be produced via solid-state polycondensation of PET oligomers which is usually 

carried out under inert gas atmosphere or vacuum.[17,19]  

PET exists both as an amorphous and a semi-crystalline (highly transparent and 

colourless) thermoplastic with a crystallinity of less than 60% based on its processing and 

thermal history. Semi-crystalline PET has good strength, heat resistance, dimensional 

stability, ductility, stiffness, and hardness whereas the amorphous PET has a higher 

ductility. At room temperature it is generally resistant to mineral oils, non-polar organic 

solvents, most of the polar organic solvents and acids, but not to bases, phenols or 

esters.[20,21] At higher temperatures, PET is soluble in several polar organic solvents 

including nitrobenzene and trifluoroacetic acid, and in hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) at 

room temperature.[22] 

PET, the most abundant synthetic polyester, is widely used in the packaging and textile 

industry. The global production of PET recently reached 82 million metric tons per year[23] 

which significantly contributes to the global solid waste stream and environmental plastic 

pollution after its end-of-life. PET fibres have several remarkable properties for the textile 

industry, including resistance to many chemicals and mechanical effects such as abrasion, 

stretching, shrinking, and wrinkling.[24] On the other hand PET is difficult to dye and has 

poor wearing comfort due to its low water absorption capacity. Alkali[25] and enzyme 

treatments[24,26–30] have the potential to increase the water absorbing ability of PET and 

thus improve its applicability in the textile industry. PET is distinguished by its high 

strength, low weight, chemical resistance, and low permeability to gases such as oxygen 

and CO2.[31] Based on these properties, PET is an excellent packaging material for a wide 
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range of food products and other consumer goods such as soft drinks, alcoholic 

beverages, detergents, cosmetics, pharmaceutical products, and edible oils. 

 

1.2.2 Recycling of PET 

Despite of the many useful applications of PET contributing to our daily lives, its 

mismanaged disposal in the environment caused a worldwide pollution of the terrestrial 

and marine habitats as plastics, e.g. PET bottles, take approximately 450 years to 

decompose naturally.[32] Recalcitrant micro- and nanoplastics are dispersed in the air and 

can thus reach even the most remote parts of the planet, such as glaciers and arctic 

regions.[33,34] Recycling technologies for PET were developed already 30 years ago.[5] The 

recycling of PET can be categorized into primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary 

recycling.[35] Each method has its own set of benefits and drawbacks in terms of cost, 

quality, and environmental impact. 

Both, the primary and secondary recycling are mechanical recycling methods, e.g. 

extrusion and melting, in which PET waste is processed into a recyclate maintaining the 

chemical polymer properties. Whereas primary recycling is used for production or pre-

consumer waste with a known homogeneous composition,[36] secondary recycling is 

applied on contaminated post-consumer waste. Therefore, post-consumer waste is pre-

processed through collection, sorting, cleaning, drying, and chipping, before being 

extruded or pelletised.[37] Although the chemical nature of the polymeric material is not 

altered by physical recycling, it impacts the molecular weight of the recycled PET.[35] Under 

high-temperature conditions, e.g. melt extrusion, PET is hydrolysed, resulting in the 

decrease of the average molecular weight which consequently affects the mechanical 

properties, melt viscosity and resistance.[38] To address this issue, the molecular weight of 

the PET is typically increased by solid-state polymerisation.[35] Although critical factors 

such as heterogeneity, cleanliness and degradation levels must be considered with every 

recycling loop, mechanical recycling is distinguished by low costs and consistent results 

depending on the feedstock and pre-processing. Nevertheless, in the context of a circular 

economy, reuse of post-consumer sorted PET is impacted by the deterioration of materials 

performance.[39] 

The tertiary recycling, also known as chemical recycling, either describes the complete 

depolymerisation of the polymer structure into its building blocks and the repolymerisation 

to a new oligomer or the solvation (solvolysis) to dissolve the polymer for subsequent 

purification.[35] In comparison to mechanical recycling, chemical recycling can be applied 
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for a broad range of plastics, such as PUR, polyamines and PE[40] and requires minimum 

pretreatment of the plastic waste. In general, PET can be chemically recycled in five 

different ways via methanolysis, glycolysis, hydrolysis, ammonolysis or aminolysis 

(Figure 2). However, only glycolysis and methanolysis are widely used on a commercial 

scale.[31,35]  

Methanolysis describes the depolymerisation of PET by methanol under high-temperature 

(180-280 °C) and high-pressure conditions (2-4 MPa) to DMT and EG. DMT and EG are 

both raw materials for the PET synthesis. The reaction may be catalysed by typical 

transesterification catalysts including zinc acetate, magnesium acetate, cobalt acetate, 

and lead dioxide. The reaction products are a combination of alcohols, glycols, and 

phthalate derivatives.[31,35] Following the reaction, the catalyst must be removed to avoid 

further polymer degradation and potential DMT loss. DMT is recovered from the post-

reaction mixture by centrifugation, vacuum distillation, and re-crystallisation.[31] Nowadays, 

methanolysis is only rarely used in industrial applications due to the reduced importance 

of polyester production based on DMT. 

Glycolysis is the most cost-effective and economically viable chemical PET recycling 

method and is typically used for the recycling of high-quality PET bottles. During glycolysis 

PET is decomposed under pressure and at high temperatures (180-240 °C) by EG and 

other glycols such as diethylene glycol, propylene glycol and di-propylene glycol, to 

predominantly BHET. BHET can be reused for manufacturing virgin PET. Oligomers with 

lower molecular masses can be obtained by partial PET glycolysis under specific 

preselected conditions as the ratio of PET to EG and the process control factors and are 

important raw materials for the synthesis of unsaturated polyesters and other polymers.[41] 

PET can be hydrolysed into EG and TPA. Depending on the pH requirements the 

hydrolysis can be further categorised into acid hydrolysis, alkaline hydrolysis, and neutral 

hydrolysis. Acid hydrolysis is most commonly performed using concentrated sulphuric acid 

at atmospheric pressure and temperatures less than 90 °C. In contrast, alkaline hydrolysis 

is typically carried out at temperatures ranging from 210 to 250 °C and higher pressures 

of 1.4-2 MPa in concentrated sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide (<20%).[31,35] 

Neutral hydrolysis using hot water or steam has gained popularity in recent decades as a 

much less aggressive process for both the apparatus and the environment.[42] The neutral 

hydrolysis requires pressures ranging from 1 to 4 MPa and temperatures ranging from 

200 °C to 300 °C. One of the drawbacks of the neutral hydrolysis is the low purity of TPA 

compared to acid and alkaline hydrolysed TPA which results in impurities in the 

repolymerised PET if TPA is not previously purified. Recently, a biocatalytic recycling 
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technology has been developed which describes the hydrolysis of thermomechanical 

processed PET waste into TPA and EG and the readily synthesis of the recovered 

monomers into virgin polymers.[43] This enzyme-based approach has several advantages 

compared to thermal or chemical depolymerisation, e.g. relatively mild reaction conditions. 

Possible enzyme candidates that show a high potential for the application in PET recycling 

on an industrial scale are presented in chapter 1.3.1.  

PET can be depolymerised through the reaction of anhydrous ammonia (NH3) with PET in 

the presence of EG to generate terephthalamide (ammonolysis). Terephthalamide can 

further be processed into terephthalonitrile or para-xylylene diamine which can be used to 

produce polyamides or epoxide resins.[35] 

 

Figure 2. Chemical recycling techniques for PET. PET is depolymerized either by methanol 
(methanolysis)[31,35], EG and glycols, e.g. propylene glycol (glycolysis),[41] anhydrous ammonia 
(ammonolysis)[35] or ethanolamine (aminolysis)[44] to DMT, BHET, terephthalamide and 
bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalamide (BHETA). Furthermore, PET can be hydrolysed into the 
building blocks EG and TPA.[31,35] 

The aminolysis of PET produces diamides of TPA and EG, e.g. BHETA. Commercially, 

this method of PET recycling has received less attention. At temperatures ranging from 

20 °C to 100 °C, aqueous amine solutions including methylamine, ethylamine, 

ethanolamine, morpholine and hydrazine are used in the aminolysis process. Additionally, 
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catalysts such as glacial acetic acid, sodium acetate and potassium sulphate are 

needed.[44]  

Quaternary recycling describes the process of energy recovery from plastic waste by 

incineration. Plastic waste has a high caloric value and can therefore be converted into 

heat energy during the process. The heat energy can further be transformed into 

electricity. The produced CO2 can be captured and recycled as a secondary valuable 

material, along with the remaining non-burning components such as minerals and metals. 

In comparison to other methods, quaternary recycling is suitable for a wide range of 

feedstocks including municipal solid waste without requiring excessive pre-processing.[6,35] 

 

1.3 PET-Hydrolysing Enzymes 

The biocatalytic recycling of PET has emerged as a promising technology to face the 

global plastic pollution as an eco-friendly method compared to chemical recycling as 

mentioned in chapter 1.2.2. The biological degradation of plastic waste was already 

studied in the early 1970s. However, enzymes have to be able to cleave the ester bond in 

the amorphous domain to break down PET in its entirety into the building blocks TPA and 

EG (Figure 3).[5] Various enzymes have been identified for this purpose belonging to the 

enzyme classes of carboxylesterases[45], lipases[46] and cutinases.[47–50] Cutinases, which 

can hydrolyse cutin, an insoluble aliphatic polyester excreted from the plant cuticle, 

represent the majority of this type of enzyme. Notably, cutinases have a broad substrate 

specificity; these enzymes have hydrolytic activities for both water soluble esters 

(substrates for esterases) and insoluble triglycerides (typical substrates for lipases).[51] 

Although several lipases have been reported to be able to hydrolyse PET, their activity is 

extremely low.[46,52,53] Only a few esterases such as p-nitrobenzylesterase from Bacillus 

subtilis (BsEstB) are classified as polyester-degrading enzymes.[54] 
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Figure 3. Enzymatic degradation of PET into its building blocks TPA and EG as well as its oligomers 
mono-(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (MHET) and BHET. MHET and BHET are known to inhibit the 
activity of various PET hydrolases thus applying MHETase or carboxylesterases to the reaction 
converts MHET and BHET to solely TPA and EG.[55,56]  

 

1.3.1 Evolution of Thermophilic PET Hydrolases 

Earlier studies on the enzymatic degradation of aliphatic and aromatic copolyesters 

indicated that raising the proportion of aromatic moieties increases their Tm, thereby 

lowering the polymer chain mobility and biodegradability at the optimal reaction 

temperatures (Topt) of the used hydrolases.[57,58] For a long time, enzymatic 

depolymerization of PET with a Tm greater than 260 °C was thought to be impossible, until 

Müller et al. demonstrated a significant weight loss of amorphized PET waste (>50%) 

within 3 weeks of incubation using the cutinase TfH from Thermobifida fusca.[59] At 

temperatures approaching the glass transition temperature of PET (Tg, 65-71 °C), 

amorphous PET polymer chains become more accessible to enzymatic hydrolysis.[60] 

Water acts as a plasticizer in aqueous environments, lowering the Tg of PET by up to 

16 °C.[60–62] This effect increases the flexibility of the polymer chains at the PET surface 

layer, allowing mesophilic PET hydrolases with Topt of around 40 °C, such as IsPETase, 

to degrade PET at ambient temperatures.[63] Despite this, the advantage of using 

thermophilic and thermostable PET hydrolases over their mesophilic counterparts is 

obvious and evident.[64–67] Searching for new thermophilic enzymes, such as those found 
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in metagenomic libraries[68,69] as well as the engineering of known thermostabilised 

enzymes, offers viable options for improving degradation performance.[66]  

Many homologous PET hydrolases have been found to be stabilized in the presence of 

calcium or magnesium ions,[69–72] as evidenced by higher Tm by 10-16 °C and Topt by up to 

10 °C, increased PET-hydrolyzing activity, or both including Cut190 from 

Saccharomonospora viridis,[73,74] TfCut2[70,71]and PET2.[75] Metagenomic approaches have 

enabled the identification of a more active leaf-branch-compost cutinase (LCC),[47] which 

has emerged as the most promising benchmark thermophilic PET hydrolase. Structure-

based engineering of LCC has resulted in the variant LCC ICCG. LCC ICCG efficiently 

depolymerises amorphized postconsumer PET bottles within 10 h at 72 °C which enables 

the biocatalytic recycling of PET waste at industrially relevant scales.[43] In a recent study, 

LCC ICCG was further engineered resulting in a A59K/V63I/N248P variant which exhibited 

a Tm of 98.9 °C. Despite the increased Tm, the Topt of this variant for degrading low-

crystallinity PET (lcPET) was only 2 °C higher than for LCC ICCG.[76] 

The recombinant expression of PET hydrolases in alternative hosts other than E. coli such 

as Bacillus subtilis[77,78] or Pichia pastoris[79] has shown to be successful for enhancing the 

thermostability. 

In 2016, Yoshida et al. identified two key enzymes, the IsPETase and the related 

monoester-hydrolysing MHETase, both discovered in the mesophilic bacterium 

I. sakaiensis, which was isolated from plastic-contaminated sediment samples.[63,80] 

I. sakaiensis was described as the first natural bacterium that completely degrades and 

metabolises highly amorphous PET as its major carbon source at 30 °C under laboratory 

conditions. In a tandem mechanism, IsPETase catalyses the hydrolysis of PET to MHET 

as the main product which is then depolymerised by the MHETase to the building blocks 

TPA and EG[63,80,81] thereby solving the issue of product inhibition which often occurs for 

various PET hydrolases.[55,56] Even though the mesophilic IsPETase shows its highest PET 

hydrolysing activity at ambient temperatures it has been widely subjected to protein 

engineering to improve its thermostability. A structure-based engineering strategy 

discovered a ThermoPETase mutant (IsPETase S121E/D186H/R280A) with an 8.8 °C 

higher Tm and up to 14-fold higher PET-hydrolyzing activity at 40 °C than the wild-type 

IsPETase.[82] Cui et al. used a novel GRAPE (greedy accumulated strategy for protein 

engineering) computational method to design DuraPETase, a variant with a 31 °C higher 

Tm and 300-fold improved PET hydrolysis activity than the wild-type enzyme.[83] More 

recently, a machine-learning-aided approach was used to engineer IsPETase to produce 

Fast-PETase, a variant with a Tm of 67.1 °C and improved depolymerization efficiency 
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against low-crystallinity PET waste at 50 °C.[84] At least one of their computationally 

targeted stability-related hotspots was discovered while screening a randomised 

IsPETase library based on an error-prone polymerase chain reaction (ePCR) 

(Article II).[65] Other protein engineering strategies have found additional substitutions 

related to thermostabilizing IsPETase that are distributed across the entire sequence. 

Another recent study evaluated over 13,000 IsPETase variants using catalytic activity at 

elevated temperatures as a primary selection pressure. This procedure resulted in a 

HotPETase variant with 21 mutations compared to wild-type IsPETase and a Tm of 

82.5 °C.[85] Accordingly, the thermostability of IsPETase and other homologous enzymes 

is dependent on the interaction of numerous effects, e.g. the flexibility of the protein, 

necessitating additional comprehensive research. 

Besides these bacterial PET hydrolases, HiC from Thermomyces insolens, a prominent 

member of the fungal PET hydrolase family, drew attention since its commercialisation, 

but with the focus on process engineering rather than protein engineering.[64,86–88] 

 

1.3.2 Proposed Mechanism of the Interfacial Enzymatic PET 

Hydrolysis 

Enzymatic PET hydrolysis is a surface erosion process that exposes the inside of the 

material by primarily degrading the exterior polymer.[59,64,89] The number of accessible ester 

bonds is limited since neither the biocatalyst nor water (as a solvent and a reactant) can 

penetrate the inner core of the polymer, implying that the reaction takes place primarily in 

the presence of an excess of enzyme.[90] As a result, research on PET hydrolysis kinetics 

has frequently used an inverse Michaelis-Menten equation[91–93] or its mathematically 

equivalent expression based on the derivation of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm.[94–97] 

The accessible enzyme attack sites on the PET surface can be calculated based on the 

ratio of parameters derived from the conventional and inverse Michaelis-Menten 

kinetics.[91,93] 

Various biophysical approaches, such as fluorescence,[98] chemiluminescence,[99] and 

quartz crystal microbalance[99–101] were used to investigate the degradation-relevant 

binding of these PET hydrolases and variants. Based on the concentrations of free 

enzymes in the supernatant after incubation with PET binding isotherms could be directly 

assessed.[100-102] Selected PET hydrolases were found to have a high affinity for the PET 

surface, as evidenced by the rapid formation of a monolayer, though this was thought to 
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be primarily due to nonspecific adsorption.[104] A related kinetic study stated that PET 

polymers were hydrolysed at a much slower rate than PET oligomers, with no regard to 

their water solubility.[93] Conversion rates of the oligomers in the same range as small-

molecule p-nitrophenol esters indicate that the complexation or dissociation with the 

degradable polyester strands necessitates large activation barriers which determine the 

overall conversion rate rather than the chemical catalysis itself.[92] Quantum 

mechanics/molecular mechanic (QM/MM) MD simulations or adiabatic mapping mimicking 

polyester degradation were applied to study the hydrolysis reaction mechanism of several 

PET hydrolases.[105–108] 

So far, only four studies including Article I have reported crystal structures soaked with 

PET analogues.[76,109–111] Hence, studies on the substrate interaction in the binding groove 

as well as with the catalytic triad of various PET hydrolases were almost solely done by 

molecular docking of oligomeric aromatic esters.[32,43,112–115] The combination of both 

facilitates more precise computational simulations to elucidate the mechanism of 

enzymatic depolymerisation as well as predicting more efficient mutants.  

 

Figure 4. Proposed mechanism of the interfacial biocatalytic hydrolysis of PET. A nucleophilic 
attack by the catalytic serine results in a tetrahedral intermediate (1) stabilized by a catalytic 
histidine, an aspartic acid, and the oxyanion hole, followed by breakdown of the tetrahedral 
intermediate (1) into an acyl enzyme intermediate and the release of an alcohol (2). The aspartate 
histidine pair activates the water for attack on the carbonyl acyl enzyme intermediate, resulting in 
the formation of the second tetrahedral intermediate (3). The carboxylic acid product is produced 
by deacylation of this tetrahedral intermediate (4). The hydrolysed PET unit leaves the active site 
and a new PET molecule can enter (5). The initial nucleophilic attack is regarded as the rate-limiting 
step. The figure was adapted with permission from Wei et. al.[60] 
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In close proximity to the catalytic triad, the protein surface landscapes of bacterial PET 

hydrolases are comparable, requiring a high conformational selectivity of accommodated 

PET repeating units directly around the target ester bond at favoured twisting 

angles.[32,51,115] In contrast, whether distal PET repeating units are involved in a catalysis-

related interaction with additional surface residues that requires a long PET strand to adopt 

a specific conformation is unclear and unlikely.[77,115] Nonetheless, to form the productive 

tetrahedral intermediate via the initial nucleophilic attack by the catalytic serine, the defined 

polymer segment conformation directly next to the target ester bond will necessitate a 

steric reconfiguration of the polymer chains with adequate mobility.[77] The highest 

activation free energy barrier determined by QM/MM adiabatic mapping suggests that the 

nucleophilic attack is a likely rate-limiting step (Figure 4).[105,107] According to recent 

findings in kinetic studies, the PET hydrolysis mechanism's subsequent reaction steps are 

canonically the same as for other conventional ester hydrolases.[93] 

However, how the adsorption and desorption of biocatalysts onto the polymer surface 

influences the overall degradation performance and kinetics is not yet fully understood. 

 

1.3.3 High-Throughput Screening Methods  

The increasing number of new PET hydrolases discovered from natural resources such 

as metagenome libraries and via protein engineering efforts necessitates the development 

of high-throughput (HT) screening tools for their rapid characterisation. Several attempts 

have been made to adapt traditional analytical methods[5,116,117] to HT screening scenarios 

for characterising PET hydrolysis activity (Figure 5).  

An efficient strategy to increase the speed of the enzymatic hydrolysis of PET is to increase 

the specific surface area of the polymer substrate, for example by using PET-NP with 

diameters in the nano (<100 nm) to submicron (100-1000 nm) range as 

substrates.[65,92,110,118–124] Due to the Tyndall effect, which causes significant scattering of 

the incident light through the PET-NP suspension, changes in PET-NP size and 

concentration caused by the hydrolysis can be measured by tracking the change in 

turbidity at 600 nm.[120,125] As many PET hydrolases require higher concentrations of buffer 

to maintain their activity, PET-NP may precipitate at high temperatures and cause errors 

in specific turbidity measurements. This problem can be solved by immobilising the NP as 

well as the reaction system in polyacrylamide gels, thereby improving the reproducibility 

of the measurements. By performing the immobilisation technique in 96-well plates, the 

throughput of the characterisation for the enzyme screening and kinetic analysis can be 
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enhanced. A similar approach can be used to characterise and screen the enzymatic 

hydrolysis of small molecule substrates, e.g. BHET, and other polymers such as 

poly(butylene succinate-co-adipate),[126] polycaprolactone (PCL)[121] and Impranil® DLN-

SD,[65,127] a commercial polyester-based polyurethane dispersion. In contrast to microtiter 

plate-based assays, agar plate-based assays have a much higher throughput (Figure 5A). 

By adding 0.4 % to 0.5 % (w/v) polyester NP to agar plates, colonies with high polyester 

hydrolytic activity can be screened turbidimetrically. The secretion of active hydrolases 

leads to the formation of clear halos around the colonies.[118] This method allows the 

screening of millions of clones per week. Due to the high price of HFIP used in the PET-

NP preparation[92,120,128–130] Impranil® and PCL dispersions are often used as a readily and 

inexpensive alternative.[118,131,132] Notably, enzymes and strains screened with these 

alternative substrates usually have strong aliphatic polyester hydrolysis activity, but not 

necessarily show sufficient PET hydrolysis activity. Therefore, further activity validation on 

PET substrates is required. Recently, Charnock addressed this issue by preparing PET-

agar plates by dissolving PET in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at 180 °C and rapidly adding 

pre-warmed low concentration top agar,[133] which ensures the direct screening of PET 

hydrolytic activity and effectively controls costs. The trade-off between the Topt for the 

enzymatic hydrolysis (Topt > 50 °C) and the optimal growth temperature for the 

microorganisms (≤ 40 °C) is currently the bottleneck limiting the application of this method.  

The most common method for the quantitative analysis of the PET hydrolysis products 

TPA, MHET and BHET is high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).[134,135] 

According to the Lambert-Beer law, the measurement of the absorbance values in the 

wavelength range of 240-244 nm[136] can be used to calculate the sum of these products, 

which can be converted into a total equivalent of TPA production to characterise the 

hydrolase activity.[43,65,84,126,137] High throughput of this approach can be achieved by using 

UV-transparent microtiter plates.[103] The main advantage of this method is that no 

treatment of the soluble hydrolysis products is needed, only the separation from the PET 

substrate and other non-water soluble products. However, the accuracy of this method is 

greatly reduced if other soluble UV absorbing compounds, e.g. a large number of proteins 

or DMSO, are present.[136,138] A possibility to reduce the influence of other non-specific 

products on the results is to measure at a wavelength of 260 nm as previously shown. As 

MHET and TPA are hydrolysis products with free carboxyl groups, the pH of the reaction 

system continuously decreases when PET enzymatic degradation is performed in low 

concentration buffer solutions.[134] The change in pH can be monitored by adding acid-

basis indicators, e.g. bromothymol blue or phenol red, and quantified by the numerical 

changes in the UV/Vis absorption spectra.[139,140] Colour changes help to observe the 
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degradation progress and compare the activity of different PET-hydrolysing 

enzymes.[140,141] The addition of acid-base indicators to agar immobilised with PET or other 

polyester NPs allows for rapid solid-phase screening of microorganisms expressing 

hydrolytic enzymes.[142] The diffusion of acidic reaction products lowers the pH around the 

colony and changes the colour of the dye thereby aligning the radius of the coloured halo 

with the expression level and activity of the enzyme, resulting in an improved sensitivity of 

the normal clear halo assay. 

A more sensitive detection method than absorbance is fluorescence and therefore, is 

suitable for the detection of lower concentrations of hydrolysis products (Figure 5B). As 

TPA, MHET and BHET do not directly produce fluorescence, pretreatment methods are 

required. The reaction of terephthalate with hydroxyl radicals produces 

2-hydroxyterephthalate (2-HOTP), which exhibits a stable fluorescence at 421 nm.[129,143] 

Initially, the hydroxylation of TPA was achieved by reacting with a high percentage (35%) 

of hydrogen peroxide at 90 °C for 30 min.[138] Thus, this procedure was unwieldy to be 

applied in HT screening. This obstacle was later resolved by a Fenton-like chemically 

mediated TPA fluorescence assay[123] which was established as a HT method in 

Article III.[128] Advantageously, this fluorescence assay specifically detects TPA because 

neither MHET nor BHET react with hydroxyl groups to produce fluorescence. Furthermore, 

proteins present in the reaction supernatant do not interfere with the fluorescence reaction 

ensuring the direct detection.[123] Recently, a coupled ketoreductase-diaphorase 

fluorimetric assay based on EG for the analysis of PET hydrolysis activity was 

described.[144] A ketoreductase (KRED) oxidises EG, MHET or BHET to the corresponding 

aldehyde using nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+) coenzyme II as 

cofactor. Subsequently, the diaphorase from Clostridium kluyveri re-oxidises NADPH to 

NADP+, simultaneously catalysing the reduction of resazurin to the highly fluorescent 

resorufin (580 nm) with excitation in the visible light range (550 nm).[144] Due to the high 

sensitivity and poor linearity for MHET and BHET detection in the low concentration range 

and the complex and relatively long reaction steps this method is less advantageous than 

the TPA-based fluorescence assay. In addition, the low specificity of KRED for EG limits 

the specific detection of EG in presence of large amounts of MHET and BHET. Qiao et al. 

reported a fluorescence-activated microfluidic droplet sorting method for the isolation of 

PET-degrading microorganisms (Figure 5C).[145] Individual cells are encapsulated in 

droplets and incubated for several days to express enough PET hydrolase. The 

fluorogenic surrogate fluorescein dibenzoate is then injected into the droplets and cells 

expressing active hydrolase convert the model substrate into fluorescein, thus enabling 

fluorescent droplet sorting. Fluorescein dibenzoate has long been synthesised and applied 
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as a typical lipase substrate.[146] Due to the low selectivity of fluorescein dibenzoate to 

specifically identify PET hydrolases, the use of the substrate may be more likely to isolate 

false positive strains with only typical lipase activity.  

According to recent research, developing biosensors that target the PET hydrolysis 

product TPA might be a suitable approach to achieve ultra-HT screening.[60] Bioengineered 

biosensor systems, such as transcription factors (TFs), riboswitches, and enzyme-coupled 

sensor devices, have been widely used to detect small molecules. In the last two years, 

specific biosensors targeting TPA have been reported in literature.[147–149] To assess the 

translocation of TPA in the genetically modified Acinetobacter baylyi ADP1 strain, a 

biosensor consisting of the TF Comamonas testosteroni TphR and a fluorescent reporter 

system (superfolder green fluorescent protein (sfGFP)) was specifically designed 

(Figure 5D).[147] The binding of TphR to TPA initiates the transcription of a cluster of genes 

related to the TPA metabolism in the strain, which allows for the conversion of TPA to 

protocatechuate.[150] To screen mutant strains for the efficient uptake of TPA in the 

environment fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) was performed. Combining the 

biosensor with an ADP1 mutant optimised for an enhanced TPA uptake may help to 

establish a fast and HT screening protocol for PETase and MHETase genes in large 

mutant or macrogenomic libraries.[147] Li et al. published another TPA-biosensor, 

recently.[148] They constructed mutants specifically binding phthalate (PA) and TPA, 

respectively, through directed evolution of a TF with promiscuous binding capacity, XylS 

from Pseudomonas putida, and activating the downstream expression of sfGFP 

(Figure 5D). Based on these components, whole-cell biosensors were developed that 

allow for the fluorimetric detection of as little as 10 µM PA or TPA. Currently, the only 

biosensor capable of directly detecting TPA is a LuxAB-based biosensor system 

(Figure 5E).[151] This biosensor combines a carboxylic acid reductase from the marine 

bacterium Mycobacterium marinum (CARMm) and luciferase from Photorhabdus 

luminescens (LuxAB) to provide a tool for the rapid characterisation of PET hydrolases 

and the detection of TPA. This biosensor system is part of the results and will therefore be 

explained in detail in Article IV. Although all three biosensors hold great promise for the 

HT screening of TPA-producing enzymes in large mutant libraries, none was directly 

validated by screening actual real mutant libraries indicating that they all need further 

optimisation for different experimental purposes in future practical applications. Similar 

biosensors need to have different sensitivities for different application scenarios. For 

example, screening environmental macrogenomes necessitates highly sensitive 

biosensors, whereas screening to build a targeted evolutionary library of known PET 
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hydrolases, may result in the discovery of highly active enzyme mutant more quickly using 

less sensitive biosensors.  

 

Figure 5. HT screening methods to identify potential PET hydrolases. (A) Agar plate assay based 
on PET-NP hydrolysis. Clear zones (halos) form around clones expressing active polyester-
hydrolyzing enzymes, making identification simple. Using this method, millions of clones can be 
easily screened. (B) Fluorimetric assay based on the radical hydroxylation of TPA to the fluorophore 
2-HOTP. Tens of thousands of clones can be screened using microtiter plate-based assays.           
(C) Fluorescence-activated ultra-HT microfluidic droplet assay. PETase activity was recently 
measured using an ultra-HT droplet-based assay. The use of the fluorogenic surrogate substrate 
fluorescein dibenzoate indicates a low selectivity, as this assay would identify many other 
esterases. (D,E) Ultra-HT assay based on TPA sensors. Cells could be entrapped in hydrogel 
beads184 containing reporter cells that express GFP in response to the formation of terephthalic 
acid by clones expressing active PET-hydrolyzing enzymes. Because the beads can be sorted 
using FACS, the throughput of this method could be in the hundreds of millions. (D) The XylS- and 
TphR-based biosensors which are coupled with the fluorescent reporter gene sfGFP allow the 
indirect analysis of TPA formation. (E) The LuxAB-based biosensor is the only system that is 
capable of directly monitoring the TPA formation. The figure was adapted and modified with 
permission from Wei et al.[60] and Bayer et al.[151] 

 

Most of the reported HT screening protocols for PET hydrolases are based on model 

substrate deformation, e.g. turbidimetric detection of NP degradation, or hydrolysis product 

generation, e.g. UV/fluorescence spectrophotometry, and their feasibility has mostly been 

demonstrated on a small scale. If the benefits of these current methods can be re-

integrated, it is expected that effective HT screening methods will be established in a short 

time. Optimised PET-NP-based agar plate assays, for example, in combination with the 

use of acid-base indicators, could achieve the goal of screening millions of clones in a 

short period of time, contributing to the discovery of novel PET hydrolase backbones from 

environmental macrogenomes. Furthermore, improved biosensors based on the 
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terephthalate roots that allow cells from engineered strains of E. coli or other model 

organisms to grow with TPA as the sole carbon source could aid in the development of 

ultra-HT assays based on growth selection,[147,152] which would greatly facilitate progress 

in the development of efficient PET hydrolases. As the most efficient PET hydrolases are 

derived from thermophilic strains or high temperature environments, adapting 

thermostable enzymes will be a challenge for the development of future biosensor 

screening methods.  

 

1.4 Protein Engineering 

Enzymes isolated from nature are often not suitable for industrial applications due to their 

low affinity, activity, selectivity, and stability.[153–156] Therefore, protein engineering is a 

central aspect of customising and improving desired enzyme properties, e.g. thermal 

stability, and adapting the biocatalyst for specific applications.[154–156] Besides altering the 

structure of an existing protein, the design of biocatalysts from scratch via de novo 

design[157,158] and random sequence libraries[159] is possible. Furthermore, protein 

engineering largely contributes to the understanding of enzyme functions.[160–162] The 

protein engineering typically consists of three steps. After selecting the engineering 

strategy, changes are implemented into the target protein by mutagenesis and the protein 

variants are evaluated for improved properties by selection or screening.[160] Depending 

on the amount of accessible information about the protein, including its class, structure, 

reaction mechanism, different engineering strategies (directed evolution, rational design 

or a combination of both methods) can be applied.[154,160,163]  

When no structural or mechanistic information are available mutations are randomly 

introduced into the target gene sequence, e.g. by ePCR[164–166] or DNA shuffling,[167] 

generating a diverse and large sequence library. If multiple rounds of selection and 

mutagenesis are involved in the screening process, thereby mimicking natural evolutionary 

processes, the method is called directed evolution. To screen these large libraries, robust 

and reliable HT assays, which are described in detail in chapter 1.3.3, as well as screening 

platforms, such as FACS,[160,168] microfluidics[169] or a fully automatic robotic system[170] are 

highly required. Machine-learning-guided methods have recently been shown to 

accelerate the directed evolution of proteins thereby overcoming the limits of this 

technique.[171] 

In contrast, rational design necessitates detailed knowledge about the structure-function 

relationship of the protein. X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance 
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spectroscopy and cryoelectron microscopy enabled the development of the large amount 

of protein structures currently available.[172,173] The combination with databases, such as 

3DM[174] or BLAST,[175] and steadily improving molecular modelling softwares to identify 

hotspots, tunnels, motifs and reactions, such as FireProt,[176,177] Caver,[178,179] HotSpot 

Wizard,[180,181] FRESCO,[182] Rosetta or QM/MM calculations,[154,174,183] enables the 

generation of smaller and smarter enzyme libraries, significantly reducing screening 

efforts.[163] A recent breakthrough in deep-learning-based prediction of protein structures 

from their amino acid sequence via artificial intelligence will enable scientist to rationally 

design proteins, which are extremely difficult to crystallise, in the future.[184] Often, a 

combination of directed evolution and rational design is used which is known as semi-

rational design, thus incorporating the benefits of both strategies to generate smart and 

small enough libraries which can be easily screened.[185,186] 
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2 Results and Discussion 

2.1 Characterisation and Engineering of PET Hydrolases 

2.1.1 Multiple Substrate Binding Mode-Guided Engineering of a 

Thermophilic PET Hydrolase (Article I) 

As discussed in chapters 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 identifying and/or engineering thermophilic PET 

hydrolases as well as understanding the mechanism of PET hydrolysis are crucial steps 

towards the efficient hydrolysis of PET in its monomeric compounds TPA and EG. Since 

LCC ICCG[42] is currently the only enzyme capable of depolymerising amorphized PET 

waste on industrial scale the search for alternatives is of great importance.  

The highly thermophilic and active metagenome-derived PET hydrolases PES-H1 and 

PES-H2 were recently disclosed in a patent application.[187] As part of this thesis, crystal 

structures of the metagenome-derived thermophilic enzymes PES-H1 and PES-H2 (PDB 

codes: 7CUV, 7W69) were solved in collaboration with the groups of Prof. Weidong Liu at 

the Tianjin Institute of Industrial Biotechnology and the University of Chinese Academy of 

Sciences in Beijing, Dr. Gert Weber at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und 

Energie, and Prof. Dr. Lammers at the Institute of Biochemistry, revealing a typical 

α/β-hydrolase fold with a core consisting of nine β-sheets and ten α-helices. The catalytic 

triad is composed of S130, H208 and D176 and a conserved disulfide bridge (C241/C256).  

 

Additionally, crystal structures in complexes with the PET monomer analogous 

4-(2-hydroxyethylcarbamoyl) benzoic acid (MHETA) (PDB codes: 7W6C, 7W6O, 7W6Q) 

and BHET (PDB code: 7W66) were solved to investigate the mechanism of the interfacial 

PET hydrolysis. These complex structures allowed the identification of six intermediate 

ligand binding modes (IBMs) as well as several key residues including W155 (Figure 6B-

D,F,G), F62 (Figure 6B-D,G), I178 (Figure 6E) and L209 involved in the PET binding 

(Figure 6). In comparison to the structures of LCC ICCG S165A in complex with MHET[76] 

(PDB code: 7VVE, Figure 6H) and IsPETase R103G/S131A in complex with 

1-(2-hydroxyethyl) 4-methyl terephthalate (HEMT)[109] (PDB code: 5XH3, Figure 6I), which 

were the only two co-crystallisation structures until now, the PES-H structures revealed 

multiple noncatalytic IBMs (Figure 6A-G) due to the distance of the ester bonds (or amide 

bonds in MHETA) and the catalytic S130 restricting the nucleophilic attack. This lends 

support to the previous hypothesis that PET hydrolysis may involve dynamic reorientation 

of polymer chains in PET hydrolase active sites.[77,188] The presence of multiple IBMs 
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suggests that the inhibitory degradation intermediates, MHET and BHET,[55,56] are more 

likely to reside in the substrate-binding groove, where they may prevent productive binding 

of polyester segments. During biocatalysis, the conformational flexibility of predominantly 

hydrophobic residues surrounding the active site may aid in the recognition and binding of 

bulky PET substrates. Computational modelling using MD simulations supported the 

previous observations and identified further hotspots including L92 and Q94.  

 

Figure 6. Comparison of the PET substrate analogue binding modes in structures of PES-H1, 
PES-H2, LCC ICCG S165A and IsPETase R103G/S131A. Single chains (superscripts for chain A 
or chain B) were extracted from the deposited structures in the PDB database to identify individual 
binding modes of the soaked ligands within an asymmetric unit. Dashed lines indicate hydrogen 
bonds (H-bond cut off of 3.5 A). Interacting residues are shown as sticks and are colored by 
element: carbon, as for the respective molecule; nitrogen, blue; oxygen, red; sulphur, yellow. Green 
spheres represent water oxygens. (A) Superimposed structures show the overlapping binding 
modes of the substrate analogues with the apo structure of PES-H1 (PDB code: 7CUV).               
(B−F) PES-H1 in complex with MHETA: (B) 7W6CA; (C) 7W6OA; (D) 7W6QA; (E) 7W6OB; and (F) 
7W6CB. (G) PES-H2 in complex with BHET (7W66). (H) LCC ICCG S165A in complex with MHET 
(7VVEA, 7VVEB). (I) IsPETase R103G/S131A in complex with HEMT (5XH3). The figure was copied 
from Pfaff et al.[110] 

To improve the thermostability and activity of PES-H1 29 variants were created, based on 

the above structural analyses and engineering strategies previously discussed in 

literature[43,70,75,83,112,136,189] and in chapter 1.3.1., and analysed for improved thermostability 

and PET hydrolase activity (Figures 7 and 8). Although several variants showed a higher 
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Tm than the wild-type, only the variants L92F/Q94Y and R204C/S250C displayed a higher 

Tm and could almost completely depolymerise Goodfellow (Gf)-PET film after 24 h at 

72 °C, Topt of the reference enzyme LCC ICCG (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7. Comparison of various PES-H1 variants regarding their thermostability and activity. 
Changes in Tm compared to the wild-type enzyme (ΔTm (°C)) are shown. The percentage relative 
activity compared to the wild-type enzyme was calculated based on the weight loss of Gf-PET film 
after 24 h at 72 °C. Red square: wild-type PES-H1. Blue triangles: L209 variants. Orange squares: 
I178 and F62 variants. Dark blue dots: W155 variants. Light green dot: L92F/Q94Y/R204C/S250C 
variant. Green dot: R204C/S250C variant with a disulfide bond introduced. Yellow dot: L92F/Q94Y 
variant. The figure was adapted from Pfaff et al.[110] 

Accordingly, the hydrolytic activity of the variants L92F/Q94Y and R204C/S250C as well 

as the wild-type and LCC ICCG was further examined using lcPET and high-crystallinity 

PET (hcPET) powder and PET-NP (Figure 8). The amorphized PET powders were 

obtained by a melt-quenching technique resulting in crystallinities of 33% and 26%, 

respectively, after crushing and ball milling. Since the L92F/Q94Y variant and the wild-type 

completely degraded Gf-PET film in 1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) within 24 h 

at 72 °C, the weight loss was additionally calculated after 12 h (Figure 8A). The 

L92F/Q94Y variant resulted in a 2.3-fold higher weight loss (37.1 mg, 62.4%) than the wild-

type thereby exceeding the R204C/S250C variant as well as the LCC ICCG. These results 

were also visible in the hydrolysis of lcPET powder (13% crystallinity) (Figure 8B) with a 

2.9-fold and 2.3-fold higher product release for the L92F/Q94Y variant than the wild-type 

and LCC ICCG, respectively. Therefore, PES-H1 L92F/Q94Y was identified as the most 

active lcPET hydrolase, under the applied reaction conditions. However, in the hydrolysis 

of hcPET powder, LCC ICCG outperformed all PES-H1 variants (4-fold more degradation 
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product) (Figure 8C,D). Nevertheless, L92F/Q94Y was still 3.4-fold more active than the 

wild-type. In comparison to PES-H1 and its variants, the extent of degradation was 

inversely related to the crystallinity of the material, which is consistent with previous 

research on the use of hydrolases to degrade PET with varying crystallinities.[60] Further 

analysis of the PET powders in terms of the weight-average (Mw) and number-average 

(Mn) molecular masses revealed that the hcPET powders contained significantly shorter 

polymers (or even oligomers). This indicates that the activity of PES-H1 and variants is 

rather influenced by crystallinity than the Mn compared to LCC ICCG and vice versa. The 

suggestion that the enzymatic hydrolysis of PET may not only be influenced by the 

crystallinity, but also the average polymer length, was recently confirmed.[190] 

 

Figure 8. Characterisation of PET-hydrolyzing activity of PES-H1 (wt), L92F/Q94Y, R204C/S250C 
and LCC ICCG. (A) Weight loss (in [mg] and [%]) of Gf-PET film determined after enzymatic 
hydrolysis at 72 °C for 12 and 24 h in 1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0). (B−D) Total product 
release [mM] is shown and used to calculate the depolymerization efficiency [%] with (B) lcPET 
powder (13%), (C) ball-milled hcPET powder (26%), and (D) grinder-crushed hcPET powder (33%) 
after 24 h at 72 C. The total product was defined as the sum of TPA (dark blue), MHET (light blue), 
and BHET (light grey). Error bars indicate the standard deviation calculated from at least three 
replicates. The figure was copied from Pfaff et al.[110] 

 

Additionally, kinetic parameters evaluated for PET-NP hydrolysis in a turbidimetric assay 

support the results gained using PET film, lcPET powder and hcPET powder.  

In summary, the variants identified in this study hold promise for future applications in 

biocatalytic plastic recycling.  
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2.1.2 Engineering of mesophilic IsPETase for higher 

thermostability (Article II) 

The efficiency of the enzymatic degradation is highly influenced by the crystallinity of the 

PET material. At temperatures near the Tg of PET the accessibility of the amorphous 

fraction is enhanced which allows the attack of thermophilic PET hydrolases with a Topt 

near the Tg. As already mentioned in chapter 1.3.1, the engineering of mesophilic enzymes 

such as the IsPETase is another possibility to create thermostable PET hydrolases with 

higher thermostability and activity.  

Therefore, an ePCR-generated mutant library based on the thermostable triple mutant 

IsPETase S121E/D186H/R280A (TM)[82] was created and screened using an agar plate-

based assay. The screening of ~52% of the ePCR-based mutant library (~49,000 clones) 

at 60 °C revealed four mutants with enhanced thermostability, namely TM K95N/F201I, 

TM S125N/A226T, TM Q119L and TM T51A/S125I/S207I. Characterisation of the Tm via 

nano differential scanning fluorimetry displayed TM K95N/F201I as the most thermostable 

variant with an 5.3 °C increased Tm of 61.7 °C compared to the TM (Table  1). Following 

this result, the mutations K95N and F201I were introduced into the previously published 

thermostable IsPETase variants TM N233C/S282C[136] (TM2) and DuraPETase[83] to 

identify more thermostable variants. Additionally, the influence of N233C and S282C 

substitution reported for the TM was studied for the DuraPETase. All variants revealed a 

higher Tm than the wild-type and TM (Table 1). Not surprisingly, introducing the mutations 

N233C/S282C led to the most thermostable variant DuraPETase N233C/S282C with a Tm 

of 81.1 °C in this study (Table 1). The introduction of a disulfide bond has shown to be one 

of the most suitable engineering strategies for thermostability as described in chapter 

1.3.1. 

Table 1. Melting points of selected IsPETase variants, which were generated by combining the 
K95N/F201I substitutions with other previously described IsPETase mutants. The table was 
adapted with permission from Brott et al.[65] 

 
IsPETase variant 

Tm ± SD 
[°C] 

Tm [°C] increase 
compared to 

WT TM 

WT IsPETase WT 45.1 ± 0.1 - - 

TM IsPETase TM 56.6 ± 1.6 11.5 - 
TM1 IsPETase TM K95N/F201I 61.6 ± 0.1 16.6 5.1 

TM2 IsPETase TM N233C/S282C 68.2 ± 0.1 23.2 11.6 

TM3 IsPETase TM K95N/F201I/N233C/S282C 70.8 ± 0.1 25.8 14.3 

D DuraPETase 75.0 ± 0.1 29.9 18.4 
D1 DuraPETase N233C/S282C 81.1 ± 0.1 36.1 24.6 

D2 DuraPETase K95N/S121E/F201I/R280A 71.9 ± 0.1 26.9 15.3 

D3 DuraPETase 
K95N/S121E/F201I/N233C/R280A/S282C 

78.4 ± 0.1 33.3 21.8 
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To investigate the PET-hydrolysing activity of the selected variants, PET-NP and Gf-PET 

film were hydrolysed at different temperatures ranging from 30 °C to 60 °C for 24 h 

(Figure 9). In most cases, higher incubation temperatures resulted in a higher degradation 

rate and product release for the thermostabilised IsPETase variants, with a significant 

increase in performance from 30 °C to 40 °C. Better enzymatic degradation performance 

can be expected as the flexibility of the amorphous polymer chains increases at 

temperatures close to the Tg of PET. Low hydrolysis activities of PET-NP were observed 

for variants containing the K95N and F201I substitutions. The amino acid F201 is found 

deeply hidden in the hydrophobic core, which also includes positions W97, L101, M157, 

L199, L230, W257, and M258.[83] Since F201I is only five amino acid residues away from 

the catalytic D206, it is possible that the substitution has a structural influence on the active 

site. At 60 °C the highest product release was observed with IsPETaseTM N233C/S282C 

(TM2) with a 15-fold increased relative activity in comparison to the wild-type.  

 

Figure 9. Total product release after degradation of PET-NP using selected IsPETase variants after 
24 h and an incubation temperature of 60 °C. Black dots represent the relative activity compared to 
wild-type IsPETase. Biocatalysis with PET-NP was performed with 30 nM IsPETase variant in 
50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) at the incubation temperature of 60 °C and a constant 
agitation of 1000 rpm for 24 h. A final PET-NP concentration of 0.2 mg mL−1 was used. The total 
product release refers to the sum of released MHET, TPA, and BHET. The measurements were 
performed in triplicates and the mean values and standard deviations are given in the figure. The 
figure was copied with permission from by Brott et al.[65] 
 

Furthermore, the degradation of Gf-PET film was performed at 60 °C for 72 h (Figure 10). 

All thermostable variants, except for wild-type and D2, show higher relative activities than 
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the TM. Surprisingly, TM3, which exhibited a strongly reduced relative activity in PET-NP 

hydrolysis, had one of the highest relative activities compared to WT (120-fold increase, 

Figure 10) and TM (10 to 20-fold increase). Due to the high thermostability of TM3 and D1 

both variants could release the highest product amount thereby showing the advantage of 

a high Tm for PET hydrolysis. The loss of enzymatic activity, as demonstrated for IsPETase 

variants containing the K95N and F201I substitution, may be compensated by the 

increased polymer substrate accessibility at higher Topt.  

 

Figure 10. Total product release after degradation of amorphous PET film for selected IsPETase 
variants after 72 h at an incubation temperature of 60 °C. Black dots represent the relative activity 
compared to wild-type IsPETase. For biocatalysis with amorphous PET film, an enzyme 
concentration of 50nM was used. The reaction was carried out in 50 mM glycine-NaOH buffer 
(pH 9.0). The PET film was incubated at 60 °C and a constant agitation of 1000 rpm for 3 days. The 
total product release refers to the sum of released MHET, TPA, and BHET. The measurements 
were performed in triplicates and the mean values and standard deviations are given. The figure 
was copied with permission from Brott et al.[65] 

 

2.2 High-Throughput Screening of PET Hydrolase Activity 

Although most modern HPLC devices are equipped with autosamplers, sequential 

measurements of the hydrolysis products, TPA, MHET and BHET, are time-consuming 

and thus complicate the analysis of metagenome and large mutant libraries as discussed 

in chapter 1.3.3. To overcome this problem rapid HT detection methods must be 

developed. In this chapter the application of HT screening assays based on fluorimetry, 

and a biosensor specifically targeting TPA content are described. Articles III and IV both 

provide a proof-of-concept for the identification of novel thermostable PET hydrolases from 

metagenomes or protein engineering efforts under HT conditions.  
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2.2.1 Fluorimetric High-Throughput Screening in Crude Cell 

Lysate using PET-NP (Article III) 

As a result of the fragmentation of larger plastic debris, nanoplastics (<100 nm) are 

ubiquitous pollutants in natural environments causing a serious risk to human and animal 

health.[92,130,191–193] Consequently, not only investigations on the hydrolysis of PET 

packaging material in their native form, but also as PET-NPs, are of great importance.  

For the preparation of PET-NPs low-crystallinity postconsumer PET packaging material 

was diluted in HFIP. HFIP droplets containing dissolved PET were rapidly distributed in 

ultrapure water using an Ultra-Turrax mixer resulting in a homogeneous suspension. To 

remove large aggregates of the precipitated polymer the PET-NP suspension was filtered, 

and the volume was reduced to a third of the initial volume using a rotary evaporator, 

subsequently. Analysis via dynamic light scattering (DLS) and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) revealed an average size of 76.6 nm and the spherical shape of the 

PET-NP validating this method as a suitable approach for PET-NP generation.  

 

Figure 11. Terephthalate was detected fluorimetrically as the PET hydrolysis product. (1) TPA and 
EG are monomeric products of PET enzymatic hydrolysis. (2) The Fe(II)-EDTA complex mediates 
the formation of hydroxyl radicals. (3) Terephthalate hydroxylation to fluorescent 2-HOTP in the 
presence of hydroxyl radicals. The maxima of excitation and emission of 2-HOTP are 315nm and 
421nm, respectively. RFU stands for relative fluorescence units. The figure was copied from by 
Pfaff et al.[128] Copyright (2021) Elsevier Inc. 
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As a proof-of-concept, the PET hydrolysis of the produced PET-NPs was performed at 

60 °C for 30 min and 60 min in a 96-well microtiter plate format using crude cell lysates of 

recombinantly expressed thermophilic PET hydrolase TfCut2 and its inactive variant 

TfCut2 S130A obtained by a repeated freeze-thaw cycles.  

Following the PET-NP degradation, 150 µL soluble supernatants were extracted and 

added to a 96-well microtiter plate to fluorimetrically estimate the release of TPA. This 

fluorimetric assay was already established by Wei et al. and has demonstrated its high 

sensitivity in the monitoring of TPA produced by PET using purified TfCut2.[120] In alkaline 

buffer (pH>8.0), TPA appears in its deprotonated form as terephthalate allowing the 

monohydroxylation into 2-HOTP in the presence of hydroxyl radicals which results in a 

strong fluorescence signal at 421 nm upon excitation at 315 nm (Figure 11). The hydroxyl 

radicals were generated by a Fenton-like reaction of the chelator 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and iron(II) sulphate (final concentration of 

625 µM) and incubated with the hydrolysis supernatant at room temperature for 10 min 

prior to the fluorimetric analysis.  

 

Figure 12. Terephthalate concentrations were estimated using fluorimetry. (A) Calibration curves 
determined using cell lysates after 60 min incubation at 60 °C and subsequent hydroxylation of 
various terephthalate standards in the presence of Fe(II)-EDTA (0.625mM) at room temperature for 
10-60 min. The incubation time with Fe(II)-EDTA had no significant effect, thus 10 min were used 
for further assay development. (B) An example of identifying hits is a comparison of the RFU 
determined in the supernatants of enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis of PET NPs (after 30 and 60 min 
shaking at 60 °C, respectively). Significantly higher RFU values (blue diamonds) were monitored 
with the active TfCut2 in good agreement with the terephthalic acid (TPA) amounts determined by 
reverse phase (RP)-HPLC (grey circles, secondary y-axis) than with the inactive enzyme (red 
triangles). The standard deviations obtained with at least three independent measurements are 
indicated by the error bars. The figure was copied from by Pfaff et al.[128] Copyright (2021) Elsevier 
Inc. 
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The TPA amount in each hydrolysis sample was calculated based on the linear calibration 

curve (R2>0.992) obtained from the TPA standard solutions (Figure 12A). By subtracting 

the background autofluorescence caused by the TfCut2 S130A , the RFU determined with 

TfCut2 are in good agreement with the respective reverse phase (RP)-HPLC 

measurements (Figure 12B).  

This validates the applicability of the fluorimetric assay as a HT screening method 

presented in this book chapter (Figure 13). Furthermore, it allows the rapid identification 

of possible PET hydrolases by using PET-NP which are more likely to be degraded faster 

due to their increased specific surface area. Additionally, the use of non-purified enzymes 

in comparison to purified enzymes in this HT approach is of great advantage since the 

very cost-intensive HT purification can be avoided. 

 

Figure 13. The fluorimetric HT screening method is used to detect PET hydrolase activity. (1) Pre-
consumer PET is cut and dissolved in HFIP. (2) Dissolved PET is dropped into rapidly stirring 
ultrapure water, resulting in the formation of nanoparticles that can be identified using SEM and 
DLS. (3) The NP are ready to use in the enzymatic assays after the solvent has been removed.    
(4) A plasmid library is transformed into a strain of expression, such as E. coli BL21 (DE3). (5) The 
resulting colonies are used to inoculate 96-deep-well plates for protein expression, after which 
crude cell lysates are prepared. (6) To test PET-hydrolyzing activity, crude cell lysates are mixed 
with PET-NP. (7-8) The formation of the product terephthalate is detected by a Fenton-like reaction 
with hydroxyl radicals. Terephthalate is converted to 2-HOTP and measured using fluorescence 
(excitation at 315nm and emission at 421nm). The figure was copied from Pfaff et al.[128] Copyright 
(2021) Elsevier Inc. 
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2.2.2 Biosensor-based High-Throughput Screening in Living 

Cells and Efforts towards a Circular Economy (Article IV) 

As described in chapter 1.3.3 developing biosensors specifically assaying the PET 

hydrolysis product TPA show high potentials for the application as HT methods. 

Previously, the luciferase LuxAB from Photorhabdus luminescens, expressed in 

E. coli K12 MG1655 RARE (E. coli RARE), was introduced as a reliable detection method 

of structurally diverse aldehydes that were synthesised by co-expression of the carboxyl 

acid reductase CARMm in living cells in a 96-well microtiter plate format.[149] The structural 

similarity of the synthesised aromatic aldehydes such as benzaldehyde, cuminaldehyde 

and 2-phenylacetaldehyde (2-PAA) from carboxyl acid substrates to TPA-derived 

aldehydes, prompted investigations towards the capabilities of CARMm and LuxAB to 

detect TPA. 

First, resting cells (RCs) of E. coli BL21 (DE3) co-expressing CARMm and a 

phosphopantetheinyl transferase from Nocardia iowensis (PPTNi) were investigated for the 

possibility of biotransformation of TPA. Although TPA could not be detected in 

untransformed RCs by gas chromatography equipped with a flame ionization detector 

(GC/FID) the formation of 4-(hydroxymethyl) benzaldehyde (4-HMBAL) and 

1,4-benzenedimethanol (1,4-BDM; 32.7±3.5% combined yields) confirms the activity of 

CARMm/PPTNi toward TPA and the possibility of further reduction by endogenous host 

enzymes. Additionally, whole cell biotransformations with E. coli RARE and E. coli BL21 

(DE3) Δlpp were investigated demonstrating that the bioreduction of TPA with the latter 

E. coli strain is significantly enhanced with a suspension mixture of TPA (31.1±5.9%), 

4-carboxybenzaldehyde (4-CBAL) (36.8±9.9%), 4-HMBAL (6.5±2.2%), 1,4-BDM (13.7± 

5.7%) and traces of terephthalaldehyde (TAL) according to GC/FID (Figure 14A).  

As a result, RCs of E. coli RARE and E. coli BL21 (DE3) Δlpp were prepared expressing 

only LuxAB or LuxAB together with CARMm/PPTNi. E. coli RARE exhibits lower aromatic 

aldehyde-reducing activity to prevent the rapid metabolisation of the cytotoxic 

aldehydes.[194] Previously established HT assay conditions were applied for the 

biotransformation of TPA resulting in bioluminescence in the presence of TPA-derived 

aldehydes in both E. coli strains expressing LuxAB.  

The highest fold-increase in bioluminescence was observed in the presence of TAL and 

4-CBAL at a final concentration of 1 mM. Both displaying bioluminescence about 8-fold 

above background in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Δlpp after 15 min, followed by 4-HMBAL 

(4-fold) (Figure 14B). TPA increased the signal of more than 4-fold when LuxAB and 
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CARMm/PPTNi were co-expressed in the same cell (Figure 14C) but not in RCs that only 

expressed the biosensor. Similar results were obtained in RCs of E. coli RARE but with a 

drastically higher sensitivity (0.1 mM final concentration) thus preventing the accumulation 

of high cytotoxic aldehyde concentrations.[194] 

 

Figure 14. Enzyme-coupled biosensor assembly in E. coli BL21(DE3) Δlpp. (A) CARMm reduces 
TPA to 4-CBAL and TAL, which are then further reduced in vivo by endogenous enzymes to 
4-HMBA, 4-HMBAL, and 1,4-BDM; PPTNi for posttranslational modification of CARMm is omitted for 
clarity. Experiments were carried out in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Δlpp (OD600~10.0) co-expressing 
enzymes from pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi

[148] with 2 mM TPA and 5% (n/n) DMSO as organic 
cosolvent. 0 h (after TPA addition and mixing) and 24 h sampling. The low solubility of TPA in 
resting cell medium (RCM) and the volatility of reaction compounds hampered recovery. GC yields 
are shown as mean values + standard deviation (SD) [mM] of biological replicates (n = 3); (B) Direct 
detection of aldehydes (1 mM) in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Δlpp expressing LuxAB from pLuxAB 
by increasing bioluminescence over time. (C) In situ aldehyde production from carboxylates (1mM) 
in E. coli BL21(DE3) Δlpp RCs co-expressing LuxAB and CARMm/PPTNi; 2-PAA was used as a 
control. Experiments were carried out under HT assay conditions with 1% (n/n) DMSO, as 
previously described[148]; data are presented as mean fold-increase bioluminescence obtained from 
biological replicates (n= 3). The figure was copied with permission from Bayer et al.[151] 

 

Following these finding, PET hydrolysates of the enzymatic degradation of Gf-PET by 

LCC, LCC ICCG and PES-H1 were utilised to adapt the LuxAB/CARMm biosensor system 

under HT conditions for a real-world scenario. In presence of 1 mM TPA, the 

bioluminescence increased from 5-fold to 17-fold in RCs of E. coli RARE within 4 hours. 
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After 4 hours, bioluminescence signals increased >7-fold in LCC-ICCG samples compared 

to PET hydrolysates obtained by PES-H1 and LCC (Figure 15) which could be explained 

by a higher concentration of potassium terephthalate salts in the LCC-ICCG PET 

hydrolysates compared to LCC, for example. TPA yields in the supernatants of the three 

hydrolysates were calculated based on the fold increase of the bioluminescence 

38.3±3.8 mM, 39.3±1.3 mM, and 95.5±10.7 mM for PES-H1, LCC, and LCC-ICCG, 

respectively, and are in good agreement with the TPA concentrations determined by RP-

HPLC. 

 

Figure 15. PET hydrolysis samples analyzed under HT conditions in E. coli RARE. The enzyme-
coupled biosensor system produced bioluminescence in the presence of 1 mM TPA (positive 
control) and hydrolysates obtained by the enzymatic degradation of Gf-PET films by PES-H1, LCC, 
and LCC-ICCG; however, the bioluminescence did not increase over time in the presence of 1% 
(n/n) DMSO. Experiments were carried out in RCs of E. coli RARE under HT assay conditions 
previously described[148]; data are presented as mean values of the fold-increase in 
bioluminescence + SD of biological replicates (n > 3). The figure was copied with permission from 
Bayer et al.[151] 

 

Additionally, in a proof-of-concept study, benzoic acid and TPA were converted into 

benzaldehyde and highly reactive TAL and further into their corresponding primary 

diamines benzylamine (BAM; 35.3±0.7%) (Fig.4A) and 1,4-bis-(aminomethyl) benzene 

(1,4-BDM; 15.0±5.0%) (Fig.4B). Structurally related diamines find application in the 

synthesis of polyurethanes and polyamides[195] which supports efforts toward a circular 

plastic economy.  
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Figure 16. Chemo-enzymatic one-pot cascades. CARMm reduces carboxylates to the 
corresponding aldehydes in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3); PPTNi is omitted for clarity. The oximes (not 
shown) are formed in the presence of NH2OH-HCl and are reduced to the primary amines (shades 
of blue) after the addition of Zn/HCl to the same reaction vessel.(A) The TAL intermediate produces 
the desired 1,4-bis-AMB as well as 1,4-BDM as a significant by-product. Recoveries were reduced 
due to TPA's low solubility in RCM containing 5% (n/n) DMSO as an organic co-solvent, reaction 
compound volatility, and the formation of yet-to-be-identified by-products such as imines.[196,197] 
(B) Benzoic acid was reduced to benzaldehyde in the presence of 5% (n/n) ethanol, yielding the 
desired BAM after reductive amination and benzyl alcohol as the sole by-product. Experiments were 
carried out in RCs (OD600~10.0) co-expressing pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi enzymes.[148] Sampling: 
(1) after adding NH2OH-HCl and carboxylic acid (2.2 and 1.1 equivivalent for TPA and benzoic acid, 
respectively) and mixing; (2) after performing the reductive amination in one pot. The mean values 
+ SD [mM] of biological replicates (n= 3) are used to calculate the GC yields. The performance of 
E. coli RARE RCs was comparable, with 27.2±6.6% BAM and 13.1±8.0% 1,4-bis-AMB produced 
(n= 2). The figure was copied with permission from Bayer et al.[151] 
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3 Conclusions 

The global production of PET, the most abundant synthetic polyester, in the packaging 

and textile industry and its inappropriate disposal significantly contributes to the global 

solid waste stream and environmental plastic pollution. The application of thermophilic 

PET hydrolases in the biocatalytic recycling on industrial scale has emerged as a 

promising technology for a sustainable circular plastic economy. However, in the last two 

decades only a handful of benchmark enzymes were described and extensively 

engineered for this purpose. 

The use of HT screening methods, as shown in Articles II, III and IV, facilitates the 

identification of new thermostable enzymes, e.g. from metagenomes or mutant libraries. 

The ePCR based mutant library created in Article II was investigated using an agar plate-

based assay allowing the HT screening of approximately 49,000 clones. Articles I and II 

describe two different engineering strategies using either a known thermophilic 

metagenome-derived PET hydrolase PES-H1 or the thermostabilised mesophilic 

IsPETase TM. In both cases, thermostable variants with higher hydrolytic activities 

towards different PET materials were created and – not surprisingly – the improvement in 

thermostability for the IsPETase is higher than for PES-H1 as PES-H1 is already highly 

thermophilic whereas IsPETase wild-type has only activity around 30°C. This proves that 

both strategies are viable options for the creation of thermostable variants with the 

potential for further assessments under industrially relevant conditions. 

The reaction mechanism of the interfacial enzymatic PET hydrolysis including the 

adsorption and desorption of biocatalysts onto the polymer surface is not yet fully 

understood. The elucidation of the crystal structures of PES-H1 and PES-H2 in complex 

with MHETA and BHET (Article I) shed light on the binding mechanism by identifying 

different noncovalent ligand binding modes. These understandings, in combination with 

MD simulations and mutation strategies described in literature contributed to the design of 

efficient PET hydrolases. PES-H1 L92F/Q94Y was identified as the most active lcPET 

hydrolase at 72 °C even outperforming (under the applied conditions) LCC ICCG, the 

previously reported most active PET hydrolase in literature, thus being a good candidate 

for future applications in industrial plastic recycling processes.  

The Fenton-chemistry mediated fluorimetric screening assay (Article III) as well as the 

LuxAB-biosensor system-based methods (Article IV), both of which can directly detect 

free terephthalate in the supernatant after PET hydrolysis, were investigated towards their 

applicability as a HT screening method for PET hydrolase. The applicability was confirmed 
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in proof-of-concept reactions revealing the LuxAB biosensor system as the first and only 

TPA-biosensor system in living cells to date. Furthermore, the reaction of the aldehydes 

to their corresponding diamines provided a new option for the bio-based conversion of 

polymer building blocks to other chemicals with potentially higher values (upcycling). 
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ABSTRACT: Thermophilic polyester hydrolases (PES-H) have
recently enabled biocatalytic recycling of the mass-produced
synthetic polyester polyethylene terephthalate (PET), which has
found widespread use in the packaging and textile industries. The
growing demand for efficient PET hydrolases prompted us to solve
high-resolution crystal structures of two metagenome-derived
enzymes (PES-H1 and PES-H2) and notably also in complex
with various PET substrate analogues. Structural analyses and
computational modeling using molecular dynamics simulations
provided an understanding of how product inhibition and multiple
substrate binding modes influence key mechanistic steps of
enzymatic PET hydrolysis. Key residues involved in substrate-
binding and those identified previously as mutational hotspots in
homologous enzymes were subjected to mutagenesis. At 72 °C, the L92F/Q94Y variant of PES-H1 exhibited 2.3-fold and 3.4-fold
improved hydrolytic activity against amorphous PET films and pretreated real-world PET waste, respectively. The R204C/S250C
variant of PES-H1 had a 6.4 °C higher melting temperature than the wild-type enzyme but retained similar hydrolytic activity. Under
optimal reaction conditions, the L92F/Q94Y variant of PES-H1 hydrolyzed low-crystallinity PET materials 2.2-fold more efficiently
than LCC ICCG, which was previously the most active PET hydrolase reported in the literature. This property makes the L92F/
Q94Y variant of PES-H1 a good candidate for future applications in industrial plastic recycling processes.
KEYWORDS: polyethylene terephthalate (PET), PET hydrolysis, thermophilic polyester hydrolase, enzyme engineering, crystallization,
molecular dynamics, binding modes, kinetics

■ INTRODUCTION
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), the most abundant
synthetic polyester, is widely used in the packaging and textile
industries. The global production of PET recently reached 82
million metric tons per year.1 This contributes significantly to
the global solid waste stream and environmental plastic
pollution. Biocatalytic recycling of PET has emerged as a
promising technology that allows the recovery of monomeric
building blocks at both laboratory and pilot plant scales.2−5

Although PET hydrolases from a wide range of micro-
organisms have been identified, only a handful of benchmark
enzymes have been extensively engineered for industrial
applications.6

As an interfacial biocatalytic reaction, the efficiency of PET
degradation is limited by the number of accessible ester bonds
at the polymer surface. Amorphous PET polymer chains
become more accessible to enzymatic hydrolysis at temper-
atures approaching the glass transition temperature of PET
(Tg, 65−71 °C).6 In aqueous environments, water serves as a
plasticizer that lowers the Tg of PET by up to 16 °C.6−8 This

effect increases the flexibility of polymer chains at the PET
surface layer, allowing degradation at ambient temperatures by
mesophilic PET hydrolases, like IsPETase from Ideonella
sakaiensis, which have optimal operating temperatures (Topt) of
approximately 40 °C.9 Nonetheless, thermophilic and thermo-
stable PET hydrolases have superior degradation activity
because of increased substrate accessibility at elevated
temperatures.10−12

LCC, a cutinase isolated from a leaf-branch compost
metagenome library, is one of the most extensively investigated
thermophilic PET hydrolases.13−15 Structure-based protein
engineering of LCC has resulted in an F243I/D238C/S283C/
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Y127G variant (LCC ICCG) that can efficiently depolymerize
pretreated postconsumer PET bottles within 10 h at 72 °C.
This enables the biocatalytic recycling of PET waste at
industrially relevant scales.5 Calcium ions (Ca2+) can boost the
thermostability of many bacterial PET hydrolases (changes in
Tm (ΔTm) = 10−16 °C and ΔTopt ≥ 10 °C).13,16−18

Engineering of residues in the Ca2+ binding sites has proven
to be a useful approach for increasing the Tm of several PET
hydrolases by up to 26 °C.5,11,17,19−22 Introduction of a
disulfide bridge at this site (D238C/S283C) markedly
increased the melting point (Tm) of LCC from 84.7 to 94.5
°C. In a recent study, LCC ICCG was further engineered to
obtain an A59K/V63I/N248P variant with a Tm of 98.9 °C.23

Nonetheless, the Topt of this variant for degrading low-
crystallinity PET (lcPET, <15% crystallinity) was 74 °C, only 2
°C higher than that for the precursor LCC ICCG.5 At reaction
temperatures above 70 °C, water-plasticized lcPET rapidly
crystallizes to high-crystallinity PET (hcPET), which is much
harder to hydrolyze.6,24,25 The 20% crystallinity threshold for
enzymatic hydrolysis can be reached within 3 h at 75 °C.5 This
competitive physical aging process of amorphous polymers can
therefore considerably reduce the efficiency of enzymatic PET
depolymerization, which limits the maximum extent of
degradation that can be achieved.25 Therefore, biocatalysts
with Topt in the range 72−74 °C, rather than with extremely
high Tm values, are desired.6 The mesophilic IsPETase (Tm of
48.7 °C) has also been subjected to protein engineering to
improve its thermostability. For example, Cui et al. used a
computational strategy to design DuraPETase, a variant with a
31 °C higher Tm and considerably improved PET hydrolysis
activity than the wild-type enzyme.26 More recently, a
machine-learning-aided approach was used to engineer
IsPETase to produce Fast-PETase, a variant with a Tm of
67.1 °C and increased depolymerization efficiency.27

In-depth understanding of the binding mechanisms and
noncovalent interactions of insoluble polymeric substrates with
biocatalysts can contribute to the design of more efficient PET
hydrolases. So far, only two studies have reported structures of
crystals soaked with PET analogues. Han et al. reported a
structure of the inactive R103G/S131A IsPETase mutant
complexed with 1-(2-hydroxyethyl) 4-methyl terephthalate
(HEMT).28 Zeng et al. reported the structure of an inactive
S165A mutant of LCC ICCG complexed with mono-(2-
hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (MHET).23 Consequently, more
structures of PET hydrolases with bound substrate analogues
are needed. This would enable more precise computational
simulations for elucidating the mechanisms of enzymatic
depolymerization and predicting more efficient mutants. So far,
studies mostly relied on computationally modeled PET
substrate conformations.15,29−32 Therefore, we solved crystal
structures of two PET hydrolases in complex with PET
analogues.
Two highly similar thermophilic PET hydrolases (PES-H1

and PES-H2), derived from a compost metagenome library,
were recently disclosed in a patent application.33 PES-H1
demonstrated exceptional hydrolytic activity on amorphous
PET films, outperforming wild-type LCC under identical
conditions.13,15 Nearly complete depolymerization was
achieved after incubation at 70 °C for 24 h.33 We first solved
high-resolution structures of both enzymes in their apo form
(PDB codes: 7CUV for PES-H1 and 7W69 for PES-H1).
While this work was in progress, another crystal structure of
PES-H1 (called PHL7 in the publication, PDB code: 7NEI)

was solved.34 By soaking with various PET substrate analogues,
structures of both PES-H1 and PES-H2 in complex with these
ligands were obtained by us. These structures were used for
exploring substrate binding modes by molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations. Finally, we generated PES-H1 variants with
significantly improved activity on both amorphous Goodfellow
PET (Gf-PET) films and pretreated postconsumer (‘real-
world’) PET waste. These variants outperformed both the
wild-type PES-H1 and LCC ICCG.5

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structures of PES-H1 and PES-H2. The crystal structures

of PES-H1 and PES-H2 were solved at atomic resolutions of
1.45 Å (PDB code: 7CUV) and 1.56 Å (PDB code: 7W69), in
the space groups P21 and C2, respectively (Figure S1; Tables
S1 and S2). PES-H1 and PES-H2 differ in only four residues
(A/E1, L/F209, D/N232, and S/A254), of which only the L/
F209 residues are in close vicinity to the catalytic triad (Figure
1). The two hydrolases have similar structures that adopt the

canonical α/β-hydrolase fold with a core consisting of nine β-
sheets and ten α-helices (Figure S1). Comparison of the apo
structure of PES-H1 with the structures of other bacterial PET
hydrolases resulted in low root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) values for the protein backbone (Table S3). These
highly conserved structures form a distinct subclass of the α/β-
hydrolase superfamily.6 PES-H1 has a catalytic triad consisting
of S130, H208, and D176 (Figure 1). The nucleophile S130 is
located within hydrogen bond distance to be polarized by the
base H208, which is in turn stabilized by the acid D176. PES-
H1 forms an intramolecular disulfide bridge like structurally
similar homologous enzymes (e.g., PDB codes: 5XH3, 3VIS,
4CGI, 4EB0, 4WFJ, and 1JFR). This conserved disulfide
bridge (C241/C256) connects two loops between the last β-
sheet (Figure S1).
Binding Modes of Substrate Analogues and Degra-

dation Intermediates. Although more than 70 crystal
structures of bacterial PET-degrading enzymes are available
in the PDB database, the majority of them are apo structures

Figure 1. Structural comparison of PES-H1 (salmon, PDB code:
7CUV) and PES-H2 (light blue, PDB code: 7W69). The locations of
the variable residues L/F209, D/N232, and S/A254 are indicated.
The variable position A/E1 is located at the flexible N-terminal ends
of PES-H1 and PES-H2 and are therefore not visible. The S130−
H208−D176 catalytic triad is also shown. The amino acid residues are
shown as sticks in red for PES-H1 and in dark blue for PES-H2. The
inset in the right upper panel demonstrates the close vicinity of the
variable position L/F209 to the catalytic triad.
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with no substrate bound.6 In order to investigate the
mechanism of PET hydrolysis, we solved the structures of
PES-H1 in complex with citrate (PDB code: 7E30) and also in
complex with the nonhydrolyzable substrate analogue 4-(2-
hydroxyethylcarbamoyl) benzoic acid (MHETA) (PDB codes:
7W6C, 7W6O, and 7W6Q; Figure 2B−F), to better
understand changes in the protein structure upon binding a
PET substrate based on this analogue. We also solved the
structures of PES-H2 in complex with polyethylene glycol
(PEG) 6000 (PDB code: 7E31) and in complex with bis(2-
hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (BHET) (PDB code: 7W66;
Figure 2G) (Tables S1 and S2). Based on the structures of
PES-H1 (with bound MHETA) and PES-H2 (with bound
BHET), six ligand-binding modes were identified. The
orientations of the ligands in the substrate binding cavities
are distinct but similar to those observed for HEMT bound to
IsPETase R103G/S131A28 (PDB code: 5XH3; Figure 2I) and
MHET bound to the S165A variant of LCC ICCG23 (PDB
code: 7VVE; Figure 2H).
While the structures of LCC ICCG S165A (PDB code:

7VVE; Figure 2H) and IsPETase R103G/S131A (PDB code:
5XH3; Figure 2I) exhibited productive ligand conformations
with the ester carbonyl carbons interacting with the oxygen of
the catalytic serine residue, the PES-H structures revealed
multiple noncatalytic intermediate binding modes (IBMs) with
the ester bonds (or amide bond in MHETA) positioned too
far from S130 for nucleophilic attack. This supports the
previous hypothesis that PET hydrolysis may involve dynamic
reorientation of polymer chains in the active sites of PET
hydrolases.15,35 MHET and BHET have frequently been found
to inhibit enzymatic PET depolymerization.36,37 The multiple
IBMs suggest an enhanced residence likelihood of these
inhibitory degradation intermediates in the substrate-binding

groove, where they may prevent productive binding of
polyester segments.

The conformational flexibility of predominantly hydro-
phobic residues surrounding the active site may help to
recognize and bind bulky PET substrates during biocatalysis.
In the enzyme−substrate complex structures of LCC ICCG
S165A (Figure 2H) and IsPETase R103G/S131A (Figure 2I),
the aromatic rings of the substrate analogues are T-stacked to
W190 and W156, respectively. This effect has been proposed
to be very important for PET binding.38 Similar π-stacking
interactions with the equivalent W155 were discovered in the
PES-H1 structures 7W6C (Figure 2B, F), 7W6OA (Figure
2C), and 7W6QA (Figure 2D). In most IBMs of MHETA
ligands (Figure 2B−F), the hydroxyl end of the ethanolamine
moiety points away from the catalytic triad. This is partly in
agreement with the MHET conformation shown in 7VVE
(Figure 2H), which is different from the position of the
ethylene glycol (EG) moiety of HEMT bound to IsPETase
R103G/S131A (5XH3; Figure 2I). MHETA ligands also
interacted with other hydrophobic residues like F62, I178, and
L209 in the binding groove of PES-H1. The backbone amide
NH groups of M131 and F62 form an oxyanion hole, which is
a characteristic shared by many α/β-hydrolases. Terephthalate
(TPA) moieties in our structures are found in close vicinity to
F62 (equivalent to Y95 in LCC ICCG S165A and Y58 in
IsPETase R103G/S131A), rather than close to the catalytic
triads as in IsPETase R103G/S131A (Figure 2I) and LCC
ICCG S165A (7VVEA; Figure 2H). Furthermore, the hydroxyl
end of the ethanolamine moiety forms a hydrogen bond with
H184 (Figure 2C,D). The only distinct MHETA binding
mode in PES-H1 was observed in 7W6OB (Figure 2E), in
which MHETA is bound at the surface of PES-H1, slightly
outside the catalytic cavity. This binding mode suggests that

Figure 2. Comparison of the PET substrate analogue binding modes in the structures of PES-H1, PES-H2, LCC ICCG S165A, and IsPETase
R103G/S131A. Single chains (superscripts for chain A or chain B) were extracted from the deposited structures in the PDB database to identify
individual binding modes of the soaked ligands within an asymmetric unit. Dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds (H-bond cut off of 3.5 Å).
Interacting residues are shown as sticks and are colored by element: carbon, as for the respective molecule; nitrogen, blue; oxygen, red; sulfur,
yellow. Green spheres represent water oxygens. (A) Superimposed structures show the overlapping binding modes of the substrate analogues with
the apo structure of PES-H1 (PDB code: 7CUV). (B−F) PES-H1 in complex with MHETA: (B) 7W6CA; (C) 7W6OA; (D) 7W6QA; (E) 7W6OB;
and (F) 7W6CB. (G) PES-H2 in complex with BHET (7W66). (H) LCC ICCG S165A in complex with MHET (7VVEA, 7VVEB). (I) IsPETase
R103G/S131A in complex with HEMT (5XH3).
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substrates can bind at the surface prior to entering deeper into
the active site cavity. BHET is more loosely bound to PES-H2
(7W66B; Figure 2G). It is embedded in a groove consisting of
S130, H207, W155, I178, H129, F62, and M131. The ester
bond between the TPA and EG moieties is closer to S130 but
is still outside the catalytic distance, in contrast to the
positioning of MHETA in PES-H1. The TPA moiety is close
to F62 but far from W155. The second EG moiety is
completely exposed to the solvent and has no obvious
interactions with any residue.
MD Simulations to Study the Interactions of PES-H1

with a PET Oligomer. To better understand the mechanism
of PET hydrolysis, we performed MD simulations of PES-H1
in complex with a modeled oligomer consisting of three
repeating PET units (3PET) (Figure S3C) to resemble the

binding of a longer polymer segment. PES-H1 remained stable
in MD simulations at a time scale of 100 ns as indicated by the
steady low backbone RMSD of less than 1 Å compared to the
crystal structure (Figure S2). The modeled PES-H1-3PET
complex corresponds to a productive state with short distances
between the oxyanion hole amides and the central 3PET
carbonyl oxygen atom (2.32 and 1.80 Å), and between the
carbonyl carbon of an ester in 3PET and the side chain oxygen
of the catalytic S130 (2.32 Å). Unfluctuating distances of the
3PET carbonyl carbons to the catalytic S130 verified the
productive state of the modeled oligomer during three
independent 100 ns MD simulations (Figure S3). Nonetheless,
3PET was slightly flexible in the PES-H1 binding site (Figure
S3A). To identify the most favorable 3PET binding modes, we
concatenated the trajectories and clustered the 3PET

Figure 3. Overview of selected engineering hotspots in PES-H1 for enhancing PET hydrolysis activity and thermostability. (A) A disulfide bridge
(R204/S250) is introduced into PES-H1 (PDB code: 7CUV) where a putative Ca2+ binding site (D250/E296) is found in (B) the homologous
Cut190. (C) Similarly engineered disulfide bridges in LCC ICCG (C238/C283; PDB codes: 7VVE and 6THT) and (D) TfCut2 (D204/E253;
PDB code: 4CG1). (E) The L92F and Q94Y substitutions of PES-H1 were based on the corresponding residues in (F) DuraPETase (F117 and
Y119; PDB code: 6KY5). (G−K) Variable amino acid residues were found at the site equivalent to L209 in PES-H1: (G) PES-H1, PDB code
7CUV; (H) PES-H2, PDB code 7W69; (I, J) LCC ICCG S165A, PDB codes 7VVE and 6THT; and (K) IsPETase R103G/S131A, PDB code
5XH3. These residues influence the width of the substrate-binding groove. (L) A number of PES-H1 variants had different PET hydrolyzing
activities and thermostabilities. Changes in Tm compared to the wild-type enzyme (ΔTm (°C)) are shown. The percentage relative activity
compared to the wild-type enzyme was calculated based on the weight loss of Gf-PET film after 24 h at 72 °C. Red square: wild-type PES-H1. Blue
triangles: L209 variants. Orange squares: I178 and F62 variants. Dark blue dots: W155 variants. Light green dot: L92F/Q94Y/R204C/S250C
variant. Green dot: R204C/S250C variant with a disulfide bond introduced. Yellow dot: L92F/Q94Y variant.
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conformations. The four most populated clusters correspond
to the four preferred binding modes, each including >5% of all
ligand conformations (Figure S4). Cluster 1 represents the
3PET binding mode adopted in about 28% of the
conformations (Table S4, Figure S4C). After superimposing
the PES-H1 (PDB code: 7CUV) and LCC ICCG S165A
structures (PDB code: 7VVE), the central PET unit of cluster
1 and the MHET overlap well with an RMSD of 2.95 Å, while
the binding mode of cluster 3 (found in about 8% of all
conformations) deviates the most from that of MHET, with an
RMSD of 4.01 Å (Figure S4D). This suggests that being
adjacent to S130 results in multiple beneficial interactions
between PET and the surrounding residues. Evaluating the
interaction energies of the four binding poses demonstrated
that hydrophobic Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions between the
side chains and the central 3PET unit had a predominant
influence on binding. F62, W155, and I178 formed strong LJ
interactions (<−10 kJ mol−1), in agreement with their close
interactions with soaked MHETA ligands (Figure 2B−D,F,G).
H208 and M131 also formed strong LJ interactions (<−7 kJ
mol−1) (Figures 1 and 3; Figure S4C). Additionally, T63, A64,
and L209 mediate strong LJ interactions (<−7 kJ mol−1) with
all three units of 3PET. The side chains of F62 and W155 form
stable aromatic interactions with the aromatic rings of 3PET.
The orientation of the TPA moieties suggest T-stacking
interactions with W155, in agreement with the orientation of
MHETA bound to PES-H1 (PDB codes: 7W6CA, 7W6Cb

7W6OA, and 7W6QA) and with earlier studies on other PET
hydrolases.12,23 Furthermore, the strong LJ interactions with
F62 are in agreement with the close proximity between

MHETA and F62. The Coulomb interactions involve fewer
residues and are often mediated by backbone atoms of
residues, like F62 and M131 from the oxyanion hole, and L92,
but can also involve side chains of residues like Q94, H208,
N212, and the catalytic S130 (<−7 kJ mol−1). It should be
emphasized that the significant contributions by L92 and Q94
are the result of hydrogen bonding with the terminal carboxyl
group of the first PET unit, which should only occur when
exoscission of polymeric PET substrates takes place. When the
total interaction energy is considered, G61, H129, and T157
are also identified as strong PET-binding residues (<−7 kJ
mol−1).
Engineering PES-H1 for Improved Thermostability

and Activity on Amorphous PET Film. Elevated reaction
temperatures of up to 75 °C increase polymer chain mobility,
making the amorphous fractions of PET more accessible to
enzymatic hydrolysis. We investigated enzymatic PET
degradation at 72 °C because it is the optimal temperature
for the hydrolysis of amorphized PET waste by the reference
enzyme LCC ICCG.5 Empirical data have shown that the Tm
of a PET hydrolase is usually at least 12 °C higher than its
Topt.

5,11,13,17 Hence, biocatalysts with a Tm over 85 °C are
preferred for efficient PET degradation. When determined in
buffers with low ionic strengths (Table S5), PES-H1 had a Tm
of 77.1 °C, as determined by nano differential scanning
fluorimetry (NanoDSF) and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). This is in agreement with previously published data.34

In the 1 M potassium phosphate buffer demonstrated by
previous studies to be optimal for PET degradation by selected
enzymes,33,34,39 the Tm of PES-H1 was increased to 85 °C

Figure 4. Characterization of PET-hydrolyzing activity of PES-H1 (wt), the L92F/Q94Y and R204C/S250C variants, and LCC ICCG. (A) Weight
loss (in [mg] and [%]) of Gf-PET film determined after enzymatic hydrolysis at 72 °C for 12 and 24 h in 1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH
8.0). (B−D) Total product release [mM] is shown and used to calculate the depolymerization efficiency [%] with (B) lcPET powder (13%), (C)
ball-milled hcPET powder (26%), and (D) grinder-crushed hcPET powder (33%) after 24 h at 72 °C. The total product was defined as the sum of
TPA (dark blue), MHET (light blue), and BHET (light gray). Error bars indicate the standard deviation calculated from at least three replicates.
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(Table S5), thereby enabling its application at 72 °C (Figure
S5). Because high salt concentrations are not ideal for
industrial processes, we investigated the degradation of Gf-
PET film by PES-H1 in the presence of lower phosphate buffer
concentrations (Figure S6). The results demonstrated a
positive correlation between the buffer concentration and the
PET degradation performance of wild-type PES-H1 at 72 °C.
This is most likely due to the decreased thermostability of
PES-H1 at lower buffer concentrations (Table S5).
Many homologous PET hydrolases, including PES-H1 itself,

have been found to be stabilized in the presence of Ca2+ ions,
as indicated by increased Tm, improved PET-hydrolyzing
activity, or both.13,17,18 Ca2+ binding can be mediated by
several negatively charged residues. For example, D250 and
E296 in the homologous Cut190 from Saccharomonospora
viridis were identified by crystallographic investigations to be
involved in Ca2+ binding (Figure 3B).40 Ca2+ can be
precipitated by buffer ions like phosphate and also by the
PET hydrolysis product terephthalate,6,41 making the depend-
ence of PET hydrolase stability on Ca2+ undesirable. This
dependence can be significantly mitigated by replacing the
Ca2+ binding residues by a disulfide bridge to generate variants
that are thermostable in the absence of Ca2+.5,19,11,17,20−22

Accordingly, we generated an R204C/S250C variant of PES-
H1 and confirmed disulfide bond formation using Ellman’s
reagent (Figure S7). The Tm of this variant was increased by
6.4 °C (Figure 3L, Table S5). Previous studies reported that
introducing disulfide bridges at equivalent positions of
homologous PET hydrolases resulted in higher increases in
Tm (TfCut2, ΔTm = 24.9 °C; IsPETase, ΔTm = 22.3 °C; LCC,
ΔTm = 9.8 °C; Cut190, ΔTm = 23.1 °C).5,17,19,21 While more
negatively charged amino acids like D250 and E296 in Cut190
(Figure 3B), D238 and S283 in LCC (Figure 3C), and D204
and E253 in TfCut2 (Figure 3D) are frequently observed at
these sites, wild-type IsPETase (N204 and S253) and PES-H1
(R204 and S250, Figure 3A) lack these negatively charged
residues. This suggests that the generic thermostabilizing effect
of an engineered disulfide bridge at this position might be due
to a variety of interactions rather than just replacing the Ca2+
binding site. After 24 h at 72 °C, both the wild-type and the
R204C/S250C variant of PES-H1 hydrolyzed Gf-PET film
(98% depolymerization) almost completely (Figure 4A).
Recently, Nakamura et al. reported an R47C/G89C variant

of the homologous hydrolase PET2 and validated the
formation of a disulfide bridge by X-ray crystallography.22

Compared to wild-type PET2, the Tm of the R47C/G89C
variant of PET2 was increased by 3.1 °C, and its PET
hydrolysis activity was 1.3-fold higher. We created a R6C/
S49C variant in an attempt to form an equivalent disulfide
bridge in PES-H1. This variant was inactive and was therefore
not further investigated.
The PES-H1 structure (PDB code: 7CUV, Figure 3E) was

compared to the thermostabilized DuraPETase (PDB code:
6KYS, Figure 3F) for identifying additional mutation hotspots.
Using Rosetta energy calculations, an L92F/Q94Y variant of
PES-H1 was constructed based on the L117F/Q119Y
mutations present in DuraPETase. The L92F/Q94Y variant
of PES-H1 had a 1.8 °C higher Tm and could almost
completely depolymerize Gf-PET film after 24 h at 72 °C
(Figures 3L and 4A). Interestingly, the aromatic amino acids
that we introduced (L92F/Q94Y) correspond to equivalent
residues (F125 and Y127) in LCC ICC.5 Interestingly, LCC
ICC was converted to the more active LCC ICCG by removal

of the tyrosine residue (Y127G), while introduction of the
equivalent tyrosine into PES-H1 (Q94Y) in combination with
L92F resulted in increased activity. The L92F/Q94Y variant of
PES-H1 outperformed LCC ICCG in the hydrolysis of various
PET materials under conditions optimal for PES-H1 (Figure
4A,B). Cui et al. also observed synergistic effects between the
equivalent L117F (L92F in PES-H1) and Q119Y (Q94Y in
PES-H1) substitutions.26 They argued that these aromatic
residues interact with other residues (S214, W185, and Y87) to
form an “aromatic tunnel” that facilitates the binding of PET
chains to the active site. The hydrophobic nature of the
mutations enhances noncovalent interactions with the
substrate and improves the overall hydrophobic packing and
stability of DuraPETase. The same effect could explain the
increased activity and stability of the L92F/Q94Y variant of
PES-H1. We introduced the previously discussed disulfide
bridge (R204C/S250C) to the L92F/Q94Y variant to generate
the L92F/Q94Y/R204C/S250C variant of PES-H1. Although
the Tm of this variant was increased by 4.8 °C, it was not
further characterized because it hydrolyzed Gf-PET film less
efficiently than wild-type PES-H1 (Figure 3L).

Of the four residues that differ between PES-H1 and PES-
H2, only L209 is located close to the active site (Figures 1 and
3G). This site has repeatedly been recognized as an
engineering hotspot in other homologous PET hydrolases
due to its potential interactions with polymeric substrates.
Variants with increased specific activity on PET have been
created by replacing F at this position with A (TfCut2:
F208A), W (LCC WCCG: F243W), or I (LCC ICCG: F243I;
Figure 3I,J).5,42 The equivalent S of IsPETase (Figure 3K) has
also been replaced with F, but an additional W159H
substitution was required for improved PET hydrolysis
activity.43 It was recently shown that exchanging L209 in
PES-H1 (called PHL7 by Sonnendecker et al.34) to the F
found in PES-H2 (Fig 3G,H) reduced PET hydrolysis activity
by half. We obtained similar results for the hydrolysis of Gf-
PET film by the L209F variant of PES-H1 (Figure 3L). We
subjected position L209 to saturation mutagenesis and found
that most variants (except L209K, L209R, L209E, L209P, and
L209I) resulted in enhanced thermostability. For the L209W,
L209F, and L209Y variants, the highest ΔTm in 50 mM
phosphate buffer ranged from 3.3 to 3.7 °C (Figure 3L).
However, the PET hydrolysis activities of these variants were
decreased by more than 15%. Several earlier studies43,44

suggested that the S238F substitution (equivalent to L209F in
PES-H1) in the W159H/S238F variant of IsPETase narrowed
the active site cleft, potentially enhancing π-stacking between
PET and F238. In contrast, Furukawa et al.42 suggested that
the corresponding F of TfCut2 restricts access to lcPET,
attributing the influence of this residue on catalytic activity to
side-chain volume rather than hydrophobicity. Therefore, the
role of this important residue is still not fully understood, and
it may play different roles in different PET hydrolases.

In addition, we engineered several key residues potentially
involved in strong interactions with PET as indicated by
structures of PES-H1 and PES-H2 in complex with PET
analogues (Figure 2) and MD simulations (Figure S4). These
include F62 (Figure 2B−D,G), W155 (Figure 2B−D,F,G), and
I178 (Figure 2E). F62 is part of the oxyanion hole. Except for
PES-H1, Cut190,18 and Tcur1278,45 other known homologous
PET hydrolases have a tyrosine at this position. Introducing
this tyrosine into PES-H1 (F62Y) lowered the hydrolytic
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activity drastically but had no influence on Tm (Figure 3L).
The same effects were observed for the F62A variant.
The W155 residue of PES-H1 is equivalent to the W185

residue of IsPETase. The W185 of IsPETase (W130 in Figure
2I due to different residue numbering in the 5XH3 crystal
structure) is flexible and can move to open or close access to
the active site.43 This wobbling is beneficial for mesophilic
PET hydrolases because the PET polymer chain has lower
chain mobility at ambient temperatures, and a flexible W185
may facilitate substrate binding.15 This dynamic tryptophan is
conserved in many homologous PET hydrolases and is
involved in strong interactions with the aromatic rings of
PET. We replaced the W155 of PES-H1 to A, F or H, resulting
in almost complete loss of activity and considerably reduced
stability (Figure 3L). Austin et al. reported similarly reduced
activity for the equivalent W185A variant of IsPETase.43 In
contrast, the conformation of the corresponding W190 (Figure
2H) in the thermophilic LCC ICCG is fixed by interactions
with H218 and F222 (H184 and F188 in PES-H1, Figure
2C,D,F). As a result, LCC ICCG has a more rigid substrate-
binding groove, yet it still allows PET binding at elevated
temperatures as a result of increased polymer chain mobility.23

The I178 residue is located near the catalytic triad of PES-
H1 (Figure 2B−D,F). Previous studies have reported
substitutions of this I178 residue in homologous Thermobif ida
fusca cutinases to smaller residues like S or A, which resulted in
PET hydrolyzing activities comparable to that of the wild-type
enzyme.46,47 Therefore, we instead substituted I178 to large
aromatic residues. However, the I178W, I178F, and I178Y
variants lost significant PET hydrolysis activity, and their Tm
decreased slightly, suggesting that additional aromatic
interactions may hinder productive binding of PET chains.
Therefore, we did not further investigate the I178 residue of
PES-H1.
Comparing the Hydrolytic Activity of Selected PES-

H1 Variants on Different PET Materials. The L92F/Q94Y
and R204C/S250C variants of PES-H1 were further
investigated using different PET materials. The crystallinity
of real-world postconsumer PET waste depends on its thermal
history and life cycle.6 Therefore, for biocatalytic recycling at
the industrial scale, pretreatment by thermomechanical
amorphization and micronization is essential to provide
uniformly degradable substrates (in terms of comparable
crystallinity, particle size, etc.).5,48 In this study, we used a
melt-quenching technique to amorphize postconsumer PET
bottles, which were then micronized by various methods.
Crystallinity of the PET bottle waste was decreased from 27%
to 19% after melt-quenching and increased again to 33% and
26%, respectively, after crushing or ball milling (Table S6).
The crystallinity values determined with differently micronized
PET powders are in good agreement with two previous
studies.48,49 However, the crystallinities of our samples were
markedly higher than that reported by Tournier et al., who
used other techniques.5 We determined the average molecular
masses of selected PET samples by gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) and found that values decreased
after melt-quenching and micronization (Table S6). Since the
particle size can influence the biocatalytic degradability of PET
powders, it was important to use similarly sized particles for all
assays. Therefore, we sieved all micronized PET samples using
a 177 μm mesh to obtain more homogeneous powders.
LCC ICCG and the wild-type PES-H1 were used as

reference enzymes. The distinct distribution of charged amino

acids at the surfaces of these two enzymes may explain the
differences in their buffer requirements (Figure S8). Compared
to PES-H1, LCC ICCG does not lose its thermostability and
PET degrading activity at a low phosphate buffer concentration
(100 mM).5 However, higher phosphate concentrations (up to
1 M) do not reduce the PET hydrolysis activity of wild-type
LCC.15,39,50 Since 1 M phosphate buffer is optimal for the
activity and stability of PES-H1 while not negatively
influencing LCC, we used this buffer for all subsequent PET
degradation experiments. As shown in Figure 4A, wild-type
PES-H1 and the L92F/Q94Y variant completely depolymer-
ized Gf-PET film in 24 h at 72 °C. Therefore, we also
determined the weight loss after 12 h of incubation. The
highest weight loss of 37.1 mg (62.4%) was obtained with the
L92F/Q94Y variant, and this was 2.3-fold higher than with
wild-type PES-H1. The L92F/Q94Y variant also significantly
outperformed both the R204C/S250C variant and LCC ICCG
in the hydrolysis of Gf-PET film (Figure 4A). Averaged
conversion rates of 2.5 mgPET h−1 and 2.3 mgPET h−1 were
obtained using wild-type PES-H1 and LCC ICCG, respec-
tively. While the value for PES-H1 is similar to that previously
determined by Sonnendecker et al.,34 the value for LCC ICCG
is markedly lower than that reported by Tournier et al.5 As
explained above, this may in part be due to differences between
the PET materials used in different studies. Based on the
information provided by the manufacturer, Gf-PET films differ
considerably in terms of crystallinity, thickness, molecular
mass, and many other polymer parameters, making a direct
comparison of data generated in different studies impossible.6

After 24 h at 72 °C, the degradation performance of PES-
H1, L92F/Q94Y, R204C/S250C, and LCC ICCG on low-
crystallinity (13%) micronized waste PET powder was
comparable to that on Gf-PET film. The L92F/Q94Y variant
yielded 2.9-fold and 2.2-fold more degradation products than
wild-type PES-H1 and LCC ICCG, respectively (Figure 4B).
This indicated that, under the applied degradation conditions,
the L92F/Q94Y variant was the most active lcPET hydrolase.
The R204C/S250C variant was as active as the wild-type PES-
H1 in hydrolyzing lcPET materials (Figure 4A,B). However,
the R204C/S250C variant was significantly less active than the
wild-type against hcPET materials (Figure 4C,D). In contrast,
the L92F/Q94Y variant was more active than the wild-type
PES-H1 against hcPET powders, forming up to 3.4-fold more
degradation products (Figure 4D). For hydrolyzing hcPET
powders (Figure 4C,D) generated by different pretreatment
methods, LCC ICCG outperformed all PES-H1 variants and
yielded up to 4.0-fold more degradation products than the
L92F/Q94Y variant (Figure 4C,D). While the crystallinities of
the crushed and ball-milled PET powders were clearly higher
than the degradable threshold value of approximately 20%
suggested by Wei et al.25 and Thomsen et al.,24 LCC ICCG
surprisingly released more degradation products from these
substrates than from lcPET powder (13% crystallinity) (Figure
4B−D). By comparison with PES-H1 and its variants, the
extent of degradation was inversely correlated to the material
crystallinity, which is in agreement with previous research on
using hydrolases to degrade PET with varying crystallinities.6

In addition to the crystallinity values obtained by DSC, we
also determined the number-average (Mn) and weight-average
(Mw) molecular masses of the PET powders used for the
enzymatic degradation experiments (Table S6). The lower Mn
values determined for the hcPET powders derived from ball-
milled and grinder-crushed PET bottle waste than that with
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the grinder-crushed PET film means that the PET bottle
powders contained significantly shorter polymers (or even
oligomers). When the degradation by PES-H1, its variants, and
LCC ICCG (Figure 4B−D) is interpreted in terms of the
molecular masses of the PET powders, it appears that Mn had a
larger influence on the degradation by LCC ICCG than by
PES-H1 and its variants. LCC ICCG seems to hydrolyze
shorter polymers more efficiently, while the degradation by
PES-H1 and its variants seems to be more influenced by
crystallinity. Tournier et al.5 found that LCC ICCG could not
efficiently depolymerize the hcPET obtained by their pretreat-
ment methods, but they did not report the molecular masses of
their materials. Therefore, a direct comparison of our data to
that reported by Tournier et al.5 cannot be made, but our data
suggest that not only crystallinity but also average polymer
length may influence the enzymatic degradation of PET. This
suggests that crystallinity might be only one of several
important polymer characteristics that influence enzymatic
degradation and that polymer properties should be more
extensively characterized in future studies. The superiority of
the L92F/Q94Y variant of PES-H1 in degrading lcPET is
important since industrially amorphized PET waste has
crystallinities below 15%.5 The L92F/Q94Y variant of PES-
H1 could therefore be investigated as an alternative to LCC
ICCG for PET hydrolysis.
A heterogeneous kinetic model described by the following

equation has been widely used for evaluating enzymatic PET
hydrolysis.12,45,46,51−53

k
K

K
v S

E
1 E0 h 0

A 0

A 0
= [ ] [ ]

+ [ ] (1)

In this equation, v0 describes the initial reaction rate, kh the
hydrolysis rate constant, [S0] the initial substrate concen-
tration, [E0] the enzyme concentration, and KA the adsorption
equilibrium constant. We used PET nanoparticles (PET-NP)
prepared using previously published protocols51,54 as the
substrate to characterize the hydrolysis kinetics catalyzed by
PES-H1, its variants, and LCC ICCG. The rates of turbidity
change measured at 600 nm as a result of PET-NP degradation
were determined in a microplate reader at 70 °C (Figures S9
and S10). The kinetic constants determined according to eq 1
are summarized in Table 1. The initial reaction velocity v0 was

defined as the turbidity decrease over a reaction time of 40 min
using 0.5 mg mL−1 PET-NP (Figure S9). The L92F/Q94Y
variant resulted in the highest hydrolysis rate constant (kh) of
0.065 mL mg−1 min−1, followed by R204C/S250C (0.064 mL
mg−1 min−1), wild-type PES-H1 (0.054 mL mg−1 min−1), and
LCC ICCG (0.048 mL mg−1 min−1). The adsorption
equilibrium constant KA is a parameter to evaluate the enzyme
affinity to PET-NP. The R204C/S250C variant had the lowest
affinity to PET, while the L92F/Q94Y variant had the highest
affinity, which was 1.8-fold higher than that of wild-type PES-
H1 and 1.4-fold higher than that of LCC ICCG. The high

affinity of the L92F/Q94Y variant to PET nanoparticles
demonstrates the importance of the adsorption of enzymes to
the surface of PET-NP for efficient hydrolysis. The KA values
determined in this study fall in the same range as those
determined for many homologous PET hydrolases by other
procedures.12,45,46,51,52 In general, the kinetic data, depicted in
Table 1 and Table S7 support the observations made using
other PET materials (Figure 4A,B). Additionally, we measured
the initial hydrolysis rate as a function of the substrate
concentration in the range 0−0.5 mg mL−1 using a constant
enzyme concentration of 0.7 μM. This enzyme concentration
was selected to ensure substrate-saturated conditions (Figure
S9). The experimental data fit well to the kinetic model
(Figures S9 and S10), demonstrating that under these
conditions the model describes the experimental data
accurately.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we solved crystal structures of the thermophilic
enzymes PES-H1 and PES-H2 in apo form and notably also in
complexes with the PET monomer analogues MHETA and
BHET. This enabled the identification of six intermediate
binding modes and several key residues involved in binding to
PET. MD simulations supported the involvement of these
residues in PET binding. Structural analyses and previously
identified mutational hotspots were used to select PES-H1
residues for mutagenesis. Several PES-H1 variants with
improved thermostability and PET hydrolysis activity were
identified. The most active L92F/Q94Y variant outperformed
the reference enzyme LCC ICCG in hydrolyzing lcPET
materials (<15% crystallinity). Its superior activity over wild-
type PES-H1 was also evident with other hcPET materials
derived from real-world PET bottle waste. Our detailed
structural analyses provide a better understanding of the
mechanisms of interfacial biocatalysis, and our engineered
variants hold promise for future applications in biocatalytic
plastic recycling.
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Materials and Methods 

Materials 

Chemicals and consumables were purchased from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany), Sigma-

Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany), Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany), TCI (Tokyo, Japan), Thermo 

Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA) and New England Biolabs GmbH (Frankfurt am Main, 

Germany). Oligonucleotides (Table S8) were ordered from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, 

MA, USA) and Eurofins (Ebersberg, Germany). Amorphous PET film (250 µm thickness, product 

number ES301445) was purchased from Goodfellow GmbH (Bad Nauheim, Germany).  

 

Protein production for crystallization, structure determination, and refinement  

The genes encoding PES-H1 and PES-H2 were synthesized by GENE ray Biotech Co. 

(Shanghai, China) and cloned into the pET-32a vector between the EcoRI and NotI restriction 

sites. Detailed nucleotide sequences encoding the enzymes are given after the Material and 

Methods. The pET-32a-pes-h1 and pET-32a-pes-h2 plasmids were transformed into 

Escherichia coli BL21trxB (DE3). Cells from single colonies were used to inoculate 5 mL 

lysogeny broth (LB) medium and grown at 37 °C to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 

approximately 0.8 before induction using 0.5 mM isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at 

16 °C for 18 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5,000 g for 15 min and then resuspended 

in lysis buffer consisting of 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM sodium chloride (NaCl), and 

20 mM imidazole, followed by disruption using a French Press (800-1200 bar, 2-5 cycles). Cell 

debris were removed by centrifugation at 17,000 g for 1 h at 4 °C. The supernatant was then 

applied to a 5 mL Ni-NTA column on an FPLC system (GE Healthcare, Chicago, USA) for protein 

purification. Target proteins were eluted at 100 mM imidazole when a 20-250 mM imidazole 
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gradient was applied. Each protein was dialyzed against 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) containing 

150 mM NaCl, and subjected to tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease digestion overnight to remove 

the hexahistidine (His6)-tag. The solutions were then passed through an Ni-NTA column again. 

The untagged target protein was eluted with 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) containing 150 mM NaCl. 

The purity of each protein (>95%) was confirmed by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) analysis. The purified proteins were concentrated to ~20 mg mL-1 

for screening crystallization conditions.  

 

Crystallization, data collection, structure determination, and refinement 

All crystallization experiments were conducted at 25 °C using the sitting-drop vapor-diffusion 

method. In general, 1 μL of a PES-H1 or PES-H2 containing solution (15 mg mL-1 in 25 mM 

Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) containing 150 mM NaCl) were mixed with 1 μL of reservoir solution in 48-

well Cryschem plates and equilibrated against 100 μL of the reservoir solution. The two optimized 

crystallization conditions for PES-H1 were: 17% w/v polyethylene glycol (PEG) 6000, 0.1 M citric 

acid (cit) (pH 5.0), 30% 2-methylpentane-2,4-diol (MPD) and 8% Tacsimate (pH 4.0), 0.1 M citric 

acid (pH 5.0), 20% PEG3350.  

The two optimized crystallization conditions for PES-H2 were: 32% PEG 2000 MME, 0.1 M 

KBr and 24% PEG4000, 0.1 M citric acid (pH 5.6), and 9% isopropanol. Within one week, the 

crystals reached sizes suitable for X-ray diffraction. The crystals in complex with 

4-(2-hydroxyethylcarbamoyl) benzoic acid (MHETA) or bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate 

(BHET) were obtained by soaking them with their respective mother liquor containing substrate 

powder for 72 h. All X-ray diffraction data sets were collected at the Beamlines 

BL10U2(BL17U1)/BL17B/BL18U1/BL19U1 of the National Facility for Protein Science in 
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Shanghai (NFPS) at the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF), and Beamline 14.1 at 

Berlin using the third-generation synchrotron radiation source (BESSY). The crystals were 

mounted in a CryoLoop and soaked with cryoprotectant solution prior to data collection at 100 K. 

The diffraction images were processed by using HKL2000.1 All crystal structures were solved by 

the molecular replacement (MR) method with the Phaser program2 from the Phenix3 suite using 

the structure of the IsPETase from Ideonella sakaiensis 201-F6 (PDB code: 5XG0) as the search 

model.4 Further refinement was carried out using the programs phenix.refine5 and Coot.6 Prior to 

the structural refinements, 5% randomly selected reflections were set aside for calculating Rfree
7 as 

a monitor. Data collection and refinement statistics are summarized in Tables S1 and S2. All 

figures were prepared using PyMOL (http://pymol.sourceforge.net). 

 

Molecular dynamics simulations 

To model and analyze the PET-PES-H1 interactions, we used a PET trimer (3PET) to mimic the 

polymeric substrate of PES-H1. For correctly placing 3PET into the binding cleft, PyMOL8 was 

used to superimpose the central 3PET unit with the position of 1-2(-hydroxyethyl) 4-methyl 

terephthalate (HEMT) in complex with IsPETase (PDB code 5XH3).4 Generalized AMBER force 

field (GAFF) parameters9 were derived for 3PET by performing quantum mechanics calculations 

at the HF6-31G* level using Gaussian 0910. The partial charges were determined by restrained 

electrostatic potential (RESP) calculations11,12 using the antechamber tool of the Antechamber 

package9,13,14 available in AmberTools 2115 and redistributed to yield a net charge of zero for each 

3PET unit using the Antechamber tool Prepgen (see GAFF parameters). All molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations were carried out using GROMACS 2020.416 using the AMBER14SB17 protein 

force field with Parmbsc1 parameters18 and the newly derived PET parameters to determine the 
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potential energy and forces. After determining the pKa of titratable residues using Propka3 3.4.0, 

hydrogens were added to or removed from the PES-H1 crystal structure to mimic a protonation 

state at pH 7. The PES-H1-3PET complex was centered in a periodic dodecahedron box with at 

least 1 nm distance to the box edges, solvated with water described by the TIP3P water model19 

and neutralized by adding Na+ ions, resulting in a system containing 32,990 atoms in total. Energy 

minimization of the system was conducted using the steepest descent algorithm20 prior to a two-

step equilibration, first in the NVT ensemble for 0.2 ns, followed by a 1 ns equilibration simulation 

in the NpT ensemble to set the temperature to 303 K (30 °C, Nosé-Hoover thermostat)21,22 and the 

pressure at 1.0 bar (Parrinello-Rahman barostat).23 The final 100 ns production run was performed 

in triplicates using different randomly generated initial velocities. The electrostatic interactions 

were calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald method24,25 and a cutoff of 8 Å was applied to both 

the electrostatic and Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions. The bonds were constrained using the LINCS 

algorithm26, which allows for a time step of 2 fs. Coordinates were saved every 20 ps. 

The three trajectories were concatenated and the 3PET conformations were clustered using the 

algorithm described by Daura et al.27 together with a cutoff of 2 Å applied to the root-mean-square 

deviation (RMSD) to assign the cluster membership. This resulted in the identification of four 

particularly stable binding poses corresponding to the four most populated clusters (Figure S3C). 

All MD snapshots belonging to each of the four clusters were retrieved and submitted to further 

analysis per binding pose. The protein residues putatively interacting with 3PET were identified 

using the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)28 software and the strength of these residue-3PET 

interactions was energetically quantified. 
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Enzyme production and purification for the enzymatic hydrolysis of PET substrates 

The genes encoding PES-H1 and the reference enzyme LCC ICCG were codon-optimized for 

expression in E. coli, synthesized and cloned into the pET-28a(+) vector and the pET-26b(+) 

vector by BioCat GmbH (Heidelberg, Germany) between the NcoI (for PES-H1) or NdeI (for 

LCC ICCG) and XhoI restriction sites. The plasmids (pET-28a(+)-pes-h1 and variants) were used 

to transform competent E. coli SHuffle® T7 Express or E. coli BL21 (DE3). For the expression in 

E. coli SHuffle® T7 Express, the cells were grown in LB medium supplemented with kanamycin 

(50 µg mL-1) at 30 °C to OD600 of ~1 and then induced using 1 mM IPTG at 16 °C for 12 h. 

LCC ICCG and PES-H1 variants were expressed in autoinduction medium (ZYM-5052) 

supplemented with kanamycin (50 µg mL-1) at 21 °C for 23 h and 20 h, respectively, as described 

previously.29 Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 10,000 g for 30 min, resuspended in lysis 

buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl) and lysed by ultrasonication (2×3 min, 

50% power, 50% amplitude). Cell debris were removed by centrifugation at 10,000 g for 30 min 

and the enzymes were purified using cobalt-ion affinity chromatography (ROTI®Garose-His/Co 

Beads, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). Unbound proteins were removed using lysis buffer 

(pH 8.0) supplemented with 20 mM or 50 mM imidazole. PES-H1 and LCC ICCG were eluted 

with elution buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl, and 100 mM or 250 mM 

imidazole, respectively). The target proteins were desalted with 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer 

(pH 8.0) and concentrated using Vivaspin™ ultrafiltration devices (10 kDa MWCO, Cytiva, 

Freiburg, Germany). Enzyme purities were verified by SDS-PAGE analysis. 
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Site-directed mutagenesis 

Enzyme variants were generated using the Q5® Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (New England 

Biolabs GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany). The sequences of the mutagenesis oligonucleotides 

are listed in Table S8. Mutagenesis was verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins Genomics 

Germany GmbH, Ebersberg, Germany).  

 

Melting temperature measurements  

The Tm values of the PES-H1 variants were determined by nano differential scanning fluorimetry 

(NanoDSF) using the Prometheus NT.48 (NanoTemper Technologies, Munich, Germany) and 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC; TA Instruments, Newcastle, USA). The measurements 

were conducted using protein concentrations of 0.5 mg mL-1 or 0.3 mg mL-1 to determine 

temperature profiles from 20 °C to 95 °C and 20 °C to 100°C at 1 °C per minute, respectively. The 

nanoDSF instrument has a fixed excitation wavelength of 285 nm and records emitted light at 

330 nm and 350 nm.  

 

Enzymatic hydrolysis of PET film and PET powder 

The degradation of amorphous Gf-PET PET film (7% crystallinity) was performed using an 

enzyme concentration of 0.5 mgenzyme gPET
-1, 1 mgenzyme gPET

-1, or 2 mgenzyme gPET
-1 in 1.5 mL 

potassium phosphate buffer (1 M, pH 8.0) by shaking at 1,000 rpm and 72 °C on a ThermoMixer C 

(Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) for 12 h or 24 h. The reaction conditions were adapted from a 

published patent application.30 The hydrolysis reactions were performed in triplicate. Gf-PET films 

were cut into small pieces of ~2 cm × 1 cm and washed with 0.1% SDS solution, ultrapure H2O 

and absolute ethanol before drying at room temperature for 24 h. Weight loss as a result of 
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enzymatic degradation was determined gravimetrically. The degradation of PET powder (13%, 

26%, or 33% crystallinity) was conducted in the same way with an enzyme concentration of 

1 mgenzyme gPET
-1 for 24 h. The degradation products were analyzed by reversed-phase high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on a VWR Hitachi LaChrom Elite system (VWR 

International, Radnor, USA) equipped with a Kinetex® column (5 µM EVO C18 100 Å, 

150x4.6 mm; Phenomenex®, Aschaffenburg, Germany).31 Samples (10 µl) were injected and 

separated at 30 °C with a gradient of acetonitrile in water containing 0.1% (v/v) formic acid. 

Acetonitrile was increased from 5% to 44% over 12 min and then to 70% over 3 min, after which 

the ratio remained constant for a further 3 min, using a flow rate of 0.8 mL min-1. Terephthalate 

(TPA), mono-(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (MHET), and BHET were detected by UV 

absorbance at 240 nm and quantified based on a calibration curve obtained with commercially 

available TPA in the concentration range from 0 to 1 mM.  

 

Kinetic analysis  

For the kinetic analysis of PET nanoparticle (PET-NP) degradation by PES-H1 and its variants, 

PET-NPs were produced as previously described.32–34 For determining the kinetic parameters, a 

turbidimetric assay was applied as described before.35 A mixture of 3 mL ROTIPHORESE® gel 40, 

3 mL potassium phosphate buffer (1 M, pH 8.0), 120 µL tetramethylethylenediamine and PET-NP 

suspension (1.7 mg mL-1) was prepared and filled up to a final volume of 15 mL with ultrapure 

H2O. Ammonium persulfate (2 µL of a 40% (w/v) solution) and the enzyme solution were added 

to a total volume of 50 µL and mixed with 150 µL of the substrate- and acrylamide-containing 

mixture. The turbidimetric assay monitoring the enzymatic hydrolysis of PET-NP was performed 

at 600 nm in a microtiter plate at 70 °C for 40 min with 0.5 mg mL-1 PET-NP and varying enzyme 
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concentrations in the range of 0-2 µM. In addition, the degradation of PET-NP was also carried 

out with a constant enzyme concentration of 0.7 µM and substrate concentrations ranging from 

0 to 0.5 mg mL-1. All determinations were performed in triplicate.  

A kinetic model (equation 1) based on previous studies,36–38 was used to analyze the heterogenous 

kinetics of the PET-NP degradation, where v0 is the initial reaction rate; kh, the hydrolysis rate 

constant; [S0], the initial substrate concentration; [E0], enzyme concentration, and KA the adsorption 

equilibrium constant. 

v0=kh[S0]
KA[E0]
1+KA[E0]

              					 	 	 	 	 									 (1) 

  

PET powder production and analysis 

Pretreatment of waste PET bottles 

The bottle wall part of collected post-consumer PET plastic bottles was cut into small flakes of 

about 5 cm × 5 cm for more even melting and crushing processes. PET flakes were washed with 

ultrapure water and then dried in the drying oven. Before the melting experiment, the dried PET 

flakes were placed in an aluminum tray and sealed with tin foil to prevent oxidation. Then, the 

temperature was set to 280 °C in the high-temperature reactor for 40 min. This temperature 

exceeds the Tm of PET (250-260 °C) and can thus result in homogeneous melts of PET. Low-

crystallinity PET (lcPET) can be obtained by rapidly cooling the molten PET with ice-cold water 

within 10 s (quenching step). The melt quenched PET was crushed into powders using a portable 

herb grinder (Model 800Y, Yongkang Boou Hardware Products Co., Ltd., Yongkang, China) for 

5 min or a planetary ball mill (Model PM2L, Shanghai Droide Instruments Ltd., Shanghai, China) 

for 30 min. The herb grinder uses a rotating blade to mechanically grind the melt-quenched PET. 

The temperature of the portable herb grinder could not be controlled and increased above room 
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temperature during grinding.  In the ball milling process, the melt-quenched PET is mixed with 

steel milling balls, followed by continuous rotation at a speed of 400 rpm to grind the plastics 

through the collision of the beads. The temperature of the ball mill was constantly maintained at 

room temperature. Finally, PET powders with different particle sizes were collected and sieved 

with different mesh sizes. Similarly, Gf-PET films were crushed using the herb grinder and sieved 

in the same manner to produce lcPET powders for enzymatic degradation.  

 

Characterization of PET samples  

The crystallinity of PET was measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on an 

TAQ2000 instrument (TA instruments, Newcastle, USA). Thermograms were monitored from the 

first heating process from 50 to 300 °C at a rate of 10 °C min-1 under a nitrogen atmosphere. Under 

these conditions, the crystallinity of virgin PET (waste PET bottles and commercial PET films), 

melt-quenched PET, and PET powders obtained by different pulverization methods were 

determined as described in a previous publication.39 

Additionally, gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements were performed using an 

Agilent PL-GPC50 (Agilent, California, USA) device to detect the molecular weight distributions 

of various PET samples dissolved in hexafluoro-2-propanol.  

The crystallinity, the number average molecular weight (Mn), and the weight average molecular 

weight (Mw) of the PET samples are summarized in Table S6.  
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Using Ellman’s reagent to determine the presence of a disulfide bond 

To quantify the number of free cysteine residues, Ellman’s reagent (5,5'-dithiobis-(2-

nitrobenzoic acid, DNTB) was used. 25 µL of 1 mg mL-1 R204C/S250C were incubated with 

255 µL of freshly prepared Ellman’s reaction solution (2 mg mL-1 DTNB in 0.1 M sodium 

phosphate buffer, pH 8.0) and 250 µL 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) containing 0.1 M 

EDTA and incubated for 15 min. The absorption of TBN2- was measured at 412 nm. To calculate 

the concentration of free cysteine residues, a calibration curve prepared with cysteine solutions at 

concentrations from 0 to 1.5 mM was used.  
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Nucleotide sequences 

PES-H1 

Codon-optimized nucleotide sequence of PES-H1 cloned between the NcoI and XhoI restriction 

sites of the pET-28b(+) bacterial expression plasmid and between the EcoRI and NotI restriction 

sites of the pET-32a bacterial expression plasmid.  

ATGGCTAACCCGTATGAACGCGGCCCGGATCCGACCGAAAGCAGCATTGAAGCGGT

GCGCGGCCCGTTTGCGGTGGCGCAGACCACCGTCAGCCGTCTGCAGGCGGATGGCT

TTGGCGGCGGCACCATTTATTATCCGACCGATACCAGCCAGGGCACCTTTGGCGCGG

TGGCGATCAGCCCGGGCTTTACCGCCGGTCAGGAAAGCATTGCCTGGCTGGGCCCG

CGTATTGCCAGCCAGGGCTTTGTGGTGATTACCATTGATACCATCACCCGTCTGGAT

CAGCCGGACAGCCGCGGTCGTCAGTTGCAGGCGGCGCTGGATCATCTGCGTACCAA

CAGCGTGGTGCGTAACCGTATTGATCCGAACCGTATGGCGGTGATGGGTCACAGCAT

GGGCGGCGGCGGCGCGCTGTCGGCGGCGGCGAATAACACCAGCCTGGAAGCGGCG

ATTCCGCTGCAGGGCTGGCATACCCGCAAAAACTGGAGCAGCGTGCGCACGCCGAC

GCTGGTGGTTGGCGCGCAGCTGGATACCATTGCGCCGGTTTCCAGCCACAGCGAAG

CGTTTTATAACAGCCTGCCGAGCGATCTGGATAAAGCCTATATGGAACTGCGCGGTG

CCAGCCATCTGGTCAGCAATACGCCGGATACCACCACCGCCAAATACAGCATTGCCT

GGCTGAAACGCTTTGTCGATGATGATCTGCGTTATGAACAGTTCCTGTGCCCGGCGC

CGGATGATTTTGCCATCAGCGAATATCGCAGCACCTGCCCGTTTTAA 
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PES-H2 

Codon-optimized nucleotide sequence of PES-H2 cloned between the EcoRI and NotI restriction 

sites of the pET-32a bacterial expression plasmid.  

ATGGAAAACCCGTATGAACGTGGCCCGGATCCGACCGAAAGCAGCATTGAAGCAGT

TCGCGGCCCGTTTGCAGTGGCCCAGACCACCGTGAGTCGCTTACAGGCAGATGGTTT

TGGTGGCGGCACTATTTATTATCCGACCGATACCTCTCAGGGGACGTTTGGTGCCGT

GGCCATTTCTCCGGGCTTTACCGCAGGCCAGGAAAGTATTGCCTGGTTAGGTCCGCG

TATTGCCTCTCAGGGCTTTGTTGTGATTACCATTGATACCATTACCCGCTTAGATCAG

CCGGATTCACGCGGTCGTCAGTTACAGGCAGCACTGGATCATCTGCGCACCAATTCT

GTTGTTCGTAATCGTATTGATCCGAATCGCATGGCAGTTATGGGTCATAGCATGGGT

GGCGGCGGCGCCTTAAGTGCAGCCGCCAATAATACCTCTTTAGAAGCCGCAATTCCG

TTACAGGGCTGGCATACCCGTAAAAATTGGAGTAGCGTTCGCACCCCGACCTTAGTT

GTGGGCGCCCAGCTGGATACCATTGCTCCCGTGTCAAGTCATAGTGAAGCATTTTAT

AATTCACTGCCGAGCGATTTAGATAAAGCCTATATGGAACTGCGTGGTGCATCACAT

TTTGTGTCTAATACCCCGGATACCACCACCGCCAAATATAGTATTGCCTGGCTGAAA

CGCTTTGTTGATAATGATCTGCGCTATGAACAGTTTCTGTGTCCGGCCCCGGATGATT

TTGCAATTAGCGAATATCGTGCAACCTGTCCGTTTTAA 
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Table S1. Data collection and refinement statistics of PES-H1-apo, PES-H1-cit, PES-H2-apo and 

PES-H2-PEG crystals. 

 PES-H1-apo PES-H1-cit PES-H2-apo PES-H2-PEG 

PDB code 7CUV 7E30 7W69 7E31 

Data collection 

space group P21 P212121 C2 P212121 

-cell     

a [Å] 52.01 55.97 105.52 55.34 

b [Å] 69.54 97.08 55.34 94.86 

c [Å] 74.85 99.11 51.15 105.5 

α /β /γ (°) 90/90/90 90/90/90 90/93.36/90 90/90/90 

resolution [Å] 

 

25.0-1.45 

(1.50-1.45) 

25.0-1.56 

(1.62-1.56) 

22.9-1.56 

(1.62-1.56) 

24.3-1.38 

(1.43-1.38) 

unique 
reflections 89271 (8550) 77551 (7586) 41976 (4156) 114425 (11157) 

redundancy 6.8 (3.8) 5.0 (3.2) 9.4 (6.4) 7.5 (4.3) 

completeness 
[%] 96.9 (93.5) 99.9 (99.6) 99.86 (99.43) 99.78 (98.39) 

average I/σ(I) 15.1 (2.5) 18.5 (3.02) 22.4 (2.80) 49.3 (2.64) 

Rmeans 0.18 (0.53) 0.084 (0.48) 0.12 (0.65) 0.056 (0.52) 

CC 1/2 0.994 (0.872) 0.993 (0.838) 0.993 (0.853) 0.992 (0.829) 

Refinement 

no. of 
reflections 89157 (8383) 77449 (7581) 41964 (4156) 114421 (11157) 

 4457(419) 3866 (373) 2101 (210) 5721 (557) 

Rwork[a] (95 % 
of data) 0.163 (0.214) 0.152 (0.203) 0.1838 (0.2487) 0.1672 (0.2244) 
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Rfree[a] (5 % of 
data) 0.180 (0.246) 0.172 (0.225) 0.1928 (0.2475) 0.1772 (0.2426) 

RMSD bonds 
[Å] 0.009 0.013 0.013 0.008 

RMSD angles 
[º] 1.534 1.649 1.64 1.41 

dihedral angles     

most favored 
[%] 98.2 97.8 97.66 98.24 

allowed [%] 1.8 2.2 2.34 1.76 

disallowed [%] 0 0 0 0 

Average B-factor/ Number of non-hydrogen atoms 

Protein 16.25/3912 18.29/3924 20.37/3936 14.61/1968 

Ion/ligands  32.35/47 43.23/20 29.84/10 

solvent 31.10/653 32.03/555 33.86/773 29.75/313 

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell. 
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Table S2. Data collection and refinement statistics of PES-H1-MHETA, PES-H1-MHETA2, PES-

H2-MHETA3 and PES-H2-BHET crystals. 

 

 
PES-H1-
MHETA1 

PES-H1-
MHETA2 

PES-H1-
MHETA3 

PES-H2-
BHET 

PDB code 7W6C 7W6O 7W6Q 7W66 

Data collection 

space group P21 P21 P21 P212121 

-cell     

a [Å] 52.51 52.67 52.71 105.84 

b [Å] 56.01 56.19 56.22 55.62 

c [Å] 102.31 100.03 108.62 95.88 

α /β /γ (°) 90/94.41/90 90/93.91/90 90/93.78/90 90/90/90 

resolution [Å] 

 

29.5-2.3  

(2.382-2.3) 

25.8-2.2  

(2.279-2.2) 

27.1-2.2  

(2.279-2.2) 

49.2-1.96  

(2.03-1.96) 

unique reflections 26497 (2642) 29919 (2947) 30069 (2951) 39103 (4057) 

redundancy 5.6 (5.4) 6.4 (6.7) 6.3 (6.3) 6.2 (5.2) 

completeness [%] 99.45 (98.80) 99.84 (100.00) 99.83 (99.97) 94.36 (99.78) 

average I/σ(I) 9.2 (6.0) 22.2 (18.6) 22.7 (17.6) 13.0 (2.5) 

Rmeans 0.19 (0.35) 0.09 (0.12) 0.083 (0.105) 0.109 (0.75) 

CC 1/2 0.979 (0.911) 0.995 (0.985) 0.996 (0.987) 0.998 (0.797) 

Refinement 

no. of reflections 26482 (2642) 29906 (2947) 30051 (2952) 39072 (4056) 

 1352 (122) 1479 (144) 1517 (147) 1954 (202) 

Rwork[a] (95 % of 
data) 

0.2487 
(0.2789) 0.2224 (0.2575) 0.2250 (0.2567) 0.1976 

(0.2879) 
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Rfree[a] (5 % of 
data) 

0.2791 
(0.2733) 0.2657 (0.3247) 0.2550 (0.2916) 0.2281 

(0.3240) 

RMSD bonds [Å] 0.013 0.006 0.006 0.005 

RMSD. angles [º] 1.82 0.90 0.96 0.81 

dihedral angles     

most favored [%] 94.71 95.49 94.51 97.65 

allowed [%] 5.29 4.51 5.49 2.35 

disallowed [%] 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Average B-factor/ Number of non-hydrogen atoms 

Protein 18.35/3912 15.09/3912 16.21/3912 24.89/3916 

Ion/ligands 38.57/30 30.84/15 31.07/15 36.50/18 

solvent 17.78/169 21.14/347 22.78/382 32.81/363 

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell. 
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Table S3. Backbone RMSD values calculated based on the crystal structures of selected 

homologous PET hydrolases to that of PES-H1 (PDB code: 7CUV). BurPL: IsPETase-like enzyme 

from Burkholderiales bacterium RIFCSPLOWO2_02_ FULL_57_36. RgPETase: PETase from 

Rhizobacter gummiphilus.  

Enzyme PDB ID Main chain RMSD (Å) 

PES-H1 7CUV 0.000 

PES-H1-cit 7E30 0.259 

PES-H1-MHETA1 7W6C 0.358 

PES-H1-MHETA2 7W6O 0.209 

PES-H1-MHETA3 7W6Q 0.232 

PES-H2 7W69 0.207 

PES-H2-PEG 7E31 0.208 

PES-H2-BHET 7W66 0.258 

lipase 1JFR 0.388 

Est119 3VIS 0.541 

TfCut2 4CG1 0.457 

LC-cutinase 6THT 0.644 

Cut190S226P 4WFI 0.471 

Thermobifida fusca cutinase 5ZOA 0.459 

IsPETase 5XG0 0.512 

BurPL 7CWQ 0.578 

LCC cutinase from Biortus 7DS7 0.655 

PE-H 6SBN 0.732 

PET2 F105R/E110K 7EC8 0.766 

RgPETase 7DZT 0.605 

PHL-7 7NEI 0.285 
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Table S4. Characteristics of the four binding positions observed by clustering. In total, 252 clusters 

were found. The distance between the catalytic S130 and the carbonyl carbon of the central PET 

unit was averaged over all frames belonging to the respective cluster. 

 Total / 1-4 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 

frames 15003 / 8765 4253 2592 1136 784 

 100% / 58.40% 28.35% 17.28% 7.57% 5.23% 

Fraction 1st 5001 / 3746 2074 101 1133 438 

 100% / 42.74% 48.77% 3.90% 99.74% 55.87% 

Fraction 2nd 5001 / 2836 2041 790 3 2 

 100% / 32.36% 47.99% 30.48% 0.26% 0.26% 

Fraction 3rd 5001 / 2183 138 1701 0 344 

 100% / 24.91% 3.24% 65.63% 0% 43.88% 

Distance [ Å ] 

Ser130-O - PET-C  3.27 ± 0.30 4.12 ± 0.31 4.48 ± 0.34 3.58 ± 0.26 
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Table S5. Melting temperatures of PES-H1 and variants in potassium phosphate buffer. Values 

which were not determined are abbreviated with "n.d.". 

Buffer Tm [°C] 

PES-H1 L92F/Q94Y R204C/S250C 

0.05 M potassium phosphate 77.1 78.2 76.8 

0.1 M potassium phosphate n.d. n.d. 79.6 

0.5 M potassium phosphate n.d. n.d. 88.2 

1 M potassium phosphate 84.9 86.7 91.3 
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Table S6. Crystallinity and molecular mass of PET materials before and after pretreatments 

determined by DSC and GPC, respectively. Values which were not determined are abbreviated 

with "n.d." Mw: weight average molecular mass, Mn: number average molecular mass. 

Sample name Crystallinity 
(%) by DSC 

Molecular 
mass by GPC 

Goodfellow PET film untreated 7%  Mw:39872 

Mn:19652 

PET nanoparticles prepared with Gf PET film n.d. Mw:8864 

Mn:5770 

Crushed PET film powder (particle size: 177 µM mesh) 13% Mw:26197 

Mn:20874 

Post-consumer PET bottle (untreated) 27% Mw:32304 

Mn:14885 

PET bottle after melt-quenching 19% Mw:30214 

Mn:14542 

crushed PET bottle powder (particle size: 177 µM mesh) 33% Mw:26667 

Mn:13290 

ball-milled PET bottle powder (particle size: 177 µM mesh) 26% Mw:22266 

Mn:16224 
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Table S7. Kinetic parameters for PET-NP hydrolysis by PES-H1, its variants, and LCC ICCG. 

KA= adsorption equilibrium constant. kh= hydrolysis rate constant, kh × KA= pseudo-catalytic 

efficiency.  

 KA 

[µM-1] 

kh 

[mL mg-1 min-1] 

kh × KA 

[mL µM-1 mg-1 min-1]* 

 

PES-H1 wild-type 4.710 ± 0.087 0.054 ± 0.001 0.254 

L92F/Q94Y 8.259 ± 0.028 0.065 ± 0.002 0.537 

R204C/S250C 4.063 ± 0.191 0.064 ± 0.001 0.260 

LCC ICCG  5.953 ± 0.032 0.048 ± 0.001 0.286 

 

*We can clearly show a 2.1-fold higher “pseudo-catalytic efficiency” value (mathematically 

equivalent to the catalytic efficiency described by kcat/KM based on the conventional Michaelis-

Menten kinetics) with L92F/Q94Y compared to the wild-type enzyme. In addition, the ranking of 

the enzymes in terms of this value is remarkably consistent with that determined in the hydrolysis 

of amorphous PET materials as shown in Figures 4A and 4B. However, this pseudo-catalytic 

efficiency parameter based on the Langmuir-isotherm-based model is not yet properly defined and 

fully understood, which does not allow us to give a clear statement in the main text. 
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Table S8. Oligonucleotide primers used for the generation of PES-H1 variants.  

Variant Sequence (5’ à 3’) 

L92F/Q94Y_fw TTATCCGGACAGCCGCGGTCGT 

L92F/Q94Y_rv TCAAAACGGGTGATGGTATCAATGGTAATCACCAC 

S204C_fw TATGGAACTGTGCGGTGCCAGCC 

S204C_rv TAGGCTTTATCCAGATCGCTCGG 

S250C_fw TTTTGCCATCTGCGAATATCGCAGCACCTGC 

S250C_rv TCATCCGGCGCCGGGCAC 
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Figure S1. Structure of PES-H1. The structure of PES-H1 is represented as a cartoon. The catalytic 

triad (red dashed circle, top left) and disulfide bridge (red labels) are shown as sticks. The a-helices, 

b-sheets and loops are shown in light blue, purple, and cyan, respectively.  

 
 

Figure S2. RMSD of the PES-H1 calculated against its crystal structure during the 3 × 100 ns MD 

simulations. The protein backbone atoms were used for this calculation. The three simulations 

were concatenated for this analysis and the start of the second and third simulation is indicated by 

vertical dotted lines. The RMSD values below 1 Å confirm the stability of the protein in the 

simulations. 
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Figure S3. RMSD of 3PET from its starting structure and the minimum distance between the 

catalytic S130 and the second carbonyl carbon of the 2nd repeating unit during the 3 × 100 ns MD 

simulations. (A) The RMSD values were determined for the whole 3PET substrate (black: all) as 

well as each 3PET unit (blue: 1st, red: 2nd and green: 3rd unit), respectively, after alignment of the 

protein structures. This provides a measure for the change in binding position of 3PET. (B) The 

evolution of the minimum distance between the γ-O atom of the catalytic S130 and the closest 

carbonyl carbon atom of the central repeating unit in 3PET was calculated. This analysis revealed 

that 3PET adopted a hydrolysis-competent orientation. Three simulations were concatenated for 

this analysis and the start of the second and third simulation is indicated by vertical dotted lines. 

(C) 3PET oligomer structure with the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd PET repeating units labeled from left to right 

and divided by dotted lines 
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Figure S4. Binding positions of the 3PET clusters. Binding positions of all four clusters are given 

from a side view (A) and top view (B). The 3PET ligands are shown in green (cluster 1), orange 

(cluster 2), blue (cluster 3) and red (cluster 4). As an orientation marker, W155 is additionally 

shown as white sticks. The binding mode of cluster 1 (C) is colored from light green (1st unit) to 

dark green (3rd unit) and the most prominent interacting residues (sidechain/ backbone) are shown 

as orange sticks. (D) Superposition of the PES-H1 (light pink) and LCC ICCG with bound MHET 

(light orange, PDB code: 7VVE) structures. The 3PET ligand in the binding pose of cluster 1 is 

shown in light green, while MHET is colored in deep teal. For all images, the catalytic triad 

residues (S130, D176, and H208) and the oxyanion hole (F62 and M131) of PES-H1 are shown in 

light magenta. Nitrogen atoms are colored blue and oxygen atoms are colored red. The images 

were generated using PyMOL. 
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Figure S5. PET film degradation catalyzed by PES-H1 at 70 °C and 72 °C. Error bars indicate the 

standard deviations calculated from three replicates 

 

 

Figure S6. Phosphate dependence of PES-H1. PES-H1 was used to catalyze hydrolysis of Gf-PET 

film at 72 °C for 24 h in potassium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0). Phosphate concentrations ranged 

from 0.05 M to 1 M. Error bars indicate the standard deviations calculated from three replicates..  
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Figure S7. Cysteine calibration curve to determine the amount of free sulfhydryl-groups and 

confirm the disulfide bond formation. The concentration of free cysteines in the R204C/S250C 

variant of PES-H1 (0.02 ±0 µM; red dot) was calculated based on the dotted calibration line 

obtained with linearly fitted absorbance data according to the experimentally determined 

absorbance values at 412 nm. No absorbance was measured for the R204C/S250C variant, 

demonstrating the formation of a new disulfide bond.  
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Figure S8. Electrostatic surfaces of PES-H1 (A) and LCC ICCG (B). Red areas indicate  

negatively charged residues whereas blue areas represent positively charged residues (-50 kT/e to 

+50 kT/e). The images were generated using PyMOL. 
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Figure S9. Hydrolysis of PET-NP by (A) PES-H1, (B) the L92F/Q94Y variant, (C) the 

R204C/S250C variant, and (D) LCC ICCG. The initial PET hydrolysis rates were determined by 

a turbidimetric assay by measuring apparent absorbance of light at 600 nm in a microtiter plate 

reader. Reactions in 1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) contained 0.5 mg mL-1 PET-NP and 

0-2 µM enzyme and were incubated at 70 °C. Data points represent the averages and error bars the 

standard deviations calculated from three replicates. The fitted data are shown as dotted curves. 
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Figure S10. Hydrolysis of PET-NP by (A) PES-H1, (B) the L92F/Q94Y variant, (C) the 

R204C/S250C variant, and (D) LCC ICCG. The initial PET hydrolysis rates were determined by 

a turbidimetric assay by measuring apparent absorbance of light at 600 nm in a microtiter plate 

reader. Reactions in 1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) contained 0.7 µM enzyme and 0-

0.5 mg mL-1 PET-NP and were incubated at 70 °C. Data points represent the averages and error 

bars the standard deviations calculated from three replicates. The fitted data are shown as dotted 

lines. 
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GAFF parameters for each PET unit (HPT: 1st unit, PET: 2nd unit, TPT: 3rd 
unit). The distinction into these three residues allows to use the same 
parameters for longer PET oligomers. 
[ moleculetype ] 
; Name            nrexcl 
PET_all       3 
 
[ atoms ] 
;   nr       type  resnr residue  atom   cgnr     charge       mass  typeB    
chargeB      massB 
; residue 301 HPT rtp HPT  q  0.0 
     1         ca    301    HPT     CG      1  -0.182603      12.01 
     2         ca    301    HPT    CD1      2  -0.080671      12.01 
     3         ha    301    HPT    HD1      3   0.138091      1.008 
     4         ca    301    HPT    CD2      4  -0.080671      12.01 
     5         ha    301    HPT    HD2      5   0.138091      1.008 
     6         ca    301    HPT    CE1      6  -0.161565      12.01 
     7         ha    301    HPT    HE1      7   0.163596      1.008 
     8         ca    301    HPT    CE2      8  -0.161565      12.01 
     9         ha    301    HPT    HE2      9   0.163596      1.008 
    10         ca    301    HPT     CZ     10  -0.001699      12.01 
    11          c    301    HPT     C1     11    0.95232      12.01 
    12          c    301    HPT     C2     12   0.767006      12.01 
    13         c3    301    HPT     C3     13   0.234898      12.01 
    14         h1    301    HPT    H31     14   0.041201      1.008 
    15         h1    301    HPT    H32     15   0.041201      1.008 
    16          o    301    HPT    O11     16  -0.616653         16 
    17         os    301    HPT    O12     17  -0.571755         16 
    18          o    301    HPT    O21     18  -0.592326         16 
    19         oh    301    HPT    O22     19  -0.658644         16 
    20         ho    301    HPT    H22     20   0.468152      1.008 ;qtot 0  
; residue 302 PET rtp PET  q  0.0 
    21         ca    302    PET     CG     21  -0.137174      12.01 
    22         ca    302    PET    CD1     22  -0.108708      12.01 
    23         ha    302    PET    HD1     23   0.143188      1.008 
    24         ca    302    PET    CD2     24  -0.108708      12.01 
    25         ha    302    PET    HD2     25   0.143188      1.008 
    26         ca    302    PET    CE1     26  -0.108708      12.01 
    27         ha    302    PET    HE1     27   0.143188      1.008 
    28         ca    302    PET    CE2     28  -0.108708      12.01 
    29         ha    302    PET    HE2     29   0.143188      1.008 
    30         ca    302    PET     CZ     30  -0.137174      12.01 
    31          c    302    PET     C1     31    0.84416      12.01 
    32          c    302    PET     C2     32    0.84416      12.01 
    33         c3    302    PET     C3     33   0.257521      12.01 
    34         h1    302    PET    H31     34   0.043825      1.008 
    35         h1    302    PET    H32     35   0.043825      1.008 
    36         c3    302    PET     C4     36   0.257521      12.01 
    37         h1    302    PET    H41     37   0.043825      1.008 
    38         h1    302    PET    H42     38   0.043825      1.008 
    39          o    302    PET    O11     39  -0.583255         16 
    40         os    302    PET    O12     40  -0.537862         16 
    41          o    302    PET    O21     41  -0.583255         16 
    42         os    302    PET    O22     42  -0.537862         16 ;qtot 0  
 



; residue 303 TPT rtp TPT  q  0.0 
    43         ca    303    TPT     CG     43  -0.001699      12.01 
    44         ca    303    TPT    CD1     44  -0.161565      12.01 
    45         ha    303    TPT    HD1     45   0.163596      1.008 
    46         ca    303    TPT    CD2     46  -0.161565      12.01 
    47         ha    303    TPT    HD2     47   0.163596      1.008 
    48         ca    303    TPT    CE1     48  -0.080671      12.01 
    49         ha    303    TPT    HE1     49   0.138091      1.008 
    50         ca    303    TPT    CE2     50  -0.080671      12.01 
    51         ha    303    TPT    HE2     51   0.138091      1.008 
    52         ca    303    TPT     CZ     52  -0.182603      12.01 
    53          c    303    TPT     C1     53   0.767006      12.01 
    54          c    303    TPT     C2     54    0.95232      12.01 
    55         c3    303    TPT     C4     55   0.234898      12.01 
    56         h1    303    TPT    H41     56   0.041201      1.008 
    57         h1    303    TPT    H42     57   0.041201      1.008 
    58          o    303    TPT    O11     58  -0.592326         16 
    59         oh    303    TPT    O12     59  -0.658644         16 
    60         ho    303    TPT    H12     60   0.468152      1.008 
    61          o    303    TPT    O21     61  -0.616653         16 
    62         os    303    TPT    O22     62  -0.571755         16 ;qtot 0 
[ bondtypes ] 
; i    j  func       b0          kb 
  ca ca         1    0.13984   385850    
  ca  c         1    0.14906   289450    
  ca ha         1    0.10860   289370    
   c  o         1    0.12183   533630    
   c os         1    0.13584   327020    
   c oh         1    0.13513   334800    
  c3 os         1    0.14316   258240    
  c3 h1         1    0.10969   276650    
  c3 c3         1    0.15375   251790    
  oh ho         1    0.09730   310790 
 
[ angletypes ] 
;  i    j    k  func       th0       cth 
ca  ca  ca           1   120.02      557.31       
ca  ca  ha           1   119.88      403.34       
ca   c   o           1   122.60      574.88       
ca   c  os           1   112.44      579.90       
ca  ca   c           1   120.33      538.06       
ca   c  oh           1   113.45      579.07       
 c  os  c3           1   115.98      529.69       
 c  oh  ho           1   106.55      417.56       
c3  c3  os           1   107.97      569.02       
c3  c3  h1           1   109.56      388.28       
 o   c  os           1   123.25      630.11       
os  c3  h1           1   109.78      425.09        
 o   c  oh           1   122.10      635.13       
h1  c3  h1           1   108.46      328.03   
 
 
 
 
 



[ dihedraltypes ] ; improper 
;i  j   k  l     func      phase      kd      pn 
ca  ca  ca  ha       4      180.00     4.60240     2       
ca   o   c  os       4      180.00     4.60240     2       
ca  ca  ca   c       4      180.00     4.60240     2       
ca   o   c  oh       4      180.00     4.60240     2       
 c  ca  ca  ca       4      180.00     4.60240     2 
 
[ dihedraltypes ] 
;i   j   k   l     func 
 ca  ca  ca  ca    9       180.0     15.16700     2       
 ca  ca  ca  ha    9       180.0     15.16700     2       
 ca   c  os  c3    9       180.0     11.29680     2       
 ca  ca   c   o    9       180.0      4.18400     2       
 ca  ca   c  os    9       180.0      4.18400     2        
 ca  ca  ca   c    9       180.0     15.16700     2       
 ca  ca   c  oh    9       180.0      4.18400     2      
 ca   c  oh  ho    9       180.0      9.62320     2       
  c  ca  ca  ca    9       180.0     15.16700     2       
  c  ca  ca  ha    9       180.0     15.16700     2       
  c  os  c3  h1    9         0.0      1.60387     3       
  c  os  c3  c3    9         0.0      1.60247     3       
  c  os  c3  c3    9       180.0      3.34720     1       
 c3 os    c   o    9       180.0      5.85760     1       
 c3 os    c   o    9       180.0     11.29680     2      
 os  c3  c3  os    9         0.0      0.60250     3       
 os  c3  c3  os    9         0.0      4.91620     2       
 os  c3  c3  h1    9         0.0      0.00000     0       
 os  c3  c3  h1    9         0.0      1.04600     1       
  o   c  oh  ho    9         0.0      7.94960     1       
  o   c  oh  ho    9       180.0      9.62320     2       
 ha  ca  ca  ha    9       180.0     15.16700     2       
 h1  c3  c3  h1    9         0.0      0.65084     3 
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Abstract
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is a mass-produced petroleum-based synthetic
polymer. Enzymatic PET degradation using, for example, Ideonella sakaiensis
PETase (IsPETase) can be a more environmentally friendly and energy-saving
alternative to the chemical recycling of PET. However, IsPETase is a mesophilic
enzyme with an optimal reaction temperature lower than the glass transition
temperature (Tg) of PET, where the amorphous polymers can be readily accessed
for enzymatic breakdown. In this study, we used error-prone PCR to generate
a mutant library based on a thermostable triple mutant (TM) of IsPETase. The
library was screened against the commercially available polyester-polyurethane
Impranil DLNW 50 for more thermostable IsPETase variants, yielding four vari-
ants with higher melting points. The most promising IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I vari-
ant had a 5.0◦C higher melting point than IsPETaseTM. Although this variant
showed a slightly lower activity on PET at lower incubation temperatures, its
increased thermostability makes it a more active PET hydrolase at higher reac-
tion temperatures up to 60◦C. Several other variants were compared and com-
bined with selected previously published IsPETase mutants in terms of ther-
mostability and hydrolytic activity against PET nanoparticles and amorphous
PET films. Our findings indicate that thermostability is one of the most impor-
tant characteristics of an effective PET hydrolase.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The combination of mass production of single-use plas-
tic products, plastic longevity, and insufficient waste man-
agement has resulted in an accumulation of plastic in
the environment over the last few decades [1]. Glob-
ally, approximately 368 million tons of plastic were pro-
duced in 2019 alone [2]. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET),
a semi-crystalline thermoplastic composed of the two
monomeric units terephthalic acid (TA) and ethylene gly-
col (EG), linked by ester bonds, is one of the mass-
produced petroleum-based synthetic polymers [3, 4]. More
than 50 million tons of PET are annually produced glob-
ally, with the main applications being synthetic fibers in
the textile industry and beverage bottles in the packaging
sector [5, 6].
Recycling is a viable disposal solution for existing plas-

tic waste in terms of energy savings, material efficiency
and circularity, for which the use of enzymes can be an
alternative option [7]. PET has hydrolysable ester back-
bones and is thus more susceptible to enzymatic degrada-
tion than petrochemical vinyl plastics with solely carbon-
carbon backbones [8, 9]. Several enzymes capable of
cleaving PET have been discovered in recent years [10].
These PET hydrolases belong to the enzyme classes of
carboxylesterases [11], lipases [12] and cutinases [13–16].
When compared to chemical recycling methods, the use of
enzymes provides an environmentally friendly and energy-
saving alternative that also reduces the use of hazardous
chemicals [7]. Although the industrially-relevant use of
enzymes in PET degradation is still in its early stages, an
engineered variant of the leaf-branch compost cutinase
(LCC) has already enabled nearly complete depolymer-
ization of pre-treated PET bottle waste and virgin poly-
mers were re-synthesized using the recovered TA [17]. A
significant milestone in PET breakdown was the identi-
fication of the Gram-negative aerobic β-proteobacterium
Ideonella sakaiensis by screening of 250 environmental
samples obtained from a PET bottle recycling site in Japan
[18]. The bacterium utilized PET as its main energy and
carbon source, and it was able to grow on low-crystallinity
PET film and degrade it almost completely after 6 weeks
at an incubation temperature of 30◦C under controlled
laboratory conditions [18]. Two enzymes, designated as
IsPETase and IsMHETase, are involved in the breakdown
of PET by Ideonella sakaiensis [18]. IsPETase catalyzes the
depolymerization of PET to the main product mono-(2-
hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (MHET) and the side prod-
ucts bis-(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (BHET), TA, and
EG [18]. IsMHETase then hydrolyzes MHET to TA and EG
[18].
In recent years, the crystal structures of IsPETase and

IsMHETase have been elucidated and published [19–25].

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

In this work, an error-prone PCR-generated
mutant library was screened using an agar
plate assay based on the commercially available
polyester-polyurethane Impranil DLN W 50.
With this type of screening, finding multiple
thermostable polyester hydrolase variants within
a mutant library was possible. Recycling plastics
such as PET with enzymes is one of the recently
developed methods to mitigate the plastic pollu-
tion and to promote the circularity of material
flow for a sustainable plastic economy. The enzy-
matic degradation of polyethylene terephthalate
is more feasible at higher incubation tempera-
tures. Therefore, mesophilic enzymes such as the
IsPETase from Ideonella sakaiensis need to be
engineered, revealing higher thermostability and
activity by protein engineering methods such as
directed evolution.

Despite this, only one IsPETase structure has been solved
so far with a co-crystallized ligand analogous to MHET
[19]. IsPETase exhibits a typical α/β-hydrolase fold consist-
ing of seven α-helices and nine β-strands forming a central
twisted β-sheet [21], which is highly conserved among
many other cutinase-like PET-hydrolyzing enzymes [26].
The catalytic triad of IsPETase, located on the protein
surface, is composed of the amino acids S160-D206-H237
[22]. The enzyme has two intramolecular disulfide bridges,
whereas the structurally homologous cutinases TfCut2
from Thermobifida fusca and LCC only have one [19,
27]. The strictly conserved disulfide bridge (C273-C289)
connects the last loop and the C-terminal helix [19]. The
IsPETase-specific disulfide bridge (C203-C239) is located
near the active site and connects two loops containing the
residues of the catalytic triad [19]. This disulfide bridge is
thought to be responsible for the high room temperature
flexibility of the IsPETase active site and the resulting
high activity against PET [27]. Methods such as structure-
based sequence alignment of IsPETase with structural
homologues or molecular docking experiments followed
by biochemical characterization have also contributed to
the elucidation of important residues in the enzyme [19,
20, 23, 24]. For example, a tryptophan residue crucial for
substrate binding was discovered in IsPETase [19]. This
amino acid W185 is located near the catalytic center and
can adopt three different conformations, which is why
it is also referred as a wobbling tryptophan [19, 23]. In
a proposed substrate binding, W185 forms π-π-stacking
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interactions with the phenylene units of PET, allowing
interactionswith the substrate and facilitating binding [ 19,
23]. The wobbling of W185 in IsPETase is based on a serine
at position 214 and an isoleucine at 218, which allow the
tryptophan to rotate [28]. In homologous enzymes, these
serine and isoleucine residues are replaced by histidine
or phenylalanine, respectively, restricting the movement
of the tryptophan and thus lowering the activity for PET
degradation [28].
Unlike LCC or TfCut2 from T. fusca, IsPETase is a

mesophilic enzyme with a melting point (Tm) of approx-
imately 45◦C, and it is thus thermally unstable for applica-
tions at higher temperatures [16, 29, 30]. The crystallinity
of PET influences the efficiency of enzymatic PET degra-
dation [16, 31]. The presence of highly ordered crystalline
content in a specific PET sample reduces the overall mobil-
ity of the polymer chains and their accessibility to enzy-
matic hydrolysis [29, 32]. In comparison, the less-ordered
amorphous fraction is significantly more susceptible to
enzymatic attack at a reaction temperature close to the
glass transition temperature (Tg) of PET [29]. Because
enzymatic PET hydrolysis is carried out in aqueous envi-
ronments, the Tg of PET is notably reduced to below 60◦C
due to the plasticization effect of water [33, 34]. As a result,
increasing the thermal stability of a desired PET hydrolase
for use at temperatures above 60◦C has proven to be useful
for making better PET-degrading enzymes [26].
In order to achieve effective PET degradation by

IsPETase, the activity and thermostability of the enzyme
has been improved by protein engineering in previous
studies [19, 20, 22–24]. For instance, an improvement of
IsPETase activity was achieved by the R280A substitution
[20]. Docking studies showed that the polar arginine
residue in the binding pocket of IsPETase hinders stable
binding of PET, therefore the substitution of the arginine
residue by small hydrophobic amino acid residues leads
to increased activity [20]. Son et al. generated an IsPETase
triple mutant (TM = IsPETaseS121E/D186H/R280A) by com-
bining the R280A mutation with the β6-β7-connecting
loop-stabilizingmutations S121E andD186H. The resulting
triple mutant exhibited a 14-fold improved PET hydrolysis
activity and its Tm was increased by 8.81◦C [21]. The addi-
tion of another disulfide bridge to this triple mutant via
N233C and S282C substitutions resulted in a Tm of 69.4◦C
and a further 5 to 7-fold increase in activity [35]. The
equivalent disulfide bond has been shown to have similar
thermostabilizing and activating effects with the homolo-
gous PET hydrolyzing enzymes LCC [17] and TfCut2 [36].
Cui et al. used a computer-assisted strategy called GRAPE
(greedy accumulated strategy for protein engineering)
to create another IsPETase variant [37]. This variant
(IsPETaseL117F/Q119Y/T140D/W159H/G165A/I168R/A180I/S188Q/S214H/

R280A) was named DuraPETase because its Tm was
increased by 31◦C and it had increased degradation
activity against highly crystalline PET film [37].
In this study, we used error-prone PCR to generate a

mutant library based on the triple mutant of IsPETase
[21]. The library was screened for thermostable IsPETase
variants against the commercially available polyester-
polyurethane Impranil DLN W 50. Selected variants were
then combined with other previously published promis-
ing IsPETase mutants (Table 1) and investigated in terms
of thermostability and hydrolytic activity against PET
nanoparticles and amorphous PET films.

2 MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

Chemicals and consumables were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany), Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Ger-
many), Fermentas (St. Leon-Rot, Germany), Fluka (Buchs,
Switzerland), Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA,
USA), Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany), ChiroBlock
GmbH (Wolfen, Germany) and New England Biolabs
GmbH (Frankfurt am Main, Germany). Oligonucleotide
primers (Table S1) were ordered from Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific (Waltham, MA, USA). The polyester-polyurethane
emulsion Impranil DLN W 50 was a kind gift pro-
vided by CSC JÄKLECHEMIE GmbH & Co. (Hamburg,
Germany).

2.1 Generation of IsPETase variants

Synthetic genes, codon optimized for expres-
sion in Escherichia coli, encoding the wild-type
IsPETase from I. sakaiensis, DuraPETase, and
DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/D186H/F201I, were synthesized
and cloned into the pET-21b vector by BioCat GmbH
(Heidelberg, Germany). The constructs encoded the
recombinant proteins as fusions to C-terminal His6-tags
for affinity purification, for purification method see
Supporting Information. The TM was generated based on
the wild-type gene using the Q5 Site-DirectedMutagenesis
Kit (New England Biolabs GmbH, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany). For the generation of the mutant library
based on the triple mutant, the GeneMorph II Random
Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara,
CA, USA) was used. The error-prone PCR amplicon was
cleaned up using the NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up
kit (MACHEREY-NAGEL GmbH & Co. KG, Düren,
Germany) and used as a MegaPrimer for MEGAWHOP
cloning [38] using PfuPlus! DNA Polymerase (EURx,
Gdansk, Poland). To remove the template plasmid from
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TABLE 1 Overview of previously published promising IsPETase variants which have served as templates for this study

IsPETase variant Amino acid substitutions References
IsPETaseTM IsPETaseS121E/D186H/R280A [21]
IsPETaseTMN233C/S282C IsPETaseS121E/D186H/N233C/R280A/S282C [35]
DuraPETase IsPETaseL117F/Q119Y/T140D/W159H/G165A/I168R/A180I/S188Q/S214H/R280A [37]

the library, the MEGAWHOP PCR product was digested
with DpnI (New England Biolabs GmbH, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany). The library was transformed into
electrocompetent E. coli TOP10 (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham,MA, USA) and 0.1% of it was sequenced to inves-
tigate the mutation spectrum. Sanger Sequencing was
performed using Mix2Seq Kits from Eurofins Genomics
Germany GmbH (Ebersberg, Germany). Substitutions of
K95N/F201I and/or N233C/S282C in wild-type IsPETase,
DuraPETase, and DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201/R280A were
introduced by QuikChange using PfuPlus! DNA Poly-
merase, followed by DpnI digestion and transformation
into chemically competent E. coli TOP10. The expression
of active IsPETase variants is described in the Supporting
Information.

2.2 Screening based on Impranil agar
plates

Impranil DLN W 50 agar plates were used for the screen-
ing of the IsPETaseTM mutant library. The lysogeny
broth (LB) agar plates contained 0.5 mM isopropyl-β-d-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), 100 μg mL−1 ampicillin,
and 0.5% Impranil DLN W 50, diluted from a 40% sus-
pension. The mutant library was used to transform chem-
ically competent E. coli SHuffle T7 Express (New Eng-
land Biolabs GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany) cells
which were then spread onto LB agar plates containing
100 μg mL−1 ampicillin. After the cells were incubated
overnight at 30◦C, colonies were picked and transferred to
another LB-ampicillin agar plate (storage plate) and in par-
allel to the Impranil agar plate (assay plate). The storage
and assay plates were first incubated overnight at 30◦C,
the assay plates were subsequently incubated at 60◦C for
24 h. Degradation of Impranil leads to formation of clear
zones around colonies expressing active IsPETase variants.
An increased size of the haloes formed, relative to the
TM as control, was used as a preliminary indication of
increased thermostability. Selected colonies were picked
from the storage plate and used to inoculate an overnight
culture for plasmid isolation using the innuPREP Plasmid
Mini Kit (Analytik JenaGmbH, Jena, Germany). Increased
thermostability was then experimentally verified by pro-

tein expression, purification and nanoDSF, as described
below.

2.3 Determination of protein
concentration

Protein concentrations were determined using the
Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA).

2.4 Measurement of melting points

Determination of the Tm for each IsPETase variant was
performed by nanoDSF using the Prometheus NT.48
(NanoTemper Technologies, Munich, Germany). The
measurement was performed in 50mM sodium phosphate
(pH 7.5) using a protein concentration of 0.5 mg mL−1.
Temperature was scanned at 1◦C per minute between
20◦C and 95◦C. The instrument has a fixed excitation
wavelength of 285 nm in combination with emission
wavelengths of 330 and 350 nm.

2.5 Degradation of PET nanoparticles
and PET film

PET nanoparticles were prepared based on previous pub-
lications [39, 40]. The degradation of PET nanoparticles
(0.2 mg mL−1) was performed with an IsPETase concen-
tration of 30 nM in 200 μL of 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.5). Enzymatic hydrolysiswas performed at dif-
ferent incubation temperatures ranging from 30◦C to 60◦C
and a constant agitation of 1000 rpm for 24 h. For the bio-
catalysis with amorphous PET film (Goodfellow GmbH,
Bad Nauheim, Germany), the film was cut into 1 × 2 cm2

pieces (∼60 mg) and washed with a solution containing
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), distilled water, and ethanol.
The PET film was then dried at 50◦C for 24 h. The degra-
dation of PET filmwas performed in 50mMglycine-NaOH
buffer (pH 9.0) with an IsPETase concentration of 50 nM in
a reaction volume of 1.5 mL at 60◦C and constant agitation
of 1000 rpm for 72 h. To quench the reaction, PET nanopar-
ticles were first removed by centrifugation at 17,000 × g
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for 10 min at 4◦C. Next, 100 μL of the supernatant was
added to an equal volume of 200 mM sodium phosphate
(pH 2.5) containing 20% v/v dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).
This mixture was then incubated at 95◦C for 10 min. To
quench the reaction with amorphous PET film, the PET
film was removed. Then, the same quenching protocol as
for PETnanoparticles, without the centrifugation step, was
performed. Samples were stored at -20◦C until measure-
ment by high-performance liquid chromatography with
the Hitachi LaChrom Elite HPLC System (Hitachi, Chiy-
oda, Japan). Analysis of MHET, BHET, and TA by HPLC
was performed according to Palm et al. [25]. Briefly, PET
degradation products were analyzed on a Kinetex 5 μm
EVO C18 100 Å, 150 × 4.6 mm column (Phenomenex,
Aschaffenburg, Germany) with a gradient of acetonitrile
and 0.1% v/v formic acid in water at 30◦C. Ten microliters
of sample was injected and the flow rate was 0.8mLmin−1.
Acetonitrile was increased from 5% to 44% over 12 min and
then to 70% over 15 min, after which the ratio remained
constant at 70% acetonitrile for 3 min. MHET, BHET, and
TA were detected at 240 nm, and quantification was per-
formed based on calibration curves.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Screening for thermostable
IsPETase variants

Approximately 49,000 clones were screened on Impranil
agar plates, accounting for approximately ∼52% of the
error-prone PCR-based mutant library with ∼95,000
clones. IsPETase activity was assessed by observing the
halo formation around the bacterial colony. At higher
incubation temperatures (≥60◦C), the size of the clear
zones was thought be dependent on the thermostability of
the recombinant variants. Four colonies with significantly
increased halo sizes, compared to that of the TM, were
selected for further experiments. These were TMK95N/F201I,
TMS125N/A226T, TMQ119L and TMT51A/S125I/S207I (Figure S1).
Based on structural analysis of IsPETase (Figure S2), six
substitutions were present on the surface of the TM. In
contrast, the F201I mutation was located deeply inside
the enzyme. After expression and purification (Figure S3),
the Tm of these four variants as well as the wild-type
IsPETase (WT) and TM were determined by nanoDSF
(Figure 1A). For WT and TM, Tm of 45.1◦C and 56.6◦C,
respectively, were measured. Most of the variants dis-
played an improvement in Tm of approximately 2◦C com-
pared to TM (Table S2). The most thermostable variant
was IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I (TM1) with an increased Tm of
61.7◦C which is 5.3◦C higher than that of IsPETaseTM.

3.2 Engineering of more thermostable
IsPETase variants

With the aim of generating further more thermostable
variants, the most promising stabilizing K95N and F201I
substitutions were incorporated into previously published
IsPETase variants including IsPETaseTMN233C/S282C (TM2)
and DuraPETase (D). For DuraPETase variants, the S121E
and R280A substitutions were also investigated simultane-
ously, since these substitutions in combination with the
K95N and F201I substitution led to the high Tm in the
discovered TM1 variant. At the same time the influence
of the N233C and S282C substitutions, which were previ-
ously described byZhong-Johnson et al. [35] exclusively for
the IsPETaseTM, were also investigated with DuraPETase.
After expression and purification, the Tm was determined
via nanoDSF for selected IsPETase variants (Figure 1B).
An increase in Tm of 2.6◦C from 68.2◦C to 70.9◦C was
observed for the IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I/N233C/S282C (TM3)
variant (Table 2). Introduction of the substitutions K95N,
S121E, R280A and F201I led to a decrease of the Tm by 3◦C
from 75.0◦C to 71.9◦C in DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A
(D2). In comparison, by introducing the double cys-
teine residues, the Tm of DuraPETase variants were fur-
ther increased, to 81.1◦C for DuraPETaseN233C/S282C (D1)
and 78.4◦C for DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/N233C/R280A/S282C
(D3). Consequently, Tm has been increased by 36.1◦C from
45.1◦C to 81.1◦C for D1 compared to the WT by incorpo-
rating the previously reported N233C and S282C substitu-
tions.

3.3 Influence of substitutions on PET
nanoparticle and amorphous PET film
hydrolysis

The hydrolysis of PET nanoparticles with aforementioned
IsPETase variants was investigated at different tempera-
tures ranging from 30◦C to 60◦C for 24 h. With increas-
ing temperature, an increased degradation rate of PET
nanoparticles in terms of higher product release could be
observed for each variant (Figure 2). A notably improved
performance in PET hydrolysis was observed with all
variants when the incubation temperature was increased
from 30◦C to 40◦C. Even the WT showed increased
activity at higher temperatures, although the Tm is only
45◦C (Table 2) and the overall yield of degradation prod-
ucts was markedly lower than with the other variants.
Comparing the TM related variants, it can be observed
that the introduction of the K95N and F201I substitu-
tion into the existing TM2 variant as well as into the TM
resulted in a decrease in total product release, defined
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A

B

F IGURE 1 Melting point determination of selected IsPETase variants by nanoDSF. (A) Discovered IsPETase variants from the screening
and (B) constructed IsPETase variants by combining different mutations with previously published amino acid substitutions (B). The Tm can
be determined from the position of the curve maximum. The measurement was performed in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) with
purified enzymes (0.5 mg mL-1). The measurements were performed in duplicates

TABLE 2 Melting points of selected IsPETase variants, which were generated by combining the K96N/F201I substitutions with other
previously described IsPETase mutants

IsPETase variant
Melting point ±
SD [◦C] Tm [◦C] increase compared to

IsPETaseWT IsPETaseTM
WT IsPETaseWT 45.1 ± 0.1 – –
TM IsPETaseTM 56.6 ± 1.6 11.5 –
TM1 IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I 61.6 ± 0.1 16.6 5.1
TM2 IsPETaseTMN233C/S282C 68.2 ± 0.1 23.2 11.6
TM3 IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I/N233C/S282C 70.8 ± 0.1 25.8 14.3
D DuraPETase 75.0 ± 0.1 29.9 18.4
D1 DuraPETaseN233C/S282C 81.1 ± 0.1 36.1 24.6
D2 DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A 71.9 ± 0.1 26.9 15.3
D3 DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/N233C/R280A/S282C 78.4 ± 0.1 33.3 21.8

Data were determined by nanoDSF with purified enzymes (0.5 mg mL−1) in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). The measurements were performed in
duplicates. The mean values and the standard deviations (SD) are given.
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F IGURE 2 Time course of total product release at different incubation temperatures. The total product released refers to the sum of
released MHET, TA, and BHET. Biocatalysis with PET nanoparticles was performed with 30 nM IsPETase variant in 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.5) at the respective incubation temperatures and a constant agitation of 1000 rpm for 24 h. A final PET nanoparticle concentration
of 0.2 mg mL−1 was used. The measurements were performed in triplicates and the mean values and standard deviations are given

as the sum of released MHET, TA, and BHET, for PET
nanoparticle hydrolysis (Figure 3). The relative activity
compared to the TM decreased by approximately 70%
for TM1 when incubated at 40◦C (Table S3). Whereas
at 50◦C a reduction in the relative activity of only 30%
was observed. However, it was also shown that at 60◦C,
more productwas released from the TM1 variant compared
to the TM. Comparable relative activities were observed
at 60◦C for TM and TM1. At this incubation tempera-
ture, an 8-fold enhancement was observed for TM1 in
relative activity compared with wild-type IsPETase (Fig-
ure 3) making TM1 possessing the second largest increase
after TM2. Most product formation was observed at 60◦C
with the TM2 variant (Figure 3). For the combination

of K95N/F201I and N233C/S282C substitutions (TM4), a
strongly reduced relative activity (-70%) compared to TMat
60◦C (Table S3) and a low level of total product releasewere
observed. The K95N/S121E/F201I/R280A substitutions in
the DuraPETase (D2) also resulted in a reduced product
release during the hydrolysis of PET nanoparticles com-
pared to other DuraPETase variants at 60◦C. However, the
degradation of PET nanoparticles was improved with the
DuraPETase variants containing the N233C/S282C muta-
tions. A two-fold increase in relative activity was observed
as a result of this substitution for D1 at both 50◦C and
60◦C (Figure 3). In particular, for the DuraPETase vari-
ants, increased degradation of PET was shown at 60◦C
compared to the other incubation temperatures (Figure 2).
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F IGURE 3 Total product release after degradation of PET nanoparticles using selected IsPETase variants after 24 h and an incubation
temperature of 60◦C. Black dots represent the relative activity compared to wild-type IsPETase. Biocatalysis with PET nanoparticles was
performed with 30 nM IsPETase variant in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) at the incubation temperature of 60◦C and a constant
agitation of 1000 rpm for 24 h. A final PET nanoparticle concentration of 0.2 mg mL−1 was used. The total product released refers to the sum
of released MHET, TA, and BHET. The measurements were performed in triplicates and the mean values and standard deviations are given

The main product formed during the hydrolysis of PET
nanoparticles was MHET (Figure S4). TA and very low
BHET concentrations were also detected.
The degradation of amorphous PET filmwas carried out

at an incubation temperature of 60◦C for 72 h. Under these
conditions, almost no product formation was observed for
WT. Except for D2, almost all thermostable variants led
to higher total product concentration when compared to
unstable variants like TM (Figure 4). In addition, higher
relative activities than TM were observed for all variants
except forWT andD2 (Table S4). Surprisingly, compared to
the degradation performance obtained with PET nanopar-
ticles, the combination variant (TM3) exhibited one of
the highest relative activities compared to WT (120-fold
increase, Figure 4) and TM (10 to 20-fold increase, Table
S4). The highest total product was yielded with D1 and
the TM3 variant. However, unlike the hydrolysis of PET
nanoparticles, the main product this time was TA rather
than MHET (Figure 5).

4 DISCUSSION

Screening methods based on agar plate assays containing
PET or polycaprolactone nanoparticles have been devel-
oped to identify polyesterases from metagenomic libraries
[41]. However, these nanoparticles can precipitate during
agar plate preparation, interfering with uniform distribu-

F IGURE 4 Total product release after degradation of
amorphous PET film for selected IsPETase variants after 72 h at an
incubation temperature of 60◦C. Black dots represent the relative
activity compared to wild-type IsPETase. For biocatalysis with
amorphous PET film, an enzyme concentration of 50 nM was used.
The reaction was carried out in 50 mM glycine-NaOH buffer
(pH 9.0). The PET film was incubated at 60◦C and a constant
agitation of 1000 rpm for 3 days. The total product released refers to
the sum of released MHET, TA, and BHET. The measurements were
performed in triplicates and the mean values and standard
deviations are given

tion in the agar. Therefore, a suspension of the aliphatic
polyester-polyurethane Impranil DLNW50 can be applied
instead [41]. The formation of clear zones on the agar plate
around bacterial colonies indicates the functional expres-
sion of catalytically active polyester hydrolases.
All IsPETase variants discovered here with the Impranil

agar plate screening showed an increasedTm compared the
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F IGURE 5 Comparison of degradation products for amorphous PET film hydrolysis catalyzed by selected IsPETase variants over the
time course of 72 h at an incubation temperature of 60◦C. Biocatalysis with amorphous PET film was performed with 50 nM of each IsPETase
variant in glycine-NaOH buffer (pH 9.0). The PET film was incubated at 60◦C with constant agitation at 1000 rpm for 3 days. The
measurement was performed in triplicates and the mean values and standard deviations are given

wild-type enzyme, thereby validating the criterium based
on halo size. An improvement of 16.9◦C compared to the
wild-type was observed for the IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I vari-
ant. Thermostability strongly depends on the flexibility of
the protein. A variety of interactions, such as ionic interac-
tions, disulfide bonds, hydrogen bonds, and hydrophobic
interactions, affect the flexibility and thus the thermosta-
bility of the protein [42]. An increase in stability can be
mediated either by stabilization of the folded form or by
destabilization of the unfolded form [43]. The substitu-
tion of an amino acid must thereby affect the folded and
unfolded forms differently [43]. Finding an explanation
for increased thermostability is therefore usually very dif-
ficult.
For theWT and the TM,Tm of 45.1◦C and 56.6◦C, respec-

tively, could bemeasured by nanoDSF. TheTm determined
with nanoDSF have small deviations in the range of about
2◦C compared to the reported Tm for WT, TM, TM2 and
D. For instance, in this work a Tm increase of 29.9◦C was
observed for the DuraPETase, whereas in the publication
by Cui et al. [37] an increase of 31◦C was mentioned. As
summarized in Table S5, themethods and exact equipment

used for the Tm measurement in different studies may be
responsible for these small discrepancies.
The combination of the S125N and A226T substitu-

tions showed an increase in thermostability in this study.
However, the computationally predicted single mutations
S125R and A226P for WT did not cause an increase or even
a decrease in Tm as reported by Cui et al. [37]. The impact
of a substitution is highly dependent on the type and num-
ber of mutations already present in an enzyme [44]. This
could also be the reason for the lack of an increase and
the decrease in Tm observed for the DuraPETase vari-
ants, which already contain the K95N/S121E/F201I and
R280A substitutions. The K95 position was already eval-
uated in the publication reporting DuraPETase, where a
K95A mutation only led to an increase of 2.5◦C in Tm
for the WT [37]. The K95N substitution could have the
same influence on the thermostability as the K95A substi-
tution, additional increase in thermostability would possi-
bly result from the F201I substitution.
The introduction of additional disulfide bridges into an

enzyme is one possible strategy to increase thermostabil-
ity [43]. The main goal of these cross-links is to reduce
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the flexibility of certain thermolabile folds [43]. Crosslink-
ing results in a reduced entropic state during the unfold-
ing process, shifting the equilibrium toward the folded
form [43]. The selection of the correct positions for amino
acid substitution is crucial, the substitution should have
no effect on the catalytic properties of the enzyme. For
the identification of suitable positions for disulfide bridges
in PET degrading enzymes, the structures of homologous
cutinases can be helpful [17, 45]. For Cut190 from Sac-
charomonospora viridis, which is homologous to IsPETase
[35], the Tm could be increased bymore than 20◦C through
replacing calcium-binding sites with disulfide bridges [45].
This led, for instance, to the discovery of the N233C and
S282C substitutions in IsPETase [35]. However, since no
crystal structure was described for the IsPETaseN233C/S282C
variant, it can only be speculated on the formation of the
disulfide bridge in the IsPETase variants. In this study the
insertion of the N233C and S282C substitutions into the
DuraPETase also led to an increase in Tm of approximately
6.1◦C. This D1 variant revealed indeed the highest Tm of
81.1◦C among the so far described IsPETase variants.
At higher incubation temperatures, a higher product

release was observed in most cases for the thermostabi-
lized IsPETase variants. As the flexibility of the amorphous
polymer chains will significantly increase at temperatures
close to the Tg of PET, better enzymatic degradation per-
formance can be expected [16, 29]. Increased thermosta-
bility is therefore advantageous for the IsPETase-catalyzed
degradation of PET. A good example in this study is the
comparison of the TM and TM1 variants. In the degrada-
tion of PET nanoparticles, the TM variant showed a higher
total product formation at 40◦C than TM1. This variant
also possessed only a relative activity of 30.4% compared to
TM at this incubation temperature. Only when the degra-
dation was carried out at 60◦C, a similar relative activity
was observed between TM and TM1 (Table S3). The influ-
ence on PET degradation due to increased thermostabil-
ity is better observed for the TM1 variant when degrad-
ing amorphous PET film. There, this variant showed an
approximately two-fold increase in relative activity com-
pared to TM (Table S4). Since TM only has a Tm of 56.5◦C,
it is highly probable that this variant is inactivated much
faster over the period of 72 h than TM1 and therefore less
product was released (Figure 4).
For variants containing the K95N and F201I substitu-

tions, low activities for hydrolysis of PET nanoparticles
were observed. The amino acid F201 is located in a deeply
hidden hydrophobic core of IsPETase, which additionally
consists of positionsW97, L101,M157, L199, L230,W257 and
M258 [37]. Potentially, the F201I substitution has a struc-
tural influence on the active site, since D206 is located only
five amino acid residues away from this substitution. By
contrast, the high thermostability of TM4 (Tm = 70.8◦C) in

combination with the prolonged incubation time of 72 h
may be responsible for the increased product release in the
degradation of amorphous PET film. Only the D1 variant
with theTm of 81.1◦Cpossessed a similar relative activity to
TM4. Both variants support the principle that an increased
Tm brings a substantial advantage for the degradation of
PET.
MHETwas formed as themain product of PET nanopar-

ticle hydrolysis. This is consistent with the observations
by Yoshida et al. who also showed that MHET was the
major product for IsPETase-catalyzed hydrolysis of PET
[18]. According to Yoshida et al., degradation of MHET
by IsPETase should not be possible [18]. However, in the
degradation of amorphous PET film, TA is the main prod-
uct, since MHET is degraded by IsPETase with extended
incubation time. The same reaction has already been
described elsewhere [46]. A prolonged incubation of the
PETat high temperatures can lead to a slow transformation
of mobile amorphous fractions to rigid amorphous frac-
tions, which are less degradable by the enzyme [16]. This
process is called physical aging and can therefore be con-
sidered as a competitive reaction to the enzymatic degrada-
tion of the amorphous PET [16]. Since an amorphous PET
filmhasmuch less accessible surface area andmuch longer
polymer chains compared to the PET nanoparticles [47],
IsPETase and its variants, which cannot take part in the
effective degradation of the polymers, will be more likely
to degrade the MHET. This effect is further enhanced by
the prolonged incubation time of 72 h. Only very low con-
centrations of BHETwere observed for each variant in bio-
catalysis (Figure S4). It is known that IsPETase can catalyze
the hydrolysis of BHET to TA and EG [18].
Several more thermostable IsPETase variants were

discovered in this study. Higher thermostability could
also be achieved by combination of four stabilizing sub-
stitutions with already promising published variants. For
the effective degradation of PET by enzymes, the right
balance between hydrolytic activity and thermostability
is essential. As demonstrated with IsPETase variants
containing the K95N and F201I substitutions, even a
slightly negative influence of a mutation on the activity of
PET hydrolysis can be compensated by the simultaneous
increase of Tm for degradation reaction at higher incuba-
tion temperatures. This led to an improved effectiveness in
PET degradation by these IsPETase variants. An increase
in thermostability is possibly accompanied by an increase
in rigidity [42] which may cause an activity reduction [48].
Specifically, for PET degradation, the enzymatic activity
loss may be compensated by the increased polymer sub-
strate accessibility at higher temperatures. Nonetheless,
thermostabilized IsPETase variants without significant
loss of hydrolytic activity will be of greater interest. The
same approach of combining substitutions that increase
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thermostability without significantly affecting PET
hydrolysis activity with mutations that increase activity
has been also recently verified by Tournier et al. with LCC
to be useful for engineering efficient PET hydrolases.
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Oligonucleotide	primers	

Table S1: Used Oligonucleotide primers (5´→3') for generation of IsPETase variants.  

Oligonucleotide primers for generating IsPETaseTM per Q5® Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit  

Fw_IsPETase_S121E ggatcagccggagagccgtagcag 

Rv_IsPETase_S121E agggtgctgttggtgtca 

Fw_IsPETase_D186H agcgccgtggcatagcagcaccaac 

Rv_IsPETase_D186H tgcggcgccgccgctttc 

Fw_IsPETase_R280A gaatagcaccgcggtgagcgacttcc 
Rv_IsPETase_R280A ggattttcgcacgcaaag 

Oligonucleotide primers for error-prone PCR             

Fw_IsPETase_ep 
RV_IsPETase_ep 

cagaccaatccgtatgcgc 
ctcgaggctgcagttcgc 

Oligonucleotide primers introducing N233C and S282C substitutions per QuikChange 

Fw_IsPETaseTM_N233C 
Rv_IsPETaseTM_N233C 
Fw_IsPETaseTM_S282C 
Rv_IsPETaseTM_S282C 
Fw_DuraPETase_N233C 
Rv_DuraPETase_N233C 
Fw_DuraPETase_S282C 
Rv_DuraPETase_S282C 
Fw_DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A_N233C 
Rv_DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A_N233C 
Fw_DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A_S282C 
Rv_DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A_S282C 

cagttcctggaaatttgcggtggcagccacag 
ctgtggctgccaccgcaaatttccaggaactg 
gaatagcaccgcggtgtgcgacttccgtac 
gtacggaagtcgcacaccgcggtgctattc 
caaacagtttctggaaatttgcggcggcagccatagctgc 
gcagctatggctgccgccgcaaatttccagaaactgtttg 
gaatagcaccgccgtttgcgattttcgcaccg 
cggtgcgaaaatcgcaaacggcggtgctattc 
caaaacagtttctggaaatttgcggtggtagccatagctgcg 
cgcagctatggctaccaccgcaaatttccagaaactgttttg 
gaatagcaccgccgtgtgcgattttcgcaccg 
cggtgcgaaaatcgcacacggcggtgctattc 
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Screening	

 

Figure S1: Impranil® agar plates that showed distinguishable haloes in the screening compared to the 
control. IsPETase activity is associated with a halo formation around the cell colony. Colonies 
expressing possibly more thermostable IsPETase variants are circled in red: A) IsPETaseTMS125N/A226T, 
B) IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I, C) IsPETaseTMQ119L and D) IsPETaseTMT51A/S125I/S207I. Each agar plate had at 
least one colony (outlined in black) expressing IsPETaseTM as control. Plates were incubated for 24 
hours at 30°C and then for 24 hours at 60°C. Images were colored gray for better visibility. 
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Positions of discovered amino acid substitution in IsPETaseS121E/D186H/R280A 

 
 
Figure S2: Positions of amino acid substitution within the IsPETase triple mutant. This figure shows 
only the positions of the mutations which were discovered and not the amino acids substitutions. 
Important amino acids are shown as sticks. The catalytic triad (S160-D206-H237) is colored green and 
the position of mutation sites is colored yellow. Visualization was done with UCSF Chimera [1]. The 
structure is based on the crystal structure (Protein Data Bank code 6IJ6) [2]. The crystal structure was 
not altered. 
	
Expression & Purification 
Plasmids of the wild type IsPETase and variants based on the triple or quintuple mutants were 
transformed into chemically competent E. coli SHuffle® T7 Express cells (New England Biolabs GmbH, 
Frankfurt am Main, Germany) and spread onto LB agar plates containing 100 µg mL-1 ampicillin. The 
plates were incubated overnight at 30°C. One colony was picked and used to inoculate an overnight 
culture containing 100 µg mL-1 ampicillin. Cultivation was performed in 400 mL LB medium containing 
100 μg mL-1 ampicillin in a 1 L flask. The medium was inoculated with overnight culture and incubated 
at 33°C and 160 rpm until an optical density (OD600) of 1.0 was reached. Expression of the target enzyme 
was then induced by the addition of 1 mM IPTG. Cultivation was subsequently continued at 16°C and 
160 rpm overnight. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 3,500 g and 4°C for 50 min. The cell pellet 
was washed with sodium phosphate (50 mM, pH 7.5) and subsequently stored at -20°C until cells were 
lysed. The same protocol was used for expression of DuraPETase variants with the exception that the 
plasmids were transformed into chemically competent E. coli OverExpress C43(DE3) cells (Biosearch 
Technologies, Hoddesdon, United Kingdom). For ultrasonication using a Sonoplus HD 2070 ultrasonic 
homogenizer (Bandelin electronic GmbH & Co. KG, Berlin, Germany), the cell pellets were 
resuspended in buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mM sodium chloride, and 
10 mM imidazole). Cell debris was then removed by centrifugation at 10,000 g and 4°C for 20 min. 
Purification was performed with the ÄktaPure chromatography system (GE Healthcare Europe GmbH, 
Freiburg, Germany) using a HisTrapTM FF crude 5 mL column (Cytiva Europe GmbH, Freiburg, 
Germany). Undesired proteins were first washed away with buffer A and then with buffer A 
supplemented with 100 mM imidazole. Elution of IsPETase variants was then performed with buffer A 
supplemented with 200 mM imidazole. Elution fractions containing the protein of interest were pooled 
and concentrated using Vivaspin 6 centrifugal concentrator (10 kDa MWCO, Sartorius AG, Göttingen, 
Germany). PD-10 Desalting Columns (GE Healthcare, Freiburg, Germany) were used to exchange the 
elution buffer to 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). 
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A difference in expression between wild type and mutants is observed. All variants based on 
IsPETaseTM have a better expression than variants based on DuraPETase. The differences in 
expression levels can also be recognized in the SDS-PAGE gels (Figure S3), for example in the lysate 
fractions. However, after purification, sufficient protein concentrations are present for melting point 
determinations and biocatalysis. 
 
Sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

Samples were mixed with a 5-fold stock of SDS sample buffer (Tris HCl buffer, pH 6.8, 100 mM, SDS, 
4% w/v, glycerol, 20% v/v, β-mercaptoethanol, 2% v/v, EDTA, 25 mM, bromophenol blue, 0.04% w/v) 
and denatured by incubation at 95˚C for 10 min. For the SDS-PAGE a 12.5% acrylamide gel (separating 
gel) and a 4.0 % loading gel was used. Electrophoresis was carried out at 200 V. Proteins were stained 
with Coomassie Blue (PhastGel® Blue R, Sigma Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) and as reference the 
Pierce™ Unstained protein molecular weight marker (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was 
used. 

 

Figure S3: Evaluation of the purity of IsPETase variants after purification. Samples of the lysate (L) 
and the purified pooled fractions (P) were applied. Marker (M) = Pierce™ Unstained protein molecular 
weight marker. IsPETase has a size of approximately 30 kDa. Proteins were stained with Coomassie 
Blue. 

1 = IsPETaseTMQ119L            5 = IsPETaseWT     9 = DuraPETase 

2 = IsPETaseTMT51A/S125I/S207I      6 = IsPETaseTM   10 = DuraPETaseN233C/S282C 

3 = IsPETaseTMS125N/A226T           7 = IsPETaseTMN233C/S282C                       11 = DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A 

4 = IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I            8 = IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I/N233C/S282C   12 = DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/N233C/R280A/S282C 
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Table S2: Melting points of the IsPETase variants discovered in the screening with Impranil® agar plates. 
Data were determined by nanoDSF with purified enzymes (0.5 mg mL-1) in 50 mM sodium phosphate 
buffer (pH 7.5). The measurement was performed in duplicates and the mean values as well as the 
standard derivation are given. 

Impranil® agar plate IsPETase variant Melting point ± SD [°C] 

A) IsPETaseTMS125N/A226T 58.5 ± 0.1 
B) IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I 61.8 ± 0.1 
C) IsPETaseTMQ119L 58.6 ± 0.1 
D) IsPETaseTMT51A/S125I/S207I 58.5 ± 0.1 

 IsPETaseWT 45.1 ± 0.1 
IsPETaseTM 56.6 ± 1.6 

 

Preparation of PET nanoparticles  

PET nanoparticles were prepared based on previous publications [3, 4]. Amorphous PET film (300 mg) 
(Goodfellow GmbH, Bad Nauheim, Germany) was dissolved in 20 mL of 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-
propanol. The dissolved PET was then added dropwise to 300 mL of Milli-Q water under vigorous 
stirring using an UltraTurrax T25 (IKA Werke GmbH & Co. KG, Staufen im Breisgau, Germany). 
Solvent was then removed from the mixture by evaporation using a rotary evaporator (Heidolph 
Instruments GmbH & Co. KG, Schwabach, Germany) and the aqueous suspension further concentrated 
under vacuum to a final volume of 50 mL. PET nanoparticle concentration was determined 
gravimetrically. 

 

Table S3: Relative activities of selected IsPETase compared to the IsPETase triple mutant for 
degradation of PET nanoparticles at different incubation temperatures. Instead of the wild type the triple 
mutant was chosen for comparison because it was the starting point for this study. Biocatalysis with 
PET nanoparticles (0.2 mg mL-1) was performed with 30 nM IsPETase variant in 50 mM sodium 
phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) at different incubation temperatures and constant agitation of 1000 rpm. 
Relative activities are based on total product release after 24 h incubation. The mean values and standard 
deviations are given.     

    

 Relative activity [%] compared to IsPETaseTM  

IsPETase variant 30°C 40°C 50°C 60°C 

IsPETaseWT 32.3 ± 3.4 7.8 ± 3.1 4.9 ± 1.7 16.0 ± 5.3 
IsPETaseTM 100.0 ± 30.4   100.0 ± 15.7 100.0 ± 50.4 100.0 ± 5.8 
IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I 119.4 ± 51.5 30.4 ± 14.9 70.6 ± 4.2 139.9 ± 32.7 
IsPETaseTMN233C/S282C 128.4 ± 14.7 108.6 ± 15.7 160.0 ± 14.7 234.7 ± 39.4 
IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I/N233C/S282C 16.5 ± 9.6 18.6 ± 3.6 43.3 ± 6.4 27.5 ± 11.5 
DuraPETase 10.9 ± 5.6 10.9 ± 0.5 24.6 ± 7.6 65.5 ± 22.0 
DuraPETaseN233C/S282C 17.4 ± 1.7 21.1 ± 0.9 39.2 ± 3.2 128.9 ± 25.6 
DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A 16.6 ± 13.4 11.3 ± 4.1 13.5 ± 6.9 35.2 ± 6.1 
DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/N233C/R280A/S282C 13.6 ± 5.9 13.9 ± 0.9 22.0 ± 7.5 65.1 ± 8.6 
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Figure S4: Comparison of degradation products for PET nanoparticles hydrolysis catalyzed by selected 
IsPETase variants after 24 h incubation. Biocatalysis with PET nanoparticles (0.2 mg mL-1) was 
performed with 30 nM IsPETase variant in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) at different 
incubation temperatures: A) 30°C, B) 40°C, C) 50°C and D) 60°C and a constant agitation of 1000 rpm. 
The investigated IsPETase variants: 1 = IsPETaseWT, 2 = IsPETaseTM, 3 = IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I, 4 = 
IsPETaseTMN233C/S282C, 5 = IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I/N233C/S282C, 6 = DuraPETase, 7 = DuraPETaseN233C/S282C, 
8 = DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A and 9 = DuraPETase K95N/S121E/F201I/N233C/R280A/S282C. The measurement 
was performed in triplicates and the mean values and standard deviations are given.   

 

Table S4: Relative activities of selected IsPETase compared to the IsPETase triple mutant for 
degradation of amorphous PET film at 60°C incubations after 72 h. Instead of the wild type the triple 
mutant was chosen for comparison because it was the starting point for this study. Biocatalysis was 
performed with 50 nM IsPETase variant in 50 mM glycine-NaOH buffer (pH 9.0) at 60°C incubation 
and constant agitation of 1000 rpm. Relative activities are based on total product release after 72 h 
incubation. The mean values and standard deviations are given.     

 

IsPETase variant Relative activity [%] compared to IsPETaseTM 

IsPETaseWT 17.6 ± 3.1 
IsPETaseTM 100.0 ± 64.3 
IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I 314.3 ±134.7 
IsPETaseTMN233C/S282C 431.6 ± 297.2 
IsPETaseTMK95N/F201I/N233C/S282C 2043.2 ± 854.4 
DuraPETase 490.5 ± 299.7 
DuraPETaseN233C/S282C 1989.5 ± 208.7 
DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/R280A 211.1 ± 52.2 
DuraPETaseK95N/S121E/F201I/N233C/R280A/S282C 740.8 ± 398.0 
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Table S5: Compared melting points [°C] of published IsPETase variants. 

IsPETase variant This study 

 

Son et al. a Zhong-Johnson et al. b Cui et al. c 

IsPETaseWT 45.1 ± 0.01 48.81 48.1 ± 1.3 46.0 
IsPETaseTM 56.6 ± 1.55 57.62 - - 
IsPETaseTMN233C/S282C 68.2 ± 0.03 - 69.4 ± 0.3 - 
DuraPETase 75.0 ± 0.11 - - 77.0 

a) in 50 mM Na2HPO4-HCl buffer (pH 7.0), determined with Applied Biosystems™ protein thermal shift™ dye [2] 

b) in 50 mM glycine-NaOH buffer (pH 9.0) supplemented with 50 mM NaCl, determined with differential scanning fluorimetry 
with Sypro™-Orange dye [5] 

c) in 50 mM Na2HPO4 buffer (pH 7.5) supplemented with 100  mM  NaCl, determined with differential scanning fluorimetry 
with Sypro™-Orange dye [6] 
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Abstract

Biocatalysis has recently emerged as a powerful and eco-friendly technology in waste
plastic recycling, especially for the widely used polyethylene terephthalate (PET). So far,
however, a high-throughput screening assay specifically toward PET-hydrolyzing activ-
ity has rarely been applied. This hinders the identification of new polyester hydrolases
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and their variants with adequate activities fulfilling the requirements for industrial appli-
cations. This chapter describes the detailed procedure for assaying terephthalate as a
major product of enzymatic PET hydrolysis in a 96-well microtiter plate format. Using
PET nanoparticles derived readily from waste food packaging as a substrate, an active
thermophilic PET hydrolase was clearly distinguished from an inactive variant by a
Fenton chemistry-mediated fluorimetric detection. The assay uses enzymes in crude cell
lysates, obtained by a simple freeze–thaw protocol. The experimental work validates the
applicability of this method for screening mutant libraries of novel PET hydrolases and
will thus facilitate the identification of promising variants useful for effective plastic
waste recycling.

1. Introduction

Plastic pollution poses a serious risk to terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems

as well as human health (Eriksen et al., 2014; Rochman, Hoh, Kurobe, &Teh,

2013;Wright &Kelly, 2017). The global production of plastics, excluding syn-

thetic fibers, reached 359 million metric tons p.a. in 2018 (PlasticsEurope,

2019) and is rapidly increasing. Therefore, efficient disposal strategies are

urgently needed for sustainable treatment of plastic waste. Recycling of the

existing plastic waste presents the most sustainable and viable solution in con-

text of decreased CO2 emission as well as of the fuel and energy savings

(Rahimi & Garcı́a, 2017; Vollmer et al., 2020). In 2015, only 9% of plastic

waste was recycled worldwide (Geyer, Jambeck, & Law, 2017). Research

achievements in the last two decades empowered the applicability of selected

enzymes and microbes as an alternative eco-friendly plastic recycling technol-

ogy (Wei et al., 2020). Especially for polyethylene terephthalate (PET), which

is widely used to produce food packaging, beverage bottles, and synthetic

fibers, the biotechnological recycling of plastics that allows the recovery of their

monomeric building blocks has been demonstrated both at laboratory and

industrially relevant scales (Kawai, Kawabata, & Oda, 2019, 2020; Tournier

et al., 2020; Wei & Zimmermann, 2017). Since the identification of an effi-

cient PET hydrolase from Thermobifida fusca in 2005 (M€uller, Schrader,

Profe, Dresler, & Deckwer, 2005), the discovery of novel PET hydrolases

has become an important field of research (Kawai et al., 2020). So far, the

enzymatic hydrolysis of PET has been performed using a variety of PET

hydrolases obtained from both eukaryotic and prokaryotic microbes.

Besides different hydrolases reported from actinomycetes, including

different strains of Thermobifida species (Herrero Acero et al., 2011; Wei,

Oeser, & Zimmermann, 2014), a commercial cutinase from the fungus
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Thermomyces insolens (formerly Humicola insolens) has been reported to effi-

ciently degrade low-crystalline PET (Ronkvist, Xie, Lu, & Gross, 2009).

Another major discovery was the identification of a bacterium, Ideonella

sakaiensis, which is able to grow on and assimilate PET at 30°C under labo-

ratory conditions, albeit very slowly (Yoshida et al., 2016). This discovery is

also interesting with respect to the speed of natural evolution of enzymes/

microbes to be able to access a man-made carbon source less than 80years after

PETwas first synthesized by chemists (Bornscheuer, 2016).Recently, the effi-

cient biocatalytic depolymerization of pretreated postconsumer PET bottles

within 10h has been reported and well accepted as a breakthrough enabling

the future application of biotechnological plastic recycling (Tournier et al.,

2020). A variant of the plant metagenome-derived cutinase LCC which

showed inherently high thermal stability and activity against amorphous

PET at up to 70°C (Sulaiman et al., 2012; Sulaiman, You, Kanaya,

Koga, & Kanaya, 2014; Wei, Song, et al., 2019) was generated and revealed

markedly increased PET-hydrolyzing activity, compared to the wild-type

enzyme. The discovery of LCC in a metagenomic library as well as further

PET hydrolases found from published metagenome databases (Danso et al.,

2018) emphasized the value of environmental metagenomes for the identifi-

cation of more plastic-degrading hydrolases. To identify such novel polyester

hydrolases, a powerful high-throughput screening (HTS) assay specifically

targeting a real-world plastic substrate is required.

In this chapter, we describe the detailed procedure for assaying terephthal-

ate, the main product from the enzymatic hydrolysis of PET nanoparticles,

in a 96-well microtiter plate format (Fig. 1). This assay enables the rapid

identification of outstanding PET hydrolase variants from large mutant or

metagenome libraries.

2. PET nanoparticles: Generation, application,
and characterization

Nanoplastics (size<100nm) are omnipresent pollutants in natural envi-

ronments as a result of the fragmentation of larger plastic debris. Nanoplastics

may pose a serious threat to human and animal health due to their small size

and larger relative surface area, which corresponds to an enhanced ability to

penetrate tissues and adsorb pathogens and toxic chemicals (Lehner, Weder,

Petri-Fink, & Rothen-Rutishauser, 2019; Wagner & Reemtsma, 2019). For

investigations of their ecotoxicity and fate in the biological degradation
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process, artificial polymer nanoparticles (NPs) are often utilized (Liu et al.,

2018; Vogel et al., 2020). The impact of artificially generated PET NPs on

human macrophages (Rodrı́guez-Hernández, Muñoz-Tabares, Aguilar-

Guzmán, & Vazquez-Duhalt, 2019), and their degradation by various

Fig. 1 Workflow of the fluorimetric high-throughput screening method to detect PET
hydrolase activity. (1) Postconsumer PET is cut and the pieces are dissolved in
hexafluoro-2-propanol. (2) The dissolved PET is dropped into rapidly stirring ultrapure
water, resulting in the formation of nanoparticles that are characterized by scanning
electron microscopy and dynamic light scattering. (3) After removal of the solvent,
the nanoparticles are ready to be used in the enzymatic assays. (4) A plasmid library
is transformed into an expression strain like Escherichia coli BL21(DE3). (5) The resulting
colonies are used to inoculate 96-deep-well plates for protein expression, which is
followed by preparation of crude cell lysates. (6) The crude cell lysates are used with
PET nanoparticles to assay PET-hydrolyzing activity. (7–8) Formation of the product tere-
phthalate is detected by reaction with hydroxyl radicals, generated by a Fenton-like
reaction. Terephthalate is converted to 2-hydroxyterephthalate and detected by
fluorescence measurements (excitation at 315nm and emission at 421nm).
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polyester hydrolases, have been studied (Barth et al., 2015; Danso et al., 2018;

Weber et al., 2019; Wei, Oeser, Barth, et al., 2014; Wei, Oeser, Billig, &

Zimmermann, 2012; Wei, Oeser, Then, et al., 2014; Vogel et al., 2020).

Nanometer and submicrometer PET particles have been produced using

different sources of polymers dissolved in various solvents dripped to water

as an anti-solvent (Rodrı́guez-Hernández et al., 2019; Welzel, M€uller, &
Deckwer, 2002). Hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) has been found to be

the best solvent for PET (Berkowitz, 1984). It can rapidly dissolve PET

materials with different thermal histories and crystallinities by simple incu-

bation at room temperature (Wei, Breite, et al., 2019; Wei, Oeser, Barth,

et al., 2014). Dissolved PETpolymers revealedmolecular weight distributions

comparable to the literature value, indicating that the dissolution of PET in

HFIP does not lead to significant chain scission (Wei, Breite, et al., 2019).

Postconsumer PET packaging (trays, clamshells, and boxes) for fresh vegeta-

bles and fruits, which is amass-produced low-crystalline formof PET available

in the market, could be readily used to prepare PET NPs without any pre-

treatment. With help of an ULTRA TURRAX mixer (Protocol 5.1),

HFIP droplets containing dissolved PET were rapidly distributed in ultrapure

water (Fig. 1, steps 2–3), resulting in a homogenous suspension of NPswith an

average size well below the 100nm threshold defined for nanoplastics

(Fig. 2A). An average size of 76.6nm was determined using dynamic light

scattering (DLS) and verified by scanning electron microscopy (SEM;

Fig. 2B), which also demonstrated the spherical shape of the PET NPs.

The diameter determined by DLS is in good agreement with that previously

measured by nanoparticle tracking analysis (Vogel et al., 2020).

Fig. 2 Evaluation of the size distribution of PET NPs prepared using HFIP-dissolved post-
consumer PET packaging by (A) dynamic light scattering and (B) scanning electron
microscopy.
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3. Fluorimetric high-throughput screening assay

Terephthalic acid (TPA) is one of the main products released by the

enzymatic degradation of PET. Based on their characteristic absorbance at

241nm, TPA and related esters such as mono(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate

(MHET) and bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (BHET) have been moni-

tored by reversed phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-

HPLC) with UV detection (Eberl et al., 2009; Herrero Acero et al.,

2011; Palm et al., 2019). Although most modern HPLCs are equipped with

autosamplers, sequential measurements are time consuming and will

complicate the analysis of large mutant and metagenome libraries.

In alkaline buffer (pH above 8), TPA is present in its deprotonated spe-

cies as terephthalate. Terephthalate possesses a symmetrical structure, and

can thus be monohydroxylated in the presence of hydroxyl radicals to a sin-

gle product, 2-hydroxyterephthalate (2-HOTP; Fig. 3), exhibiting stable

fluorescence at 421nm (excitation at 315nm) for up to 36h at room tem-

perature (Saran & Summer, 1999). Dihydroxyterepthalic acid (DHT) is

another fluorescent hydroxylated derivate of TPA with absorption (excita-

tion) maximum at 375nm (Cho et al., 2019). However, no literature has

described the possibility of DHT synthesis via direct radical hydroxylation

of TPA, and it will thus not interfere with this assay.

For terephthalate obtained from depolymerized PET, a high concentra-

tion (up to 30% v/v) of hydrogen peroxide and an incubation at 90°C for

30min has been utilized in an earlier study to generate hydroxyl radicals for

the conversion to fluorescent 2-HOTP (O’Neill & Cavaco-Paulo, 2004;

Silva et al., 2011). It is hard to apply this temperature to microtiter plates

in a high-throughput manner. Furthermore, undesirable loss of liquid by

evaporation needs to be avoided, complicating sample handling. To avoid

this susceptibility to interferences, the iron autoxidation-mediated hydrox-

ylation of terephthalate has been successfully conducted at room tempera-

ture to quantify the enzymatic hydrolysis products of PET (Wei et al.,

2012). The chelator ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) was used

instead of hydrogen peroxide required for the canonical Fenton reaction.

EDTA can facilitate the formation of hydroxyl radicals through stabilizing

iron(III) and thus promotes the hydroxylation of terephthalate (Welch,

Davis, & Aust, 2002). This Fe(II)-EDTA complex-based method has been

previously established for the fluorimetric quantification of the hydroxyl

radical scavenging ability of various compounds in the presence of a sodium

terephthalate solution (Yang & Guo, 2001).
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Fig. 3 Fluorimetric detection of terephthalate as the PET hydrolysis product. (1) Enzymatic hydrolysis of PET yields TPA and EG as monomeric
products. (2) The formation of hydroxyl radicals mediated by the Fe(II)-EDTA complex. (3) The hydroxylation of terephthalate to fluorescent
2-HOTP in the presence of hydroxyl radicals. The excitation and emission maxima of 2-HOTP are 315nm and 421nm, respectively. RFU: rel-
ative fluorescence units.



This fluorimetric assay has proven its high sensitivity in themonitoring of

TPA resulting from PET hydrolysis using purified TfCut2, a thermophilic

polyester hydrolase from Thermobifida fusca, in a 96-well microtiter plate

format (Wei et al., 2012). The assay is robust at different phosphate buffer

concentrations from 100 to 500mM and is not inhibited by residual purified

enzyme in the reaction supernatant, but is not compatible with Tris buffer,

which scavenges the hydroxyl radicals. The assay was further validated

by comparing the amounts of TPA determined by the fluorimetric assay

and RP-HPLC, which showed an excellent agreement between the two

quantification methods (Wei et al., 2012).

As high-throughput purification of target proteins (for example, in a

96-well microtiter plate format) is currently very cost-intensive, we adapted

the fluorimetric assay for use with unpurified enzymes in crude cell lysates.We

expressed recombinant TfCut2 as well as its inactive variant TfCut2_S130A

(Vogel et al., 2020) in ZYM-5052 autoinduction medium in 96-deep-well

plates (Protocol 5.3) based on a recently published protocol (Tournier

et al., 2020). Crude cell lysates obtained by repeated freeze–thaw cycles

(Protocol 5.3) were directly used for the hydrolysis of PET NPs at 60°C
(the optimal temperature for TfCut2). Furthermore, crude cell lysates without

PET NPs were also incubated in the same manner and the resulting soluble

supernatants were subjected to fluorimetric detection after adding terephthal-

ate standards (final concentrations of 0–200μM). As shown in Fig. 4A, linear

calibration curves (R2 >0.992) were obtained independent of the incubation

time from 10 to 60min for the hydroxylation of the terephthalate. Following

the enzymatic hydrolysis of PETNPswith both active and inactive enzymes at

60°C for 30–60min, 150μL reaction supernatants were removed after centri-

fugation and added to a 96-wellmicrotiter plate for the fluorimetric estimation

of the terephthalate released. By subtracting the background autofluorescence

resulting from the inactive enzyme, which has proven to cause no release of

TPA from PET NP by RP-HPLC, the relative fluorescence units (RFU)

determined with the active TfCut2 revealed a good agreement with the

corresponding RP-HPLC analysis (Fig. 4B). This validates the applicability

of the complete procedure schematically shown in Fig. 1 which allows

sequentially the expression of enzyme libraries, the cell lysis, the hydrolysis

reaction using PET NPs, as well as the final estimation of the terephthalate

release by fluorimetry to be successfully performed in a 96-well microtiter

plate format.
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4. Materials, equipment, and reagents

4.1 PET NP production
• Postconsumer PET packaging materials (for example, clamshell boxes

used as containers for fresh vegetables and fruits)

• 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP)

• Ultrapure water (for example, obtained with the Milli-Q®Direct Water

Purification System)

• Folded filter paper (Rotilabo®- folded filters, type 600P, Carl Roth,

Karlsruhe, Germany)

• Thick-walled glass test tube with screw cap

• 1L (narrow) glass beaker

• Glass burette

• 500mL round-bottomed glass flask

Fig. 4 Fluorimetric estimation of the terephthalate concentrations. (A) Calibration cur-
ves determined with the cell lysates following incubation at 60°C for 60min and the
subsequent hydroxylation of various terephthalate standards in the presence of
Fe(II)-EDTA (0.625mM) for 10–60min at room temperature. Incubation time with
Fe(II)-EDTA did not have a significant effect, and 10min was used for further assay devel-
opment. (B) Comparison of the relative fluorescence units (RFU) determined in the
supernatants of the enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis of PET NPs (after 30 and 60min shak-
ing at 60°C, respectively) as an example for identifying hits. With the active TfCut2, sig-
nificantly higher RFU values (blue diamonds) were monitored in a good agreement with
the terephthalic acid (TPA) amounts determined by RP-HPLC (gray circles, secondary
y-axis) than those obtained with the inactive enzyme (red triangles). Error bars indicate
the standard deviations obtained with at least three independent measurements.
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• Disperser (IKA® ULTRA TURRAX® T-25 basic, Staufen, Germany)

• Rotary evaporator (Laborota 4000WB,Heidolph, Schwabach,Germany)

• Centrifuge (Micro Star 17, VWR, Darmstadt, Germany)

4.2 PET NP characterization
• Scanning electron microscope (Ultra 55 SEM, Carl Zeiss Ltd.,

G€ottingen, Germany)

• Chromium sputter system (Leybold LHZ400, Leybold, Hanau, Germany)

• Ethanol, technical grade

• Zetasizer Nano ZS with multipurpose titrator MPT-2 (Malvern

Instruments, Worcestershire, UK)

• Disposable cuvettes (PMMA, 5mL)

4.3 Protein production
• Gene of interest (for example, GenBank: FR727681.1 for the wild-type

TfCut2) cloned into an appropriate expression vector (for example,

pET-26b(+))

• Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, US)

• ZYM-5052 medium for autoinduction (Studier, 2005)

• 50mM sodium phosphate (pH8.0)

• Lysogeny Broth (LB)-agar plates

• Masterblock®, 96-well, 2mL (manufactured from polypropylene),

V-bottom, sterile, single-packed (Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen,

Germany)

• Sterile toothpicks

� Alternatively, an automated colony-picking robot can be employed

• Multichannel pipette, Transferpette®-8, 20–200μL (VWR, Darmstadt,

Germany)

• Incubation shaker with 96-well plate tray (Infors HT Minitron,

Bottmingen, Switzerland)

• Centrifuge (Heraeus® Multifuge® 3SR, Kendro Laboratory Products

GmbH, Osterode, Germany)

• Low-temperature (�80°C) freezer
• Ice

4.4 Enzymatic degradation of PET NPs
• 500mM sodium phosphate (pH8.0)

• Ultrapure water
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• PET NP suspension (1mg/mL)

• 96-well microtiter plate

• Microtiter plate shaker (iEMS® Incubator Shaker HT, ThermoFisher

Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany)

4.5 Determination of polyester hydrolysis activity
4.5.1 Fluorimetric HTS assay
• 500mM sodium phosphate (pH8.0)

• Terephthalic acid (TPA), reagent grade, 98% (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim,

Germany)

• 100mM sodium hydroxide

• 5mM sodium EDTA solution (pH8.0)

• 5mM freshly prepared Fe(II)SO4 solution

• FLUOTRAC™ 96-well microtiter plate (manufactured from polysty-

rene), F-bottom (chimney well), black, medium binding (Greiner

Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany)

• Microtiter plate reader/spectrophotometer (for example, Varioskan™

LUX, ThermoFisher Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany)

4.5.2 RP-HPLC
• Acetonitrile, analytical grade

• Ultrapure water (degassed)

• Formic acid (FA), reagent grade, �95% (Sigma- Aldrich, Steinheim,

Germany)

• Terephthalic acid (TPA), 98%, (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany)

• PET NP degradation reaction solution

• HPLC glass vials

• HPLC glass inlets

• HPLC vial lids

• Hitachi LaChrom Elite HPLC (VWR, Darmstadt, Germany)

� Column oven: L-2300

� Autosampler: L-2200

� UV detector: L-2400

� Pump: L-2130

� HPLC Degasser 2005

• Column: Kinetex®, 5μM EVO C18 100Å, 150�4.6mm

(Phenomenex®, Aschaffenburg, Germany)
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5. Protocols

5.1 PET NP production
1. Dissolve 300mg of postconsumer PET packaging materials in 20mL

HFIP in a closed thick-walled glass test tube with screw cap and incubate

at room temperature for approximately 12h until completely dissolved.

a. HFIP is considered a harmful solvent, with GHS codes GHS05,

GHS07, and GHS08 (GHS hazard pictograms are shown in Fig. 1).

b. Appropriate personal protective equipment (face shields, gloves,

goggles, and a multipurpose combination respirator cartridge) should

be used.

c. The solvent should be carefully handled in a fume hood and the

waste obtained by rotary evaporation (halogenated organic waste)

should be properly disposed of according to local guidelines.

d. It is important to use a strong and well-sealable glass vessel for

incubation of HFIP.

2. Fill the solution into a burette and drip (drop speed of approximately

0.5mL/min) into 300mL ultrapure water under strong stirring at

13,000rpm using the IKA® ULTRA TURRAX® (T-25 basic).

3. Remove large aggregates of the precipitated polymer by passing the

liquid through a Rotilabo®-folded filter (type 600P).

4. Remove HFIP from the NP suspension using a rotary evaporator at

190mbar and 50°C for approximately 1h. Continue until the volume

is reduced to a third of the initial volume.

5. Determine the PET NP concentration gravimetrically. Centrifuge 6mL

of suspension at room temperature and 17,000� g for >5min and dry

the resulting pellet using a SpeedVac or by incubation at 50°C for 24h.

6. Determine the mass of the PET nanoparticle pellet and calculate the

concentration of the original suspension in mg/mL.

5.2 PET NP characterization
5.2.1 Analysis of particle size and morphology by SEM
1. Prepare PET NP samples for SEM by diluting the PET NP suspension

with ethanol (1:1).

2. Spread the suspension on a silicon waver and leave to dry at room

temperature for 24h.

3. Mount the SEM samples on a sample holder using metal clamps.

4. Transfer the sample holder to the sputter system.
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5. Apply a sputtered layer of chromium (30nm) to ensure conductivity of

the sample.

6. Transfer the sample holder to the SEM system.

7. SEM is then carried out under vacuum at different magnifications.

5.2.2 Analysis of particle size distribution by DLS
1. Fill a disposable cuvette (5mL) with 2.5mL of the PET NP suspension

and mount the cuvette in the measurement system.

2. Particle size is determined following the software instructions using stan-

dard settings for DLS. Particle size can be measured based on the hydro-

dynamic radius, which can be calculated from the light scattering of the

used laser light.

3. Use the dip cell unit (cuvette cap with two electrodes) on the cuvette in

the measurement system, so that zeta potential measurements can be

carried out.

4. Zeta potential is determined following the software instructions using

standard settings. The zeta potential can be measured using the same

solution applying the principle of ELS via the electrophoretic mobility

in an applied electrical field, using the Laser-Doppler effect.

5.3 Protein production
The ZYM-5052 autoinductionmedium (Studier, 2005) for protein produc-

tion by autoinduction consists of the following components: 1% tryptone,

0.5% yeast extract, 25mM Na2HPO4, 25mM KH2PO4, 50mM NH4Cl,

5mM Na2SO4, 0.5% glycerol, 0.05% glucose, 0.2% α-lactose and 2mM

MgSO4.

The recombinant expression of desired enzymes in E. coli BL21(DE3) is

performed in ZYM-5052 autoinduction medium at 21°C for 23h.

1. Transform the gene of interest into competent E. coli BL21(DE3) using

either chemically competent or electrocompetent cells.

2. Add the appropriate amount of antibiotics to the ZYM-5052 medium

and transfer 1mL of medium to every well of the 96-deep-well plate.

3. Using a toothpick or colony-picking robot, transfer freshly transformed

colonies from the LB-agar plate to the medium in the wells.

4. Incubate the 96-deep-well plate in an incubation shaker at 250rpm and

21°C for 23h.

5. Harvest E. coli cells by centrifugation at 3600� g for 30min.

The E. coli BL21(DE3) cells are disrupted by repeated freeze–thaw cycles

( Johnson & Hecht, 1994).
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1. Freeze the 96-deep-well plate containing the cell pellets at �80°C for

30min.

2. Incubate the plate in ice water for 10min to thaw.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 three times.

4. Resuspend lysed cell pellets in 250μL of 50mM sodium phosphate

(pH8.0).

5. Incubate cell suspensions at 100 rpm for 30min at room temperature to

allow the release of recombinant enzymes.

6. Centrifuge the 96-deep-well plate at 3600� g and 4°C for 30min to

separate the insoluble debris from the soluble fraction containing

recombinant enzymes.

5.4 Enzymatic degradation of PET NP
The enzymatic degradation of PET NP is performed in 96-well microtiter

plates shaken at 900 rpm and 60°C. Recombinant TfCut2 and an inactive

S130A variant are used as positive and negative controls, respectively.

The reaction temperature and the duration of incubation should be adapted

with respect to the optimal temperature of the applied enzyme (in the case of

metagenome screening, use a temperature matching the desired properties

of the polyester hydrolase to be found).

1. Mix 10μL of a 1mg/mL PETNP solution (10μg) with 40μL of 500mM

sodium phosphate (final concentration 100mM, pH8.0) and 50μL
ultrapure water.

2. Incubate the assay mixture with 100μL crude cell lysate (final volume

200μL) at 60°C for 30 and 60min in a microtiter plate shaker (900 rpm).

3. Stop the degradation reaction by centrifugation at 2844� g and 4°C for

15min to remove the (precipitated) protein and unhydrolyzed NP.

4. Remove the soluble supernatant to determine the amount of degradation

products using the fluorimetric HTS assay and RP-HPLC.

5.5 Quantification of the PET degradation products
5.5.1 Fluorimetric HTS assay
The emission and excitation maxima of the fluorescent product 2-HOTP

are determined using a commercial standard. All measurements should be

taken at least in triplicate.

1. Dissolve 1.82mg 2-HOTP in 1mL 100mM sodium hydroxide to

produce a 10mM stock solution.
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2. Prepare a 2-HOTP standard by diluting the 10mM stock solution in

ultrapure water to a final concentration of 100μM.

3. Mix 10μL of the 2-HOTP (100μM) with 40μL of 500mM sodium

phosphate (pH8.0, final buffer concentration of 100mM) and 150μL
ultrapure water in a black FLUOTRAC™ 96-well microtiter plate (final

volume of 200μL in each well).

4. Determine the excitation maximum by recording fluorescence emission

at 421nm while scanning excitation wavelengths between 200 and

403nm using a Varioskan LUX microtiter plate reader.

5. Determine the emission maximum by recording fluorescence emission

between 346 and 600nm while exciting the sample at 315nm using a

Varioskan LUX microtiter plate reader.

The fluorimetric HTS assay is performed in black FLUOTRAC™

96-well microtiter plates at 25°C in a Varioskan LUX microtiter plate

spectrophotometer.

6. Dissolve 16.6mg TPA in 10mL 100mM sodium hydroxide to produce

a 10mM terephthalate stock solution

7. Prepare a terephthalate standard series by diluting the stock solution in

ultrapure water to a final concentration in the range of 0–200μM
8. Incubate 120μL crude cell lysates at the desired reaction temperature

for the same duration to resemble the degradation reaction without

the addition of PET NPs in a microtiter plate shaker

9. Mix 10μL of the terephthalate standard solutions with 40μL of

500mM sodium phosphate (pH8.0) and 100μL soluble supernatant

(step 8) in a black FLUOTRAC™ 96-well microtiter plate (final

volume of 150μL in each well)

10. Initiate hydroxylation of terephthalate by adding 25μL of 5mM EDTA

and 25μL of 5mM Fe(II)SO4 (final concentration of 625μM Fe(II)-

EDTA) and incubating for at least 10min at room temperature

11. Measure the fluorescence emission at 421nm upon excitation at

315nm using the microtiter plate reader

12. Plot the fluorescence obtained in step 11 against the terephthalate

concentrations applied to obtain a calibration curve

13. Similarly as described above in step 9, mix 150μL of the reaction super-

natant following the enzymatic hydrolysis of PET NP instead of the

terephthalate standard solution to perform the fluorimetric determina-

tion from steps 9 to 11 and estimate the amount of terephthalate based

on the calibration curves obtained in step 12.
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5.5.2 RP-HPLC
1. Separate the degradation products on a Kinetex® (5μM EVO C18

100Å, 150�4.6mm) column by injecting 10μL sample.

2. Use 0.1% (v/v) formic acid in water (A) and acetonitrile (B) as mobile

phases. Run a gradient from 5% to 44% (B) over 12min, then increase to

70% (B) over 3min. Use a flow rate of 0.8mL/min.

3. Detect the amounts of UV-absorbing compounds by measuring

absorbance at 240nm.
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SUMMARY

Plastic waste imposes a serious problem to the environment and society. Hence,
strategies for a circular plastic economy are demanded. One strategy is the engi-
neering of polyester hydrolases toward higher activity for the biotechnological re-
cycling of polyethylene terephthalate (PET). To provide tools for the rapid
characterization of PET hydrolases and the detection of degradation products
like terephthalic acid (TPA), we coupled a carboxylic acid reductase (CAR) and
the luciferase LuxAB. CAR converted TPA into the corresponding aldehydes in Es-
cherichia coli, which yielded bioluminescence that not only semiquantitatively re-
flected amounts of TPA in hydrolysis samples but is suitable as a high-throughput
screening assay to assess PET hydrolase activity. Furthermore, the CAR-catalyzed
synthesis of terephthalaldehydewas combinedwith a reductive amination cascade
in a one-pot setup yielding the corresponding diamine, suggesting a new strategy
for the transformation of TPA as a product obtained from PET biodegradation.

INTRODUCTION

The global production of plastics is rapidly increasing.More than 8% of the global petrochemical production –

4% as source for materials and 4% to cover energy demands – were consumed by plastic manufacturing indus-

tries (Hopewell et al., 2009). However, only a fraction of discarded plastic is recycled (Geyer et al., 2017). Conse-

quently, efficient disposal and sustainable recycling strategies for plastic waste are urgently needed to reduce

the risk of pollution imposed on ecosystems and human health (Eriksen et al., 2014; Rahimi and Garcı́a, 2017;

Vollmer et al., 2020; Wright and Kelly, 2017). Furthermore, to decrease both carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions

and the dependence on fossil fuel-based resources, a circular plastic economy is regarded as the central – and

vital – approach (Raoul et al., 2021; Sarah and Gloria, 2021; Simon et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2020).

Particularly, the biocatalysis-based recycling of polyethylene terephthalate (PET), which is extensively used to

manufacture food packaging and beverage containers, has become a vivid field of research with the discovery

of microbial PET-degrading enzymatic activities (Kawai et al., 2019, 2020; Tournier et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2020,

2022; Yoshida et al., 2016). So far, PET hydrolases from actinomycetes including different Thermobifida strains

(Herrero Acero et al., 2011; Müller et al., 2005; Wei et al., 2014), from the bacterium Ideonella sakaiensis (Yosh-

ida et al., 2016), and a commercial cutinase from the fungi Thermomyces insolens, formerly known asHumicola

insolens, have been employed (Ronkvist et al., 2009). Recently, a variant of the compost metagenome-derived

and highly thermostable leaf-branch compost cutinase (LCC) (Sulaiman et al., 2012) was engineered toward

increased PET-hydrolyzing activity, which pushed the enzymatic depolymerization of PET from laboratory

scales to industrially relevant metrics by degrading amorphized (i.e., pretreated) postconsumer PET bottles

in only 10 h reaction time (Tournier et al., 2020). This and the fact that LCC as well as other PET hydrolases

were found in public metagenome databases will certainly advance biotechnological plastic degradation

and recycling in the near future (Bornscheuer, 2016; Danso et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2020, 2022).

Despite the many achievements in the last two decades, the activity of PET hydrolases is still assessed

by simply measuring the weight loss of the residual bulk PET polymer after depolymerization (Wei

et al., 2019a, 2019b; Yoshida et al., 2016) or the chromatographic analysis and quantification of

degradation intermediates and/or products such as terephthalic acid (TPA) and its monoesters and diesters

(Eberl et al., 2009; Herrero Acero et al., 2011; Palm et al., 2019). Recently, an isothermal titration
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calorimetry-based method has been established for directly assessing the enthalpy of ester hydrolysis, thus

enabling a real-time monitoring of the enzymatic PET hydrolysis (Vogel et al., 2021). All these strategies suffer

from laborious sample preparation and the only low to moderate sample throughput, impeding the charac-

terization of novel biocatalysts – not only limited to polyester hydrolases – and the screening of large protein

libraries (Markel et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2020, 2022; Yi et al., 2021). This obstacle was addressed by a Fenton

chemistry-mediated fluorometric detection assay for TPA in a 96-well microtiter plate format, suitable for

high-throughput (HT) screening applications (Pfaff et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2012). The assay is based on the for-

mation of hydroxyl radicals mediated by an Fe(II)-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid complex in the presence of

molecular oxygen (O2) (Saran and Summer, 1999; Wei et al., 2012; Welch et al., 2002); hydroxyl radicals and

TPA then react to the fluorescent 2-hydroxyterephthalate (lexcitation = 315 nm, lemission = 421 nm).

Complementary, genetically encoded biosensor systems have been used for the detection of small mole-

cules and included transcription factors (TFs), riboswitches, or enzyme-coupled sensor devices (Bayer et al.,

2021; Dietrich et al., 2010; Lehtinen et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2015, 2017; Yi et al., 2021). To date, only two bio-

sensors have been reported to detect TPA in vivo. The first was assembled by Pardo et al. and comprised

the TF TphR and its regulatory nucleotide sequences from Comamonas testosteroni and the superfolder

green fluorescent protein (sfGFP) (Pardo et al., 2020). TphR is a transcriptional activator, which – upon bind-

ing of TPA – acts as the inducer of a gene cluster responsible for the conversion of TPA to protocatechuate

in Comamonas strains (Kasai et al., 2010). Their TF-based biosensor system facilitated the screening of TPA

transporter variants, in other words, the improved uptake of TPA from the environment in Acinetobacter

baylyi ADP1 through fluorescence-activated cell sorting (Pardo et al., 2020). The second example featured

sfGFP as the fluorescence reporter and the promiscuous TF XylS from Pseudomonas putida, which was en-

gineered by Li and coworkers to bind TPA additionally to reported benzoic acid derivatives (Li et al., 2022).

With the efficient detection of TPA in living cells, these sensing devices have yet to be tested for the

directed evolution of PET hydrolases by the HT-assisted detection of TPA as PET degradation product.

Most recently, the luciferase LuxAB from Photorhabdus luminescens (P. luminescens) was introduced for

the detection of structurally diverse aldehydes in Escherichia coli (E. coli) (Bayer et al., 2021). In the present

work, the carboxylic acid reductase from Mycobacterium marinum (CARMm) was shown to transform TPA

into the corresponding aldehydes 4-carboxybenzaldehyde (4-CBAL) and terephthalaldehyde (TAL) in vivo

(Figure 1). The coupling of the enzymatic reduction to the LuxAB biosensor device yielded biolumines-

cence that semiquantitatively reflected increasing amounts of TPA in PET hydrolysis samples obtained

through various hydrolases. The system not only provides a biosensor-based HT assay for TPA but the first

biocatalytic route toward highly reactive TPA-derived aldehydes such as TAL, avoiding hazardous chemical

procedures (Barnicki, 2017; Snell and Weissberger, 1940). Following the transformation of TAL in the same

reaction vessel, the corresponding diamine was yielded and will allow for potential industrial applications

(Brindell et al., 1976; Rohan et al., 2015; Suematsu et al., 1983; Wang et al., 2021).
RESULTS

Optimization of whole-cell biotransformations and evaluation of HT assay conditions

In a previous study, the monooxygenase LuxAB from P. luminescens was expressed in E. coli K-12 MG1655

RARE (Kunjapur et al., 2014), herein referred to as E. coli RARE, and provided a reliable detection tool

for aldehydes in living cells in a 96-well microplate format (Bayer et al., 2021), importantly, beyond the

previously reported long-chain aliphatic aldehydes (Colepicolo et al., 1989). Furthermore, LuxAB was

suitable to sense aldehydes, including aromatic products such as benzaldehyde, cuminaldehyde, and

2-phenylacetaldehyde that were enzymatically produced from carboxylic acid substrates by the co-expres-

sion of CARMm in the same cell (Bayer et al., 2021). Prompted by the structural relatedness of these aromatic

aldehydes to TPA-derived aldehydes, the capabilities of (1) CARMm – to reduce one or both carboxylic acid

functionalities of TPA to the aldehyde – and (2) LuxAB – to accept aldehyde products formed in situ, thereby

yielding bioluminescence – were investigated.

Therefore, chemically competent E. coli BL21(DE3) cells were transformed with pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi

to co-express CARMm and a phosphopantetheinyl transferase from Nocardia iowensis (PPTNi) (Bayer et al.,

2021). The PPT is required to posttranslationally modify apoCARs to yield the functional holo-CAR enzymes

(Akhtar et al., 2013; Finnigan et al., 2017; Horvat and Winkler, 2020). Whereas TPA was not converted in

resting cells (RCs) of untransformed E. coli, the detection of 4-(hydroxymethyl) benzaldehyde (4-HMBAL)

and 1,4-benzenedimethanol (1,4-BDM; 32.7 G 3.5% combined yields) by gas chromatography equipped
2 iScience 25, 104326, May 20, 2022



Figure 1. Enzyme-coupled biosensor for the detection of TPA in E. coli

(1) The biocatalytic degradation of PET by hydrolases releases monomeric molecules including TPA and ethylene glycol

(not shown). The PET hydrolase structure in the schemewas adapted from PDB: 6THT (Tournier et al., 2020). (2) TPA can be

reduced to the corresponding dialdehydes and monoaldehydes by CARMm (accessory PPTNi not shown). These alde-

hydes are sensed by LuxAB, thereby emitting bioluminescence. Endogenous enzymes further reduce aldehydes to the

corresponding primary alcohols. (3) The reactive TAL can be captured as aldoxime (not shown) and further converted to

the diamine by reductive amination and basic work-up in a one-pot cascade, interconverting polymer precursors as future

upcycling option after further optimization.
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with a flame ionization detector (GC/FID) indicated both the activity of CARMm toward TPA and the further

reduction of aldehydes by endogenous host enzymes (Figure 1 and Table 1) (Bayer et al., 2017; Kunjapur

et al., 2014; Kunjapur and Prather, 2015). However, biotransformation mixtures contained up to 75% un-

reacted TPA besides the over-reduced products after 24 h (Figure S1A). Although a similar conversion of

TPA was achieved with RCs of E. coli RARE (Figure S1B), the utilization of E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp enhanced

the bioreduction of TPA significantly (Figure 2A). RCs of the engineered strain harboring pACYCDuet-1/

carMm:pptNi were prepared and biotransformations were carried out as outlined below. The resulting sus-

pension contained a mixture of TPA (31.1 G 5.9%), 4-CBAL (36.8 G 9.9%), 4-HMBAL (6.5 G 2.2%), and 1,4-

BDM (13.7 G 5.7%) according to GC/FID (Figure 2A); the highly reactive TAL could only be detected in

traces. The nonessential lpp gene encodes one of the most abundant cellular proteins in terms of copy

number (Li et al., 2014) and controls the (mechanical) properties of the inner and outer membrane (Asmar

et al., 2017; Mathelié-Guinlet et al., 2020). Not only was its deletion suggested to affect the permeability of

the cellular envelope for small molecules (Ni et al., 2007); it increased expression levels of CARMm accord-

ing to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) analysis (Figure S2). This

may be explained by the reallocation of cellular resources (Li et al., 2014) and might provide a general

approach to improve heterologous protein production.

Subsequently, RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp as well as E. coli RARE were prepared either expressing only

LuxAB or the luciferase together with CARMm/PPTNi. E. coli RARE exhibits reduced aromatic aldehyde-

reducing activity (Kunjapur et al., 2014) and has been employed by various groups to increase the persis-

tence of aldehydes for both their production in vivo (Bayer et al., 2017; Horvat and Winkler, 2020; Kunjapur

et al., 2016) and their efficient detection (Bayer et al., 2021; Ressmann et al., 2019).

Satisfyingly, the previously established HT assay conditions yielded bioluminescence in the presence of

TPA-derived aldehydes in both E. coli strains expressing LuxAB (Bayer et al., 2021). At 1 mM final concen-

tration, the highest fold-increase in bioluminescence was observed in the presence of 4-CBAL and TAL,

both elevating bioluminescence about 8-fold above background in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp after

15 min, followed by 4-HMBAL (4-fold) (Figure 2B). As expected, TPA did not increase bioluminescence

in RCs only expressing the biosensor, but signals increased more than 4-fold when co-expressing LuxAB

and CARMm/PPTNi in the same cell (Figure 2C). Similar results were obtained with RCs of E. coli RARE

upon the addition of TPA (Figure S3; 1 mM final concentration); to extenuate the cytotoxic effects of initially

high aldehyde levels and in accordance with previous findings, 4-CBAL, TAL, and 4-HMBAL could be effi-

ciently detected at 0.1 mM final concentration in E. coli RARE (Figure S3) (Bayer et al., 2021). The
iScience 25, 104326, May 20, 2022 3



Table 1. List of compounds

Compound (Abbreviation) Retention time [min] RRF

Terephthalic acid (TPA) 6.90–7.00 0.243

4-Carboxybenzaldehyde (4-CBAL) 3.70–3.80 0.297

4-(Hydroxymethyl) benzoic acid (4-HMBA) 4.14 0.216

Terephthalaldehyde (TAL) 4.23 0.932

4-(Hydroxymethyl) benzaldehyde (4-HMBAL) 5.22 1.132

1,4-Benzenedimethanol (1,4-BDM) 5.51 1.168

1,4-bis-(Aminomethyl) benzene (1,4-bis-AMB) 5.27 0.830

Benzylamine (BAM) 2.76 0.783

Methyl benzoate (IS) 3.28 –

The retention times for benzoic acid and 2-phenylacetic acid and their corresponding aldehydes and primary alcohols as well

as GC/FID-based quantification were reported previously (Bayer et al., 2021). Relative response factors (RFFs) were used as

mean values of independently prepared standard solutions (n R 3) analyzed by GC/FID.
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established reduction of 2-phenylacetic acid to 2-phenylacetaldehyde by CARMm was included as positive

control for the HT assay because the latter is accepted by LuxAB (Figure 2B–2C). DMSO slightly increased

background luminescence over time, which had also been shown for other cosolvents like ethanol and

acetonitrile (Bayer et al., 2021). Supporting the results of the HT assay (Figure 2C), the activity of the

CAR enzyme toward 4-CBAL and 4-HMBA could be confirmed byGC/FID analysis of extracts from biotrans-

formations employing CARMm/PPTNi (Figures S1C–S1D).

Motivated by the functional CAR/luciferase biosensor couple for the detection of TPA, the assay was tested

with hydrolysate samples obtained after the enzymatic degradation of PET.
Assaying TPA in PET hydrolysis samples under HT conditions

For the preparation of PET hydrolysates, the codon-optimized genes of LCC, the engineered variant LCC-

ICCG (Tournier et al., 2020), and the polyester hydrolase-1 (PES-H1) (Zimmermann et al., 2019) were ex-

pressed from pET26b vectors in E. coli BL21(DE3) cultivated in auto-induction medium (AIM) supple-

mented with kanamycin and finally purified as described in this study.

The enzymatic degradation of amorphous PET film (Gf-PET, purchased from Goodfellow Ltd.) by LCC, LCC-

ICCG, and PES-H1 was adapted from Tournier et al. as outlined below (Tournier et al., 2020). Hydrolysates

were processed as described in this study and analyzed by the CARMm/LuxAB biosensor system under HT

conditions (Figure 3) as well as calibrated high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC; Table S2).

In the presence of 1 mM TPA, the bioluminescence increased about 4-fold and 5-fold in RCs of E. coli

BL21(DE3) Dlpp and E. coli RARE, respectively, after 1 h. While the fold-increase in bioluminescence pla-

teaued in E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp for 4 h (Figure S4), it increased more than 17-fold in E. coli RARE cells dur-

ing the same reaction time (Figure 3). This difference can be explained by the distinct metabolic back-

grounds of the two strains as highlighted earlier. The knockout of several alcohol dehydrogenases and

aldo-keto reductases in E. coli RARE increases the persistence of (aromatic) aldehydes in vivo, including

TPA-derived aldehydes (Kunjapur et al., 2014). In contrast, the activity of these endogenous enzymes in

E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp continuously reduces reactive aldehydes to the corresponding primary alcohols

such as 1,4-BDM (Figure S1), which is not a substrate for LuxAB (Figure 2B).

Whereas bioluminescence signals were elevated >3-fold with PET hydrolysates obtained by the wild-type

enzymes PES-H1 and LCC, bioluminescence increased >7-fold in LCC-ICCG samples after 4 h (Figure 3).

This may be attributed to higher concentrations of potassium terephthalate salts in PET hydrolysates ob-

tained by the LCC-ICCG variant compared to LCC, for example. Based on the fold-increases, TPA concen-

trations in the supernatants of the three hydrolysates were calculated and suggested 38.3 G 3.8 mM,

39.3 G 1.3 mM, and 95.5 G 10.7 mM for PES-H1, LCC, and LCC-ICCG, respectively. Similar TPA yields

in the same concentration range (56 mM, 47 mM, and 111 mM, respectively) were determined by HPLC

(Table S2).
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Figure 2. Enzyme-coupled biosensor assembly in E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp

(A) CARMm reduces TPA to 4-CBAL and TAL, which are further reduced to 4-HMBA, 4-HMBAL, and 1,4-BDM by endogenous enzymes in vivo; PPTNi for

posttranslational modification of CARMm is omitted for clarity. Experiments were performed in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp (OD600 z 10.0) co-expressing

enzymes from pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi (Bayer et al., 2021) in the presence of 2 mM TPA and 5% (n/n) DMSO as organic cosolvent. Sampling: 0 h (after the

addition of TPA and mixing) and 24 h. Recoveries were reduced because of low solubility of TPA in resting cell medium (RCM) and the volatility of reaction

compounds. GC yields are presented as mean values + standard deviation (SD) [mM] of biological replicates (n = 3); see also Figure S1.

(B) Direct detection of aldehydes (1 mM) by increasing bioluminescence over time in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp expressing LuxAB from pLuxAB. (C) In situ

production of aldehydes from carboxylates (1 mM) in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3)Dlpp co-expressing LuxAB and CARMm/PPTNi; 2-phenyl acetic acid (2-PAA) was

used as control. Experiments were performed in the presence of 1% (n/n) DMSO under HT assay conditions as described previously (Bayer et al., 2021); data

presented as mean fold-increase bioluminescence obtained from biological replicates (n = 3). For results employing E. coli RARE, see Figure S3.
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Given that the biosensor system is operating in living cells, the cytotoxicity of both carboxylates and

the corresponding aldehydes (Bayer et al., 2017, 2021; Kunjapur and Prather, 2015), as well as the tran-

sient nature of bioluminescence signals (Fleiss and Sarkisyan, 2019) may interfere with the quantitative

determination, allowing for marginal deviations from HPLC data. Nonetheless, the analysis of PET hydro-

lysates under HT conditions employing RCs of E. coli RARE yielded a reproducible fold-increase in

bioluminescence based on the enzymatic transformation of TPA into the corresponding aldehydes

and their detection by LuxAB, ultimately, reflecting TPA concentrations in PET hydrolysate samples

semiquantitatively.
Transformation of TAL by a chemo-enzymatic cascade in one pot

The chemical synthesis of (aromatic) aldehydes can be troublesome because of the high reactivity of

the carbonyl group (Ferguson, 1946; Kunjapur and Prather, 2015). A promising alternative to specifically

synthesize aldehydes are the well-established enzymatic reductions of carboxylates by CARs (Bayer
iScience 25, 104326, May 20, 2022 5



Figure 3. PET hydrolysis samples analyzed under HT conditions in E. coli RARE

The enzyme-coupled biosensor system yielded bioluminescence in the presence of 1 mM TPA (positive control) and

hydrolysates obtained by the enzymatic degradation of Gf-PET films by PES-H1, LCC, and LCC-ICCG; the

bioluminescence did not increase in the presence of 1% (n/n) DMSO over monitoring time. Experiments were performed

in RCs of E. coli RARE under HT assay conditions as described previously (Bayer et al., 2021); data presented as mean

values of the fold-increase in bioluminescence + SD of biological replicates (n R 3). For results employing E. coli

BL21(DE3) Dlpp RCs, see Figure S4.
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et al., 2017, 2021; Butler and Kunjapur, 2020; Finnigan et al., 2017; Horvat andWinkler, 2020; Qu et al., 2018).

CARMm readily accepts TPA as indicated by the bioluminescence signals in the LuxAB-based HT assay

(Figures 2C and S2B) and confirmed by the detection of 4-CBAL and TAL as intermediates and the corre-

sponding over-reduced compounds 4-HMBAL and 1,4-BDM according to GC/FID. 4-HMBAL and 1,4-BDM

are exclusively formed by the endogenous activities of host enzymes (Bayer et al., 2017; Kunjapur et al.,

2014) (Figures 2A and S1). To the best of our knowledge, the CAR-catalyzed reduction of TPA is the first

reported biocatalytic route forming TPA-derived aldehydes such as TAL, substituting hazardous chemical

procedures (Snell andWeissberger, 1940). Depending on the purity and downstream application of plastic

monomers from biocatalytic degradations, not all TPA is suitable for the resynthesis of virgin PET. There-

fore, (bio)chemical transformation strategies for the re-use (i.e., upcycling) of plastic precursors is of inter-

est (Tiso et al., 2021). Recently, Sadler and Wallace synthesized vanillin from hydrolyzed waste PET by

combining TPA-transforming enzymes from Comamonas sp. to yield intermediate catechol that was con-

verted to the product by the activities of a CAR and an engineered catechol O-methyltransferase in E. coli

RARE (Kunjapur and Prather, 2019; Sadler and Wallace, 2021).

In the following proof-of-concept example, benzaldehyde and TAL were produced from benzoic acid and

TPA, respectively, by CARMm/PPTNi in E. coli BL21(DE3) or E. coli RARE RCs. The aldehydes were quenched

in the presence of an excess of hydroxylamine hydrochloride (NH2OH $ HCl) to form the corresponding al-

doximes. Subsequently, reductive amination was performed in one pot by the addition of zinc powder and

acidification (Ayedi et al., 2013). After extraction under basic conditions, the expected primary amines –

benzylamine (BAM; 35.3 G 0.7%) and 1,4-bis-(aminomethyl) benzene (1,4-bis-AMB; 15.0 G 5.0%) – could

be detected by GC/FID (Figure 4); benzyl alcohol and 1,4-BDM, respectively, were the major byproducts.

Structurally related diamines find applications in synthesis of polyurethanes and polyamides, for example

(Wang et al., 2021). In addition, although not further investigated in this study, the formation of imines

might contribute to the low yield and the poor recovery of material in reactions starting from TPA

(Godoy-Alcántar et al., 2005; Simion et al., 2001).
DISCUSSION

The expanding number of new PET hydrolases from natural resources including metagenomes as well as

protein engineering endeavors calls for tools for their rapid characterization (Wei et al., 2022; Wiltschi et al.,

2020). Furthermore, the functional assessment of these enzymes depends – with very few exceptions (Pfaff
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et al., 2021; Vogel et al., 2021) – on chromatographic methods characterized by only modest sample

throughputs (Markel et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2020; Yi et al., 2021). To address this issue, this work coupled

the activity of CARMm to reduce TPA in different E. coli strains to the corresponding aldehydes (4-CBAL,

TAL, and 4-HMBAL) with the genetically encoded biosensor LuxAB from P. luminescens. The latter emits

detectable bioluminescence in the presence of TPA-derived aldehydes (Figures 1, 2 and S3). As TPA is a

building block of PET, the CAR/LuxAB couple was employed to detect terephthalates in hydrolysate sam-

ples obtained from PET degradation, catalyzed by the wild-type polyester hydrolases PES-H1 and LCC and

the engineered variant LCC-ICCG. Not only was TPA reliably detected by reproducible fold-increase in

bioluminescence values in independently carried out assay set-ups under HT conditions (Figures 2C and

3); samples containing terephthalate from PET hydrolysis by PES-H1, LCC, and LCC-ICCG exhibited steady

fold-increases over 4 h under HT assay conditions in E. coli RARE, which was in agreement with HPLC data.

This sufficed to distinguish between wild-type enzymes and a variant with increased PET degradation ac-

tivity and offers a semiquantitative screening tool for PET hydrolase libraries in the future.

Lastly, with the biocatalytic production of TAL from TPA, we accessed a highly reactive aldehyde interme-

diate that could be transformed into the corresponding primary diamine, for example, in aqueous reaction

media (Figure 4A). The chemo-enzymatic three-step cascade also yielded >30% BAM from benzoic acid via

the aldehyde and aldoxime intermediates (Figure 4B).

In conclusion, the presented work featured a complementary biosensor tool for the HT detection of TPA in

living cells and suggested new routes for the bio-based interconversion of polymer building blocks, sup-

porting efforts toward a circular plastic economy, the reduction of CO2 emissions, and the stewardship of

resources.
Limitations of the study

Although the utilization of E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp significantly increased the CAR-catalyzed conversion of

TPA in vivo, it was not superior to the established E. coli RARE strain for the LuxAB-based detection of al-

dehydes over longer reaction times because of their different metabolic backgrounds. However, the repro-

ducible detection of TPA by the CARMm/LuxAB-coupled biosensor under HT assay conditions in E. coli

RARE enabled the semiquantitative assessment of terephthalate salts in the supernatants obtained from

the biocatalytic degradation by various PET hydrolases. Even though calculated yields were in the same

concentration range according to calibrated HPLC, discrepancies arise from operating the biosensor sys-

tem in whole-cells of E. coli because of the cytotoxicity of TPA and the corresponding aldehydes, for

example. Accordingly, the bioluminescence yielded by the LuxAB-catalyzed reaction is transient and influ-

enced by the metabolic background, the viability and physiological state of cells including aeration;

because LuxAB is a monooxygenase, the generation of bioluminescence depends on the aldehyde sub-

strate and O2. In addition, expression levels of enzymes, intracellular cofactor availability, and the back-

ground luminescence in living cells can add to variations but are easily addressed by appropriate (negative)

controls, and the normalization of bioluminescence signals as discussed in detail previously (Bayer et al.,

2021).

The interconversion of TPA into 1,4-bis-AMB through a three-step chemo-enzymatic cascade operating in

one-pot only yielded only 15.0 G 5.0% of the diamine and could not be improved by employing E. coli

RARE, for example. The poor recovery of material (<50%) can be explained by the low solubility of TPA

in aqueous solutions and the volatility of reaction intermediates. Furthermore, the formation of imines

from aldehyde and amine precursors in aqueous solutions has been reported (Godoy-Alcántar et al.,

2005; Simion et al., 2001) and will be investigated as a contributing factor in the future. Nonetheless, the

reductive amination could be achieved in an aqueous buffer system, which advances the original protocol

(Ayedi et al., 2013) and puts it in the context of transforming PET-derived TPA.
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Figure 4. Chemo-enzymatic one-pot cascades

Carboxylates are reduced by CARMm in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) to the corresponding aldehydes; PPTNi is omitted for clarity. In the presence of NH2OH $HCl,

the oximes are formed (not shown), which are reduced to the primary amines (shades of blue) after the addition of Zn/HCl to the same reaction vessel.

(A) The TAL intermediate yields the desired 1,4-bis-AMB, besides 1,4-BDM as the major byproduct. Recoveries were reduced due to low solubility of TPA in

RCM containing 5% (n/n) DMSO as organic co-solvent, the volatility of reaction compounds, and the formation of yet to be identified byproducts such as

imines (Godoy-Alcántar et al., 2005; Simion et al., 2001).

(B) Benzoic acid in the presence of 5% (n/n) ethanol was reduced to benzaldehyde, yielding the desired BAM after reductive amination and benzyl alcohol as

the sole byproduct. Experiments were performed in RCs (OD600 z 10.0) co-expressing enzymes from pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi (Bayer et al., 2021).

Sampling: (1) after the addition of NH2OH $HCl (2.2 and 1.1 equiv for TPA and benzoic acid, respectively) and carboxylic acid andmixing; (2) after performing

the reductive amination in one-pot. GC yields are presented as mean values + SD [mM] of biological replicates (n = 3). Performance was similar with RCs of

E. coli RARE producing 27.2 G 6.6% BAM and 13.1 G 8.0% 1,4-bis-AMB (n = 2).
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and virus strains

E. coli BL21(DE3) Thermo Scientific� Cat#EC0114

E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp This paper N/A

E. coli DH5a Thermo Scientific� Cat#18265017

E. coli K-12 MG1655 RARE Prof. K.L.J. Prather

(Kunjapur et al., 2014)

Addgene Bacterial strain #61440

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

PET film Goodfellow GmbH Cat#ES301445

Terephthalic acid (TPA; CAS: 100-21-0) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#185361

4-Carboxybenzaldehyde (4-CBAL;

CAS: 619-66-9)

Acros Cat#154580050

4-(Hydroxymethyl) benzoic acid

(4-HMBA; CAS: 3006-96-0)

Sigma-Aldrich Cat#382639

Terephthalaldehyde (TAL; CAS: 623-27-8) Alfa Aesar Cat#A14930

4-(Hydroxymethyl) benzaldehyde

(4-HMBAL; CAS: 52010-97-6)

Carbosynth Ltd Cat#FH140138

1,4-Benzenedimethanol

(1,4-BDM; CAS: 589-29-7)

TCI Cat#D0605

1,4-bis-(Aminomethyl) benzene

(1,4-bis-AMB; CAS: 539-48-0)

Sigma-Aldrich Cat#8.41656

Benzoic acid (CAS: 65-85-0) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#242381

Benzaldehyde (CAS: 100-52-7) Acros Cat#378361000

Benzyl alcohol (CAS: 100-51-6) Fluka Cat#77013

Benzylamine (BAM; CAS: 100-46-9) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#185701

Methyl benzoate (CAS: 93-58-3) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#M29908

2-Phenylacetic acid (2-PAA; CAS: 103-82-2) Fluka Cat#78490

2-Phenylacetaldehyde (2-PAAL;

CAS: 122-78-1)

Acros Cat#37091

2-Phenylethanol (CAS: 60-12-8) Fluka Cat#77861

Lysonase� Bioprocessing Reagent Merck-Millipore Cat#71230

ROTI�Garose-His/Co Beads Carl Roth Cat#1235.1

Recombinant protein (C-term. 6xHis, purified):

leaf-branch compost cutinase (LCC)

This study G9BY57

Recombinant protein (C-term. 6xHis,

purified): leaf-branch compost

cutinase variant (LCC-ICCG)

This study PDB: 6THT

Recombinant protein (C-term. 6xHis,

purified): polyester hydrolase-1 (PES-H1)

This study PDB: 7CUV

Q5� polymerase NEB Cat#M0491S

Q5� mutagenesis kit NEB Cat#E0554S

Deposited data

Raw and analyzed data This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

E. coli strains, see above: Bacterial

and virus strains

This paper N/A

Oligonucleotides

lpp-up_F, primer for strain

engineering, see Table S1

This paper (Thermo Scientific�) N/A

lpp-up_R, primer for strain

engineering, see Table S1

This paper (Thermo Scientific�) N/A

lpp-down_F, primer for strain

engineering, see Table S1

This paper (Thermo Scientific�) N/A

lpp-down_R, primer for strain

engineering, see Table S1

This paper (Thermo Scientific�) N/A

pTarget_F, primer for strain

engineering, see Table S1

This paper (Thermo Scientific�) N/A

pTarget_R, primer for strain

engineering, see Table S1

This paper (Thermo Scientific�) N/A

Dlpp-gRNA_F, primer for strain

engineering, see Table S1

This paper (Thermo Scientific�) N/A

Dlpp-gRNA_R, primer for strain

engineering, see Table S1

This paper (Thermo Scientific�) N/A

Recombinant DNA

Plasmid: pCDFduo/luxAB Bayer et al., 2021 NCBI: WP_088373098 (luxA); NCBI: P19840

(luxB)

Plasmid: pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi Bayer et al., 2021 NCBI: WP_012393886 (carMm); NCBI:

ABI83656 (pptNi)

Plasmid: pET26b/lcc This paper (BioCat GmbH);

(Tournier et al., 2020)

NCBI: G9BY57

Plasmid: pET26b/lcc-ICCG This paper (BioCat GmbH);

(Tournier et al., 2020)

PDB: 6THT

Plasmid: pET26b/pes-H1 This paper (BioCat GmbH);

(Zimmermann et al., 2019)

PDB: 7CUV

Plasmid: pCas Addgene (Jiang et al., 2015) Addgene Plasmid #62225

Plasmid: pTarget Addgene (Jiang et al., 2015) Addgene Plasmid #62226

Plasmid: pTarget-Dlpp This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

Geneious Prime� 2022.0.2 Biomatters Ltd www.geneious.com

OligoEvaluator� Sigma-Aldrich http://www.oligoevaluator.com/LoginServlet

Microsoft Office 16.0 Microsoft Corporation www.microsoft.com

Other

96-well plate (flat bottom, black polystyrene) Greiner Bio-One Cat#655079
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Dr. Thomas Bayer (thomas.bayer@uni-greifswald.de).
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Materials availability

� For the assembly of the pTarget-Dlpp plasmid in this study, the templates pCas (#62225) and pTarget

(#62226) were purchased from Addgene (Watertown, USA). Subsequently, pTarget-Dlpp and pCas

were used to knock-out the lpp gene from the genome of E. coli BL21(DE3). The genes encoding

the leaf-branch compost cutinase (LCC) and the LCC-ICCG variant (Tournier et al., 2020) and the

polyester hydrolase-1 (PES-H1) (Zimmermann et al., 2019) were codon-optimized for the expression

in E. coli, synthesized, and cloned in frame with the C-terminal 6xHis tag present in pET26b by the

BioCat GmbH (Heidelberg, Germany). Accession numbers of proteins are provided in the Key re-

sources table.

� E. coli BL21(DE3) (#EC0114) and DH5a (#18265017) were initially purchased from Thermo Scientific�
(Darmstadt, Germany) and propagated as described below. E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp is available from

the lead contact upon request. E. coli RARE was acquired from the Prather group (Kunjapur et al.,

2014) but is also available from Addgene (#61440).

� There are restrictions to the availability of the previously constructed pCDFduo/luxAB, herein

referred to as pLuxAB, and pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi plasmids (Bayer et al., 2021) due to material

transfer agreements (MTAs). Further information is available from the lead contact upon request.

� Otherwise, this study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d The genome of E. coli BL21(DE3) and associated metadata were retrieved from the National Center for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI; GenBank: CP001509.3). The accession numbers of protein sequences

are listed in the Key resources table.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to re-analyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

E. coli BL21(DE3), E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp, E. coli DH5a, and E. coli RARE were propagated in 4–5 mL

lysogeny broth (LB) medium (25 g L�1; Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) in Infors HT Multitron incubator

shakers (Bottmingen, Switzerland) at 37�C with shaking (150–180 rpm) for 12–16 h. If not stated otherwise,

chemically competent E. coli cells were produced by using 0.1 M CaCl2 and transformed with plasmid DNA

(25–100 ng) by heat-shock at 42�C for 45 s as previously described (Bayer et al., 2021). For the efficient trans-

formation of E. coli RARE, plasmids were passed through E. coli DH5a (Bayer et al., 2021). E. coli transform-

ants harboring pLuxAB and pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi were propagated in LB medium supplemented

with streptomycin (25 mg$mL-1) and chloramphenicol (34 mg$mL-1), respectively. Only half the concentration

of antibiotics was used for the selection and subsequent propagation of strains harboring both plasmids.

For the selection and propagation on plates, LB containing 1.5% (u/n) agar (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany)

and supplemented with antibiotics – if applicable – was used.
METHOD DETAILS

Strain engineering

The non-essential lpp gene encodes a cellular ‘bulk’ protein (Li et al., 2014), which controls the (mechanical)

properties of the inner and outer membrane and the width of the periplasmic space (Asmar et al., 2017;

Mathelié-Guinlet et al., 2020). The deletion of the lpp gene from the E. coli genome has been suggested

to affect the permeability of the cellular envelope for small molecules (Ni et al., 2007) that might also influ-

ence the uptake of TPA and derivatives. Furthermore, expression levels of CARMm/PPTNi were increased in

E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp according to SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure S2). This may be due to the re-allocation of

cellular resources (Li et al., 2014).

E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp was constructed by using a previously developed two-plasmid-based CRISPR/Cas9

system (Jiang et al., 2015). The two key plasmids, pCas (#62225) and pTarget (#62226), were purchased

from Addgene (Watertown, USA). The pTarget-Dlpp plasmid was constructed by first engineering the

flanking sequence of the lpp gene by the assembly of three DNA fragments using a sequence- and
14 iScience 25, 104326, May 20, 2022
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ligation-independent cloning extract-based protocol (Zhang et al., 2012): (1) the lpp-up fragment (ampli-

fied from the E. coli genome employing the primers lpp-up_F/R), (2) the lpp-down fragment (amplified

from the genome of E. coli using the primers lpp-down_F/R), and (3) the pTarget fragment. The latter

was amplified by using the primers pTarget_F/R. Next, the guide RNA (gRNA) was introduced employing

the Q5� mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs, Frankfurt/Main, Germany) with the primer pair Dlpp-

gRNA_F/R. The resulting pTarget-Dlpp was Sanger sequenced (Eurofins Genomics, Ebersberg, Germany)

to confirm the insertion of gRNA and the flanking sequences of the lpp gene. Subsequently, E. coli

BL21(DE3)Dlpp strain was constructed by using pCas and pTarget-Dlpp according to Jiang and co-workers

(Jiang et al., 2015). Briefly, competent E. coli BL21(DE3) cells were transformed with pCas as described

above. In the resulting pCas transformants, the l-Red system was induced with 0.2% (u/n) arabinose and

electrocompetent cells were prepared. Next, the pTarget-Dlpp plasmid was introduced by electropora-

tion; transformants were selected on LB agar plates supplemented with kanamycin and streptomycin. Col-

ony polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed for genotyping the colonies. The plasmids pTarget-

Dlpp and pCas were cured sequentially in the presence of 0.5 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside

(IPTG) and by culturing at 37�C, respectively. Finally, the successful construction of E. coli BL21(DE3)

Dlpp was confirmed by PCR amplification and DNA sequencing of the genome sequence flanking the

knocked-out lpp gene.

Desalted DNA oligonucleotides were ordered from Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific and dissolved in

nuclease-free water (Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany). Primer sequences are given in Table S1. PCRs

were performed on a Biometra TAdvanced thermal cycler (Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany) employing

Q5� polymerase as suggested by the supplier (New England Biolabs).
Enzyme production and resting cell preparation

Production of LuxAB and CARMm/PPTNi was performed in E. coli transformants harboring pLuxAB and pA-

CYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi, respectively. For cultivation, auto-induction medium (AIM; 2.5% (u/n) lysogeny

broth medium, 1 mM MgSO4, 25 mM (NH4)2SO4, 50 mM KH2PO4, 50 mM Na2HPO4, 5% (u/n) glycerol,

0.5% (u/n) glucose, 2% (u/n) a-lactose) supplemented with chloramphenicol (34 mg$mL-1) and streptomycin

(25 mg$mL-1), respectively, was used. Only half the concentration of antibiotics was used for the selection

and subsequent cultivation of strains harboring both plasmids. The AIMwas adapted from Studier (Studier,

2005).

Briefly, a single colony of the desired strain was grown in LB medium supplemented with the appropriate

antibiotic(s) at 37�C (180 rpm) for 12–16 h. AIM containing antibiotic(s) was inoculated with 0.2% (n/n) pre-

culture in baffled flasks and incubated in Infors HTMultitron incubator shakers (Bottmingen, Switzerland) at

37�C (180 rpm) for 4–6 h (6 h for co-transformants, 5 h for cells harboring pLuxAB, and 4 h for cells harboring

pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi). Enzyme production was performed at 20�C (150 rpm) for 16–20 h. The optical

density at 600 nm (OD600) of cultures was determined with a UV-1280 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu,

Kyoto, Japan). Cells were harvested by centrifugation (4,000✕ g, 4�C) for 15–20 min using a Heraeus Fresco

17 centrifuge or a Heraeus Labofuge 400R (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (Bayer et al., 2021).

RCs of E. coli were prepared after cultivation by re-suspension in RCM (22 mM KH2PO4, 42 mM Na2HPO4,

8.56 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgSO4, 1 mM CaCl2 and 1% (u/n) glucose) to a final OD600 z 10.0 as previously

described (Bayer et al., 2021).

Similarly, LCC, LCC-ICCG, and PES-H1 were produced in E. coli BL21(DE3) transformants by cultivation in

AIM supplemented with kanamycin (50 mg$mL-1) at 21�C (150 rpm) for 23 h (Tournier et al., 2020). To pro-

duce PES-H1, the time of cultivation was reduced from 23 h to 20 h. Cells were harvested, re-suspended in

lysis buffer (7 mL per g wet cell pellet; 50 mM Na2HPO4, 300 mM NaCl, pH 8), and processed according to

Tournier and co-workers (Tournier et al., 2020). After cell disruption by freezing/thawing, 1 mL LysonaseTM

Bioprocessing Reagent (#71230; Merck-Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) per mL cell suspension was added

and incubated at 28�C (220 rpm) for 1 h. They lysate was clarified by centrifugation (6,000 ✕ g, 4�C) for
45 min. Subsequently, enzymes were purified from the supernatant through their C-terminal 6xHis tags

by cobalt affinity chromatography (ROTI�Garose-His/Co Beads, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). The three

hydrolases were eluted with elution buffer (50 mM Na2HPO4, 300 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) supplemented with

250 mM (LCC and LCC-ICCG) or 100 mM imidazole (PES-H1). The target proteins were desalted with
iScience 25, 104326, May 20, 2022 15
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50 mM Na2HPO4 buffer (pH 8.0) and used for the hydrolysis of Gf-PET film (Goodfellow, Hamburg, Ger-

many) as describe below.

Protein expression was confirmed by 12.5% (u/n) SDS-PAGE of denatured whole-cell samples normalized

to OD600 = 7.0 (Figure S2) or purified enzymes, using the Mini-PROTEAN electrophoresis system (Bio-Rad,

Feldkirchen, Germany) and following standard protocols; gels were stained with InstantBlueTM Protein

Stain (Expedeon, Heidelberg, Germany) for at least 30 min (Bayer et al., 2021).

PET hydrolysis

The enzymatic degradation of amorphous PET film (Goodfellow, Hamburg, Germany) was performed in

1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) at 72�C with shaking (1 000 rpm; ThermoMixer C, Eppendorf,

Hamburg, Germany) for 24 h; the enzyme concentration of 1 mg per g PET in a total reaction volume of

1.5 mL was used as published before (Tournier et al., 2020). The clarified supernatants were analyzed ac-

cording to Palm et al. by reverse-phase HPLC on a VWR Hitachi LaChrom Elite system (VWR International,

Radnor, USA), equipped with a Kinetex� column (5 mM EVO C18 100 Å, 150 x 4.6 mm; Phenomenex�,

Aschaffenburg, Germany), with a gradient of acetonitrile and 0.1% (n/n) formic acid in water at 30�C after

injection of 10 mL sample. Within 12 min, acetonitrile was increased from 5 to 44% and then to 70% after

15 min. The ratio remained constant for another 3 min. TPA was detected at 240 nm and quantification

was facilitated by standard calibration using commercial reference compounds (Palm et al., 2019). Samples

were prepared from independent PET hydrolysis experiments with LCC, LCC-ICCG, and PES-H1 and sub-

sequent HPLC measurments and quantification (n R 2; Table S2).

LuxAB-based detection of TPA-derived aldehydes in vivo (96-well plate format)

RCs of the desired E. coli strain expressing either LuxAB or LuxAB together with CARMm/PPTNi were pre-

pared as before in biological replicates (n R 3). To 198 mL RCs (OD600 z 10.0) per well, 2 mL of the target

compound, dissolved in DMSO, were added to a final concentration of 1 mM concentration, if not stated

otherwise, in a total volume of 200 mL containing 1% (n/n) DMSO as co-solvent per well (flat bottom, black

polystyrene 96-well plate, #655079; Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany). It was mixed gently. The

bioluminescence wasmeasured immediately on a VarioskanTM LUXmultimode plate reader (Thermo Fisher

Scientific). The change in bioluminescence was monitored at 25�C for up to 1 h and the fold-increase in

bioluminescence above background in the presence of directly added or enzymatically produced alde-

hydes calculated as described in detail previously (Bayer et al., 2021). Data were generated from biological

replicates and presented as mean values + SD (n R 3). These results are shown in Figures 2B–2C and Fig-

ure S3 for RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp and E. coli RARE, respectively.

For the screening of PET hydrolysates, samples were clarified by centrifugation (13,000 ✕ g, 1 min) using a

Heraeus Labofuge 400R (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The supernatant was diluted 1:10 bymixing 100 mL of the

hydrolysis sample with 200 mL DMSO and 700 mL RCM. Subsequently, 10 mL of the resulting dilution were

added to 190 mL RCs (OD600 z 10.0) per well. The 96-well plate was processed as before and the biolumi-

nescence was measured up to 4 h. Data were generated from biological replicates and presented as mean

values + SD (nR 3). These results are shown in Figures 3 and S4 for RCs of E. coli RARE and E. coli BL21(DE3)

Dlpp, respectively.

Whole-cell biotransformations and chemo-enzymatic cascade one-pot reaction

RCs (OD600 z 10.0) expressing CARMm/PPTNi were prepared as before. Whole-cell biotransformations

were performed in glass vials with screwcaps (4 mL) at 2–5 mM TPA concentration and 5% (n/n) DMSO as

co-solvent (Vtotal = 0.5 mL) in Infors HT Multitron incubator shakers (Bottmingen, Switzerland) at 25�C
(230–250 rpm) for 0–24 h. For GC analysis, samples (100 mL) of the biotransformation mixtures were taken

immediately after the addition of substrate and mixing (t z 0 h) and again after 24 h. Subsequently, sam-

ples were acidified with 2MHCl (10 mL) and extracted two times with ethyl acetate (200 mL) containing 1mM

methyl benzoate as internal standard (IS) by vortexing for 1 min. For phase separation, samples were

centrifuged (13,000 ✕ g, 4�C) for 1 min. The combined organic phases were desiccated over Na2SO4

and transferred into a GC vial with insert, capped, and submitted to GC analysis. Compound identification

was performed by the comparisons of retention times of commercial standards (Table 1), unless stated

otherwise; quantification and calculation of GC yields were performed by employing relative response fac-

tors (RRFs) as described in detail previously (Bayer et al., 2021) and below. Data were generated from bio-

logical replicates and presented as mean values + SD (nR 3). When employing RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) or
16 iScience 25, 104326, May 20, 2022
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E. coli RARE, reaction mixtures contained mainly unreacted TPA after 24 h (58.2 G 16.0% for E. coli

BL21(DE3) and 51.0 G 12.1% for E. coli RARE as shown in Figures S1A and S1B, respectively). Conversions

of TPA could be improved by the utilization of E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp. After 24 h reaction time, biotrans-

formation mixtures only contained 31.1 G 5.9% TPA, besides TPA-derived aldehydes including 4-CBAL

and the over-reduced 4-HMBAL and 1,4-BDM (Figure 2A). Additionally, 4-CBAL and 4-(hydroxymethyl)

benzoic acid (4-HMBA) were identified as substrates for CARMm as shown in Figures S1C and S1D, res-

pectively. These results are in agreement with the LuxAB-based detection of corresponding aldehydes

employing either RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Dlpp (Figure 2) or E. coli RARE (Figure S4) in the HT assay.

Furthermore, whole-cell biotransformations suggest the activity of endogenous enzymes (e.g., aldehyde

dehydrogenases) that oxidize aldehydes to the corresponding carboxylic acids (Figures S1C–S1E). This

is in accordance with previous findings (Bayer et al., 2017).

For the chemo-enzymatic reaction in one-pot, TPA was reduced by CARMm in whole-cell biotransfor-

mations under the conditions given above (Vtotal = 0.1 mL) in the presence of 2.2–2.5 eq NH2OH $ HCl in

biological replicates (n R 2). After 12–16 h of reaction time, 5.5 eq zinc powder were added and the cell

suspension acidified with 10 M HCl (20 mL). After incubation with shaking at room temperature for 4 h,

30% (n/n) ammonia solution (10 mL) and 5 M NaOH (10 mL) were added (Ayedi et al., 2013). It was mixed

for 15 min before extracting two times with ethyl acetate (200 mL) containing 1 mM IS as before. Combined

organic phases were dried over Na2SO4 and submitted to GC analysis using a GC-2010 Plus (Shimadzu)

equipped with a flame ionization detector (FID; Shimadzu) and a ZB-5MSi column (length: 30 m; inner diam-

eter: 0.25 mm; film thickness: 0.25 mm) from Phenomenex (Torrance, USA). GC/FID method (hydrogen,

0.96 mL$min-1 flow rate; injector and detector: 320�C): 100�C, hold 1 min, 20�C per min to 250�C, hold
5 min; total time: 13.5 min.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification was performed for (1) biocatalytic reactions performed in whole cells of E. coli (i.e., RCs) in

biological replicates (n R 3) and in combination with reductive amination reactions in one-pot (nR 2) and

(2) the enzymatic degradation of PET for independent hydrolysis reactions (n R 2). Compound identifica-

tion was realized by the comparison of the retention times of commercial standards by (1) GC/FID and (2)

HPLC analysis. From the corresponding peak areas, yields were calculated (1) by employing RFFs for each

compound of interest (Table 1) and (2) by linear standard calibration for TPA (slope = 49,134.00; axis inter-

cept = 58,547.00; R2 > 0.99).

For the semi-quantitative assessment of amounts of TPA in PET hydrolysis samples, dilutions were analyzed

by the CAR/LuxAB-based HT assay employing biological replicates of RCs (n R 3). The fold-increase in

bioluminescence was proportional to the concentration of TPA as described in the main text and could

be calculated from TPA samples with known concentration (1 mM).

Statistical analysis included the calculations of mean values, SDs, and the determination coefficient (R2) by

the integrated functions of the standard spreadsheet software Microsoft Excel (version 16.0).

GC yields are presented as bars representingmean values + SD in Figures 2A, 4, and S1. Both experimental

and statistical details can also be found in the corresponding figure legends and in the main text.

HPLC yields are given as mean valuesG SD in Table S2. Experimental details can be found in the main text

and statistical details in the legend of Table S2.

Themean fold-increase in bioluminescence + SD is depicted as bars in Figures 3 and S4. Both experimental

and statistical details can also be found in the corresponding figure legends and in the main text.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

The OligoEvaluatorTM (Sigma-Aldrich; http://www.oligoevaluator.com/LoginServlet) was used to predict

secondary structures and dimer formation of DNA oligonucleotides (Table S1).
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Figure S1. CAR-catalyzed reductions of TPA and derivatives in vivo, related to Figure 2A. (A) 

Bioreduction of TPA by CARMm in E. coli BL21(DE3) yields a mixture of the over-reduced 4-HMBAL and 

1,4-BDM, besides unreacted substrate. (B) Bioreduction of TPA by CARMm in E. coli RARE mainly yields 

4-HMBAL, indicating reduced aromatic aldehyde reducing activity compared to E. coli BL21(DE3), 4-

CBAL, and unreacted TPA. (C) CARMm reduces the carboxylate group in 4-CBAL to the corresponding 

TAL. Endogenous enzymes not only reduce aldehydes to the corresponding primary alcohols like 1,4-

BDM but also oxidize them to the carboxylates as indicated by the detection of TPA after 24 h. This is 

in accordance with previous findings (Bayer et al., 2017). (D) CARMm reduces the carboxylate group in 

4-HMBA to the corresponding 4-HMBAL. Endogenous enzymes reduce the aldehydes to the 

corresponding primary alcohols like 1,4-BDM; TPA could be detected in traces after 24 h. (E) The highly 

reactive TAL is both oxidized and reduced by endogenous enzymes, yielding TPA and 1,4-BDM, 

respectively. On top, arrows indicate the activities of (host) enzymes; PPTNi necessary for 

posttranslational modification of CARMm is omitted for clarity. Experiments were performed in RCs of 

E. coli (OD600 ≈ 10.0) co-expressing enzymes from pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi (Bayer et al., 2021) in the 

presence of 2–5 mM substrates and 5% (ν/ν) DMSO as organic co-solvent. Sampling: 0 h (after the 

addition of substrate and mixing) and 24 h. Recoveries were reduced due to low solubilities and/or the 

volatility of compounds. GC yields are presented as mean values + standard deviation (SD) [mM] of 

biological replicates (n ≥ 3). 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   
   

   

   

   

   

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
   

 
 

        

   

      

      

   

       

       

        

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
   

 
 

        

   

      

      

   

       

       

        

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
   

 
 

        

   

      

      

   

       

       

        

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
   

 
 

        

   

      

      

   

       

       

        

 

                     

   

     

    

      

                               

   

     

    

      

   

   

   

   

   

   
   

   

   

   

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
   

 
 

        

   

      

      

   

       

       

        

 



 

 

Figure S2. SDS-PAGE analysis of whole-cell samples, related to Figure 2A, Figure S1, and STAR 

Methods. (A) Expression of (1) CARMm/PPTNi from pACYCDuet-1/carMm:pptNi [CARMm: 129 kDa], (2) 

CARMm/PPTNi and LuxAB from pLuxAB [LuxA: 43 kDa, LuxB: 37 kDa], and (3) LuxAB in E. coli 

BL21(DE3). (B) Whole-cell samples of (1) untransformed E. coli BL21(DE3) Δlpp or expressing (2) 

CARMm/PPTNi, (3) CARMm/PPTNi and LuxAB, and (4) LuxAB; PPTNi [23 kDa] was not detectable due to 

low expression levels in corresponding samples. Proteins were produced from pACYCDuet-

1/carMm:pptNi and pLuxAB (Bayer et al., 2021); the detailed protocol is given in the main text. Sample 

loading normalized to OD600 = 7.0; SDS-PAGE and gel staining performed as described in the main text. 

Irrelevant lanes were cropped in (A), the brightness of both pictures was increased by 20%; () indicate 

protein bands of interest. 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

   

      

     

     

     

     

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

    

      

     

     



 

Figure S3. LuxAB-based HT detection of aldehydes in E. coli RARE, related to Figure 2B–C. (A) 

Direct detection of TPA-derived aldehydes (0.1 mM) by increasing bioluminescence over time in RCs of 

E. coli RARE expressing LuxAB from pLuxAB; 2-PAAL was used as the positive control. Whereas TPA 

and 1,4-BDM did not yield bioluminescence, the addition of 4-HMBA yielded background luminescence 

at 1 mM final concentration. (B) In situ production of aldehydes from 2-PAA and TPA (1 mM) in RCs of 

E. coli RARE co-expressing LuxAB and CARMm/PPTNi. Experiments were performed in the presence of 

1% (ν/ν) DMSO under HT assay conditions as described previously (Bayer et al., 2021) and in the main 

text; data presented as mean fold-increase bioluminescence obtained from biological replicates (n = 3). 
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Figure S4. PET hydrolysis samples analyzed under HT conditions in E. coli BL21(DE3) Δlpp, 

related to Figure 3. The enzyme-coupled biosensor system yielded bioluminescence in the presence 

of 1 mM TPA (positive control) and hydrolysates obtained by the enzymatic degradation of Gf-PET films 

by wildtype LCC and the LCC-ICCG variant. The bioluminescence did not increase in the presence of 

 %  ν/ν    S           t    g t    (negative control). While the bioluminescence plateaued around 

4-fold above background in E. coli           Δlpp after 1 h incubation time, it increased in RCs of 

E. coli RARE proportionally to the amounts of TPA present in PET hydrolysis samples (see Figure 3 in 

the main text). Experiments were performed in RCs of E. coli BL21(DE3) Δlpp under HT assay 

conditions as described previously (Bayer et al., 2021) and in the main text; data presented as mean 

values of the fold-increase in bioluminescence + SD of biological replicates (n = 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table S1. List of DNA oligonucleotides, related to STAR Methods 

Primer 
Sequence 

( ’ –  ’) 

lpp-up_F gagtcgacctgcagaagcttGTAAAGAACTGGCTCTGCAGAG 

lpp-up_R acaggtactaCCCTCTAGATTGAGTTAATCTCC 

lpp-down_F atctagagggTAGTACCTGTGAAGTGAAAAATG 

lpp-down_R gagctgcacatgaactcgagATGAATGCACCGGATATTAAAGC 

pTarget_F ctcgagttcatgtgcagctc 

pTarget_R aagcttctgcaggtcgactc 

Δlpp-gRNA_F AGTAGAACCCgttttagagctagaaatagcaagtt 

Δlpp-gRNA_R CTGCTGGCAGactagtattatacctaggactgagc 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table S2. HPLC yields of TPA in PET hydrolysates, related to Figure 3 and STAR Methods 

PET hydrolase TPA yields [mM] 

PES-H1 56.0 ± 0.1 

LCC 47.8 ± 3.1 

LCC-ICCG 111.1 ± 15.3 

Yields are given as mean values ± SDs of independent PET 

hydrolysis experiments and subsequent HPLC measurement 

for LCC (n = 3) and LCC-ICCG (n = 2) and as mean value ± SD 

of a technical replicate (n = 2) for PES-H1. 
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